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CHAPrFR I 
IN'IRODUCTION 
The Problem 
----
As the book, Conceptual Frontiers£!! Speech Communication, 
indicates, speech/communication research encompasses such diverse 
areas as broadcasting and elementary speech edncation. Nev areas of 
study in speech/communication ~e constantly developing. One of the 
most recent areas to evolve is international cotm111nication and in 
particular international speech/communication education. It vaa to 
this area that the following research was directed. 
A number of studies have been conducted to determine the 
extent to which speech/communication was taught in other eountries. 
L1 1970 a compilation of these studies was made bf Casmir and Hanis 
in their book, International Studies 2!_ National Speech F.ducation 
~steme. The countries included in this publication were: Australia, 
Austria, Canada, Finland, Germany, Greece, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, Nev 
Zealand, Phillipines, arxl Sweden.1 It was evident from the above list 
that Enropean countries appeared to predominate as the area most 
extensivel7 researched. 
The Proceedings ~ ~ Third International German-American 
Colloquium, which was held in Walberberg, Germany, in 1972, also 
lFred Casmir and L. s. Harms, International Studies of National 
Speech F.ducation Systems (.Minneapolis: Burgess Publisning co:; !970), p. 67. 
2 
suggested that extensive research and stucf1" had been completed in 
Oema.117. 
However, it appeared that South .America was the one area or the 
world that had been neglected in these international studies. It was 
due to this lack of research that the present investigation regarding speech 
education in Brazil was conducted. 
Brazil was selected as the subject ot research after a survey of 
the available literature revealed no other similar studies had been 
conducted in th.is area. other reasons tor th.is particular choice included 
the author's prior knowledge ot the country and the country's increasing 
importance as a world power. The author, having lived in Brazil tor a 
year, was acquainted with the culture and language or Brazil. In an 
investigation or this kind where linguistic and cultural problems arise, 
the author's insight and knowledge of the country proved valuable. Brazil's 
capability of producing an atomic bomb in the near future, suggested 
that it was emerging as a powerful nation • .And .finally, because ot Brazil's 
new position in international affairs, it appeared important that as much 
research as possible be conducted to gain further knowledge ot the 
country's present conditions and future potential. 
Th.is investigation was designed to survey the extent to which 
speech/communication education at the undergraduate universit7 level 
erlsted in southern Brazil. More specifically, this investigation 
examined the type of oral training available to university students and 
the subsequent theoretical aspects of communication that are presented 
in the public and private schools ot higher education in Brazil. The 
theoretical aspects or comnmnication included: the study or the process 
or communication; the theories or mass communication; the sociology or 
3 
coJ1111Unication; the psychology of communication; and the study of signs 
and symbols. Since speech education in the United States is most evident 
at the universitJ level, this level was e:xainined in Brazil. The southern 
portion of Brazil was selected due to the more advanced economic and social 
state of this area. To illustrate, Malvina McNeill stated in her, 
Guidelines to Problems of F.ducation in Brazil, that, . 
----- - ----
The industrial and economic growth of today, and the resulting 
change in the structure of Brazilian society is happening mainly 
in the southern atates2or Sao Paulo, Parani, Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do Sul. 
Not only was this part ot Brasil more advanced economically, but it had 
the best edo.cation and the highest 11Wllber ot literate people.3 These 
four statea represented the sample area for the study, because of their 
high level or education development. 
Review 2!, Selected Literature 
For the purpose of the ensuin~ investigation the review of literature 
encompassed three general areas. These areas were: speech/commu.nication 
education in Brazil; international speech educationJ and the histor,- and 
educational systems ot Brazil. The information 1n this review was obtained 
from the libraries at Eastern Illinois University, Illinois State University, 
the University of W.inois, and Bradley University; from the experience 
ot the author; from letters to people knowledgeable ot Br•zilJ and from 
an interview with a professor ct Portuguese at the University of Illinois. 
2Malvina McNeill, Guidelines to Problems of F.ducation 1n Brazil 
(New York: Teacher's College Preas, 197'0), P• 9. - -
3T. Lynn Smith, Brazil; Peo~le and Institutions (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press; l lio);J).490. 
4 
In the area or speech/communication education in Brazil, the 
above mentioned libraries yielded no specific written studies on this 
topic. The author, having lived in Brazil and having attended a 
Brazilian high school, had seen no evidence or any courses in speech/ 
communicatfon being taught. The author studied in Brazil 1n 1967, theretore 
it was possible that chqes had taken place since that time. Letters to 
the department chairmen or Portuguese and Brazilian studies at the University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, Indiana University, Ball State University, University 
or lllinoia, Miami University-Ohio, University ot Ari~ona, University or 
Cal.itornia at Los Angeles, and the University of Texas-Austin revealed no 
knowledge, either personal or in the form ot research, in the area or 
speech/oollllllllD.ication. An interview with Milton Azevedo, a professor ot 
Portuguese at the University of IDinois, showed that his experience in 
Brazil indicated that there were no courses ot study in co111111nication. He 
did, however, suggest that there might now be schools of communication in 
Brazil. Since he was not certain, the information gathered supported the 
assumption that no written research had been conducted 1n this area, or 
at least none that was presently available in the United states. It was 
in.t'erred at this point that speech/communication education in Brazil was 
a new and relatively unexplored area of speech/com1111Dication research. 
Since some direction was needed tor this investigation, a further 
review or the literature rocused on international speech education, and 
the educational system ot Brazil. This was done to give the needed 
perspective on education in Brazil and to see it there were indications 
of where speech/communication might be taught 1n Brazil. 
Literature on International Speech Fducation 
Examination of the literature on international speech education 
revealed studies on various countries but none on Brazil or any South 
American country. Most of the studies limited themselves to the Northern 
Hemisphere. Dne to the conunon language and culture Britain and Canada 
have with the United States, these are two or the countries most widely 
studied. In Britain, speech was largely taught the way it was 1n the 
United States with possibly more emphasis placed on the rhetorical aspects. 
Canada, on the other hand, although very similar to the United States in 
culture, did not have a widel7 developed field or stud;r in speech.4 Most 
of the study' or speech in Canada was done on the university level. 
Aside from those countries who share our language, the next most 
studied nation was Germany. A dissertation giving a history of speech 
education in Hessen, Germ.any, from 1945-65, was published in 1967. It 
was concluded that Germany had difficulty re-establishing speech education 
after World War II, although it was a necessary way of teaching democratic 
principles and political activism.5 This started the interest in Oe:rm£n 
speech education. 
other countries have been the subject or colllmllllieation research 
endeavors. In 1970, Fred Casmir and L. s. Harms compiled a book, 
International Studies £! National S:eeech Education Systems. It included 
the foll.owing twelve countries: Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, 
Germany, Greece, Japan, Korea, Lebanon, New Zealand, the Phillipines, and 
Sweden. The main characteristic comon to all countries studied was that 
lacasm1r and Harms, P• 37. 
5 Ibid., p. 65. 
-
instruction in spoken communication was "interwoven with the teaching of 
6 
other subjects, rather than being conducted separatel7.n Departments 
of speech, as known in the United States, seemed to be rare occurences 
in other countries. 
The type or speech education that was found in other countries 
was "predondnantl7 linguistic and/or artistic"7 in nature. It was mainl7 
a speech for display with anphasis placed on the elocutionary aspect of 
speech. Oral interpretation and theatre related activities were the main 
concerns of the countries studied. 8 Ver:, little public speaking was 
taught and "where found it tends to be associated with law or theology.n9 
It appeared .trom the above conclusions that speech in other countries 
was not considered to be ot great importance. 
One or the reasons that speech may not have a position of 
importance in other countries was because of the cultures of those 
countries. Americans have a tendency to evaluate speech education in 
6 
other countries by how well they have adopted our theories ot communication, 
when in actuality they could not adopt them because the theories did not 
fit their culture.10 Since communication theory involves functional 
interactions, the theories mu.st be changed to fit the basic social 
interactions of each countr:y and not be just an imitation of the 
United States. 
6casndr and Harms, iv. 
7Ibid. 
-
8Ibid., v. 
-
9Ibid. 
-
Summary 
For the most part speech education in other countries was a new 
field that was considered to be or little importance as a separate field 
or study. It was often incorporated into other courses of stud1'. 'When 
7 
it was taught, the emphasis was on display rather than theor,y. There was 
also a tendency to imitate American speech education rather than to develop 
theories that were unique to that culture. 
Brazilian :Education 
For the purpose of comprehending the background and educational 
system in Brazil, the following review was conducted. It was hoped that 
it would reveal some indication or evidence ot the existence of speech 
education in Brazil. 
Historical Back~round 
Brazil was discovered in 1500 by a Portuguese_ navigator, Pedro 
Cabrai,11 and became the property of Portugal. 'Ihe people who settled 
Brazil were mainly seeking their fortunes which led to the use of slaves 
and the exploitation or the indigenous people or Brazil. Brazil was 
ruled by Portugal until 1822 when Brazil declared its independence. The 
predominant infiuence in Brazil is Portuguese. Brazil was ruled by a 
monarch until 1889 when it established a republican form or government. 
This gave way to repeated dictators in 1930. Brazil has since vacilated 
between a dictatorship and a republic. 
The history of education in Brazil began in 1544 with the Jesuit 
priests. It was from their emphasis on the humanities that Brazilian 
ll"Brazil," Encycloeedia International, Vol. IV, 2Ll. 
education has developed in "the Greek aristocratic tradition--the 
separation of the wrld of thinking from the world of doing.n12 It was 
8 
tor this reason that Brazilian education bas over the years been considered 
as being more "theoretical and encyclopedic in orientation, with little 
emphasis upon what we might call empirical and pragmatic problems."13 
During the colonial period, Brazilian education had a decidedly 
aristocratic orientation. Education was provided mainly for the upper-
class as a means or keeping their social status. They were given a 
humanistic education in order to help "them carry on their role ot leader-
ship in the social and political life or the nation. 1114 'Ibis type or 
education for the few supposedly ended in 1824 when Brazil "tried to provide 
free public education for all citizens, but due to lack or funds, implement-
. 15 ing this idea has continued to be a problem up to the present." Through 
the years, Brazil's educational system has been oriented toward the upper• 
16 
class and has remained inaccessible to many Brazilians. It was because 
of this that "the development of a system of schools available to the 
common people and an attempt to give the fundamentals of an educatio~ to 
any considerable part or the population are relatively new in Brazi1. 1117 
12McNeill1 P• 3. 
13Charles Wagley, An Introduction to Brazil (Nev York: Columbia 
University Press, 1963), p:-205. -
14Robert Havighurst and J. Roberto Moreira, Societz and Fducation 
in Brazil (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1965);""'p. 108. 
----
l5Mc,.'1eill, P• 4. 
16wagley, p. 204. 
17 Smith, p. 485. 
It became evident in the 19301s that in order "to join the modern 
developed nations, the country had to educate all or its population, 
develop technology and science, and become able to explore its almost 
untouched natural resources.n18 With this realization and the re-
establishment or its democracy, "Brazil began its modern education 
life.n19 Instead of stressing only an education tor the upper-class, 
9 
Brazil is now developing more schools to accommodate even the underprivileged. 
More trade schools are being developed. and more educational experimentation 
is being done since Brazil realized that its growth greatly depended "on the 
20 
expansion, democratization, and diversification of the school system." 
Before 1961, Brazilian education vas centralized making it difficult 
to provide an education suited to each individual community. 21 However, 
in 1961, the "most significant legal document in modern Brazilian education--
- 22 the~~ Diretrizea ! Bases da Educa.gao Nacional--was enacted." Its 
aim was to "adapt the Brazilian school system to regional conditions.n23 
Through this law each state was "given the right to formulate its own 
educational system.n24 This did not last long, and "from 1964 onwards, 
the political climate changed abruptly in Brazil, and government attitudes 
18 r! Mc Neill, P• ~. 
19 ' Wagley, P• 208. 
20 McNeill, p. l. 
21Ibid., 'P• 7. 
-
22~., p. 5. 
23wagley, P• 229. 
24Ibid. 
-
10 
and programs towards education were an ambiguous mixture of heavy-handed 
intervention and cautious reform."25 Professors were dismissed and 
progranm suffered, '!:nt Brazil did begin a detailed and constructive review 
or the educational system it had. Even at the time or this study, Brazil 
was in a state or revising its educational system in hopes or providing a 
better education for all. 
One of the reasons tor this constant state or uncertainty in the 
educational system in Brazil was the people themselves. From the author's 
experiences Brazilians as a people tended to take lite easy and were not 
overly concerned as to what happened in government or education. There 
seemed to be a reeling that things would work themselves out in the end. 
Another problem confronting Brazilians that the author noticed, 
was their desire to be at the same level as other developed countries 
such as the United States. What took 100 years to develop in the United 
States, the Brazilians were attempting to develop in ten years. This 
fast-paced development placed an unnecessary strain on the educational 
system demanding that it produce people who are knowledgeable in areas ot 
study that were not even offered in schools. Also, a student starting 
into a given tield found that by the time he emerged, the whole world 
had changed and his education was or no use to him. It was for these 
reasons that the educational. s7stem was constantl7 changing trying to 
keep up with Brazil's development. 
To better understand how Brazil was educating its people, an 
examination of how the schools operated and what was taught was necessary. 
----------------------,·--.·--------
2sR:iordan Roett, ed., Brazil in the Sixties (Nashville: Vanderbilt 
University Press, 1972), p. 29~. ~ ---
11 
In general, the amount of time spent in school in Brazil was less than in 
the United States. The schools operated only eight and a half months 
out of the year. Vacations included a swnmer break of ten to twelve 
weeks from December to March and a winter vacation of thirty days in 
July. Most schools met six days a week with the school day being 
approximately four hours long.26 The main reason for the shorter day 
was the possibility of having two or three shifts of students attending 
school during one day and thus being able to reach more people.?? 
There were three main kinds of schools that a student might 
attend: state, municipal, and private. or these, the private schools 
offered the best education with the municipal schools offering the 
poorest education. The municipal schools could not afford to pay their 
teachers what the other schools did.28 The organization of the schools 
varied from one room rural schools where one teacher taught all grades 
to what was called a Grupo Escolar which had four or more rooms with 
separate grades and a principal and offered more special classes such as 
29 
music, art, or physical education. 
One of the problems of Brazilian educat:i.on was that not enough 
people received a high school education. This was due to the selectivity 
of the educational system and the fact .that education was, 
compulsory by law only for the four primary grades. A child who 
goes to school for four years has met the legal re~0rement whether 
or not he has been promoted beyond the first grade. 
26ilavighurst and Moreira, p. 158. 
27wagley, p. 212. 
28Havighurst and Moreira, P• 157. 
29Ibid. 
-
30Ibid., p. 1$8. 
12 
The possibility that a child would remain in first grade for four years 
existed because, in order to proceed to the next grade, he had to pass 
a test. Ir he could not pass the test, he was held back. In order to 
continue from "grade school to high school a child mst pass an entrance 
examination. This is true for entrance into college also.n3l Many 
students who could not pass the exams lost interest in school and dropped 
out. There was a wasteful repetition of grades by a large number or 
students and "repetition of a grade also eliminates the place of a new 
student coming in.n.32 In recent years there had been a trend to alleviate 
this problem by adopting the idea of social promotion. To illustrate this 
several experiments in various states, including one in the city 
of Porto Alegre, in Rio Grande do Sul, are n~3allowing children to advance by age rather than by achievement. 
However, the responsibility for learning the required material was placed 
on the teacher. If a child failed the first grade, it was then up to the 
teacher to see to it that the child learned over the summer, what he had 
failed, so that he/she could start second grade the next year. Unfortunately, 
the teacher was not monetarily rewarded for this summer work. Many 
people feared that going to a system of social promotion would bring 
down the standard of education in Brazil and would thus hurt the student 
and the country. 
"The system of education that developed during the first hal! of 
the twentieth century took as its model the French system of about 1900.•34 
31 6 MeNeill, P• • 
.32wagley, p. 21.3. 
33~., p. 214. 
34Havighurst and Moreira, P• 1.35. 
This system vas.di'rl.ded into four basic levels with each level becoming 
more specialized. The f'irat level, or Primario, was equivalent to the 
elementary grades in the United States. 
At seven rears or age, a child enters a rour-year elementary 
school. lheoretically, after completing the fourth grade 
success~, he may enter the secondary level. But, in tact, 
to do so the student must pass entrance examinations. Generally, 
to be prepared to pass these3~aminations, an extra year of' elementary school is needed. 
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The seeondaJ7 level or education was divided into two levels--
"the Ginasio, which is roughly equivalent to our junior high school, but 
has four years or grades, and the Colegio, roughly similar to our senior 
high school,~36 except that it was only three years in length and very 
specialized in nature. The final level was the university. These levels 
existed for about fifty years, but new laws have changed this. 
The pri.mary school has been extended to six years. Graduation 
from the sixth grade of' the primary school allows the student 
to enter the second year or the ginasio, which in the future 
will be reduced from a tour-year to a thr7e-year sequence. The Colegio will remain a tbree-:;rear course • .3 
The functions of a primary school established in 1946 were 
still applicable. They were 
1) to initiate all persons into the life or the nation and the 
practice of the moral and civic virtues by which the national 
lite is maintained; 2) to give all children between the ages of 
seven and twelve an opportunit:;r for a balanced mental training 
and personality development; and 3) to teach knowledge that will 38 improve family life, individual health and occupational competence. 
3>wagley, p. 208. 
36 Ibid., P• 209. 
-
37 Ibid • ., P• 229. 
-
38ttavighurst and Moreira., p. 177. 
To meet tht9se objectives the curriculum or primary schools included the 
following basic subjects: Portuguese, both oral and written; geography; 
Brazilian history; natural science; and math. Little time was given to 
art, handwork, or physical education.39 An example of how demanding the 
curricula was 
in one southern state the child in the first grade is expected to 
learn to read, crunt and write numbers to 1,000, perform addition, 
subtraction, division, and multiplication of simple rmmbers, learn 
to find one-halt, one-quarter, or one-fifth of any number up to 
fifty, and learn the first twelve Roman numberals, as well as4to acquire a notion or other subjects such as Brazilian history. 0 
The f'unction of the ginasio was very similar to pr~io except in the 
level of difficulty. 
.. 
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In the colegio, the student had three choices as to cunicula; 
classico, cientifieo, and normal. The classico "emphasizes Greek, Latin, 
11X>dern languages and the humanities.n41 The cientifico focused "upon 
the sciences, mathematics, modern languages, and the like.n42 The object 
of the normal was to train nelementary school teachers and was on a level 
which allows its graduates to enter a faculty of higher education.a43 
Due to very little education in technical and vocational aspects, the 
graduates of colegio have been trained to do 11 ttle other than continue 
their formal education at the university level.44 The student at the 
39Havighurst and Moreira, P• 170. 
40wag1ey, p. 212. 
41 Ibid., P• 209. 
-
42Ibid. 
-
44iloett, p. 282. 
high school level had no choice as to the courses he/she was to take. 
The student could take only those courses offered in the three major 
areas of classieo, cientifico, or normal. However, this dii'ferentiation 
was changing. New educational laws were attempting to modify the 
curriculum. In the new curriculum, 
only five subjects are made obligatory, to be taken at different 
levels each year in the secondary schools, namely, Portuguese, 
mathematics, history, science and drawing. The other subjects to 
be studied are establ~hed by the state or the school,· or may be 
opted by the student. 
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The secondary schools in the past performed four basic functions: 
1) they give boys and girls the knowledge and attitudes that will 
make them better members of society. 
2) they give them the knowledge and skills that will make them 
more productive workers. 
3) they help middle ... and upper-class youth maintain their social 
status, 
4) they enable a growing minority of working-class anjfolower-
middle-elass youth to move up in the social scale. 
As the countcy changed and became more industrialized, there was a need 
to establish more industrial and vocational schools on the secondary level. 
The new functions of the secondary schools thus becamer 
1) to give young people the general knowledge and technical skills 
they would need to become productive members of a technological 
society. 
2) to prepare a substantial group of lower-class and lower-middle- 47 class youth for positions in the rapidly expanding midcll.e classes. 
With the increase in industry there was a serious shortage of 
skilled industrial workers. Due to this shortage a series or vocational 
schools were created, making it possible for a graduate from elementary 
16Wagley, P• 230. 
4\avighurst and Moreira., p. 19h. 
47~., P• 188. 
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school to "enter a school or commerce, ot industrial apprenticeship and 
training, of agriculture or a normal schoo1.n48 Schools of commerce or 
cormnercial schools were mainly tor white-collar jobs such as "stenography, 
radio, electronics, elevator maintenance, sewing, coromercial Portuguese, 
English and secretarial work."49 Most of the vocational schools were 
aimed at preparing students tor skilled labor and did not lead to a higher 
education. The problem with attracting people to vocational schools was 
that they prepared a person tor a job that did not pay much and was not 
socially attractive. Also "industrial secondary schools haven't caught 
on due mainly to the expensive equipment needed."50 To help increase the 
number of vocational schools "Brazilian law now states that industry with 
more than 100 people must provide schooling tor employees and children.n51 
Once a student had graduated from Colegio he could attempt to 
continue his edl!oation at the university level. He had a choice between 
such faculties as "law, medicine, engineering, dentistry, agronomy, 
industrial chemistry, or philosophy.n52 The most numerous courses 
of advanced study were: 
philosophy, science and letters, engineering, economics, law, nursing, 
dentistry, music, medicine, social work, and pharmacy in that order. 
In addition, th.ere are schools of public administration, industrial 
chemistry, agronomy, library service, journalism, veterinary medicine, 
architecture, Physigf F.ducation, public health, art and other 
specialized fields. 
48wagley, p. 209. 
49Ravighurst and Moreira, p. 190. 
50lbid., P• 192. 
-
51Ibid. 
52 Wagley, P• 209. 
53 
~-, p. 223. 
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Selecting a faculty or area of study was easy, but getting admitted 
to its program was another thing. 
Once one has filtered through the elementary and secondary schools, 
there is no longer an economic barrier, for most institutions of 
higher learning are public ~nd absolutely free, the difficulty 
occurs with the vestibular. 
The vestibular was a college entrance test that was used not so much as 
a gauge of ability but as a means of selection since "there are several 
times roore candidates than places available for them."55 However, so 
many failed the exam that many places which were available were left 
empty. In a sense the secondary schools were not meeting their function 
which was to prepare students for advanced study. 
The function of higher education in the past had been to "train 
practitioners of the liberal professions and enable upper-class students 
to maintain their status."56 However, with Brazil's increasing need to 
turn out more people with a college education, these functions had changed 
to the following: "l. train people for technical work in industry and 
business, 2. train people for secondary teaching. 1157 To meet these 
functions the curriculum in the past had been very rigid with a 
sequence of fixed courses and few electives. In the fourth year 
the student may contirme in his special field and graduate with 
the bacharel degree or follow a special course emphasizing 
education and teaching to beco~§ a licenciado and thus be qualified 
for secondary school teaching. 
54 4 Wagley, P• 22. 
55 
~., P• 225. 
56.rlavighurst and Moreira, p. 199. 
57~., p. 200. 
58 Wagley, p. 209. 
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This type of fixed curriculum led to isolated .faculties with little 
interdisciplina....-y contact. However, the new university re.forms were 
gradually changing that and transforming, 
The older European-type professional school milieu with its separate 
isolated faculties, non-technical bias and life-time chair professors 
into a more American-type syste.'11 with a departmental structure, 
more interdisciplinary programs and a stronger emphasis on research, 
and training in,~echnological .fields serving the development needs 
of the country. 
The University of Brasilia was one or the .first to .follow these 
new re.forms. There was still pessimism toward these reforms and many 
felt that 
interdisciplinary studies will take a long time in setting up, 
due to lack or a centralized school, the animosity of specialized 
teachers and that there will be no66llarantee that a certain number 
of students will join the faculty. · 
One of the problems that these reforms were intended to help 
was the poor use or facilities and professors. College facilities 
were "poor, usually in old buildings with no lab or library. 1161 Where 
facilities existed, they were often left idle or were only available 
for use at inopportune times. The professors for the most part were not 
full-time. For example, in Sao Paulo, the most developed state in the 
nation, 
of the total or 8,400 professors in 1968 only 26 percent could 
be considered full time, and within private institutions· this 
percentage drops to 5 percent. Some of the law schools operate 
only on weekends and about 80% of the schools of economics function 
only at night. This is hardly indicative or a teaching6~ody engaged in research or even competent professional instruction. 
59Roett, P• 314. 
60 319. Ibid • .t p. 
-
61Ib.d 
_..:._•, P• 283. 
62~., p. 284. 
From the above information on the educational system in Brazil, 
it was evident that many new changes were being made. Most of these 
changes seemed to be in the direction of making the Brazilian system 
more like the United States system. Ir this was indeed the case, then 
there seemed to be every possibility that speech training might exist. 
The only other evidence that speech education existed in Brazil was the 
emphasis on verbal skills. For example, "teachers who were observed in 
action tended to favor pupils who could speak and write easily and who 
had good memories for language."63 Another even more promising incident 
was that the Brazilian educational reformers have established the idea 
that "proficiency in verbal skills should be the one criterion for 
selection of students at any level."64 
A review of the literature on international speech education 
revealed that studies of this nature on Brazil were non-existent. The 
studies further indicated that speech was not predominately a separate 
course of study in other countries. \mere it did exist, the emphasis 
was on performance and not on theory and varied between countries due 
to cultural differences and needs. It might be construed that similar 
possibilities were in existence in Brazil. 
Literature on Brazilian education revealed a present movement 
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for rapid change with an emphasis on a more American system of educatiou. 
Also verbal and language skills were an essential part of the curriculum 
63iiavighurst and Moreira, p. 173. 
64 McNeill, p. 6. 
with Brazilian educational reformers suggesting these skills as a 
criterion for advanced education. The above suggested the possibility 
that speech education in some form existed in Brazil. 
The object of the present stw:tr was to investigate the extent 
and characteristies of speech/communication education on the university 
level in southern Brazil. 
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CHAPT:ffi II 
THE PROCESS OF COLLECTING INFORMATION 
Preliminaries 
Examination or Literature 
Since this study involved two countries and two languages, the 
difficulty of obtaining infomation was great. Information had to first 
be secured in the United States from sources such as university libraries 
and then native Brazilians or people who were knowledgeable about Brazil. 
The gathering of information started with library sources which often 
led to information about people in the United states who were knowledgeable 
regarding Brazil. It was from these people that information and contacts 
with people in Brazil were made. 
The examination of the literature was completed at four universities. 
The libraries at Bradley University, Illinois State University, University 
or Illinois, and F.astern Illinois University were perused for information 
on Brazil. These libraries supplied a great deal or knowled.~e on Brazil 
and its educational system but nothing on the specific area of speech or 
communication. Due to recent reforms in education, much of the information 
on the educational system in Brazil was already outdated. The most 
valuable book obtained from the librar,y was, _!Survey~~ Portuguese 
Language, ~Brazilian~ Latin American Studies ~ Institutions ~ 
Higher Learning~~ United States, which listed all the universities 
in the United States that offered courses or studies in Portuguese or 
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Brazilian culture. It was from this book that further contacts were made 
here in the United States. 
Initial Contact with Representative American Universities 
From the list of universities supplied by the above mentioned 
book, the author selected seven universities to contact for further 
information. This selection was done on the basis of which universities 
had the most courses about Brazil and also on the author's prior knowledge 
that certain universities had reciprocal or sister universities in Brazil. 
The following universities were selected; Indiana University, University 
of Wisconsin-Madison, Ball State University, University or lllinois, Miami 
University-Ohio, University of Arizona, University of California at Los 
Angeles, and University of Texas-Austin. 
The above universities were contacted by letter (see Appendix A) 
requesting help in locating information on the topic 9f speech/communication 
in Brazil or the name of someone in Brazil who could be contacted for .further 
information. All of the universities responded except the University or 
Calif'omia at Los Angeles. The responses were encouraging but revealed 
no new knowledge ot speech/communication in Brazil. However, naJ11es and 
addresses or people to contact in Brazil were supplied and proved helpful. 
The University of Illinois was contacted by telephone, and an 
interview was arranged with a professor, Dr. Milton Azevedo. Dr. Azevedo, 
a professor or Portuguese and Spanish at the University or lllinois, is 
a native Brazilian who completed his graduate work in the United States, 
receiving his Ph.D. in linguistics from Cornell University. Dr. Azevedo 
was extremely helpful in providing clarification and translation or certain 
terms into Portuguese such as communication, speech, discussion, debate 
and mass communication. He also assisted in drafting a letter in Portuguese 
(See Appendix B) requesting information and an interview with Brazilians 
whose names had been supplied previously. It was suggested that the 
researcher would probably get better results from personal contact than 
through letters. This later proved to be true. 
Initial Contact with Brazil 
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Letters were then sent to Brazil on April 17, 1975, requesting 
information and possible times for interviews. The following people were 
contacted: Dona Glaura Vilanova, Curitiba, Parana; Profa. Nora Thielen, 
Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul; Prof. Roberto Moreira, Sa'o Paulo; 
Prof •. Antonio Soares-Amora, Sao Paulo; and Prof. 'l'heodocio Atherino, 
" Curitiba, Parana. Two responses were received. One was from Professor 
Antonio Soares-Amora and arrived after the author had al.ready left the 
country, and the other was a Xerox copy of a letter Professor Moloney of 
Miami UniversLy in Ohio had received giving the name or the specific 
person to be contacted in Curitiba, Brazil. 'Ibis person was Danilo 
Cortes, Director or the Social Communications Department at the 
., 
Universidade Federal do Parana. Due to the lack ot response, additional 
information was obtained from personal contacts made while in Brazil. 
In Brazil 
-
The author arrived in Rio de Janeiro on June 27, 1975. For 
two reasons the researcher did not visit any universities while in Rio. 
First, the researcher was still attempting to improve her knowledge of 
the language and adapt to the culture. Second, the schools were closed 
for winter vacation shortly after her arrival in Brazil. 
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Method or Contact 
After the author became accustomed to the language and culture, 
the next step was contacting the people to be interviewed. The contacts 
tell into three categories; personal friends of the author, the people 
recommended by United States contacts, and previously unknown university 
personnel and those persons they recommended. 
The first contacts were former acquaintances of the author who 
might have knowledge of the communication area. Visits were made with the 
people in their homes on an informal basis. The information gathered 
was also on an informal basis. Three people were visited, two females 
and a male. The male provided the name of a present student at. the 
,,,, 
Universidade Federal do Parana, who assisted in arranging a first interview 
at the University. 
The second contacts were made by visiting the universities and 
locating the people whose names had been provided by university personnel 
in the United States. Since the only definite response received was from 
, 
Danilo Cortes at the Universidade Federal do Parana, the investigation 
commenced there. In this particular instance the author worked through 
an acquaintance liho was a student at the university and therefore, 
familiar with the location, surroundings, and operation ot ~e university. 
This student located Danilo1s office, secured information as to his work 
schedule and assisted the aithor in setting up the interview and providing 
the author with additional information about the department. 
'lhe final contacts were also made by visiting the university. 
In this case, however, the author merely located the main or central 
office for the department of coJJ1111Unication and from there was directed 
to contact either the director or department head, or a professor of 
communication. Usually each interviewee mentioned an additional person 
who should be contacted, which increased the number of possibie contacts. 
People Contacted 
In order to obtain as extensive a view of the field as possible, 
the people interviewed fell into four categories. The first group was 
composed of people already in the working force in various professions. 
Interviews with these people were conducted to establish what type of 
speech training they had previously had in their schooling to prepare 
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them for their future professions. The second group was composed of 
directors of schools of communication. This was done in order to obtain 
copies and further information on the curriculum offerings at the schools. 
The third group consisted of teachers or col!ll1Ulnication. This provided 
a more precise view of what specific material was being taught in the 
courses offered at these schools of communication. The final group 
was college students who revealed a ~erspective as to what knowledge 
was actually gained from the courses. 
Professionals Interviewed 
In the first group of professionals the following people were 
contacted. The first was Celso Wolf, a male aged twenty-six, who was a 
recent law graduate. He had been an exchange student to the United 
States, and had studied high school speech while he was in the United 
States. lhe second person inter,;d.ewed was Judimar Jung, age twenty-eight, 
a biochemist. She had also been trained as a primary school teacher. 
The third person interviewed was a high school student, eighteen years 
old, who was also studying to become a primary school teacher. She 
was in her last year of high school and was student teaching at the 
time. Her name was Jucimar M. de Moraes. 
Department~ Interviewed 
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Danilo Cortes was coordinator of the course of social collJmlDication 
at the Universidade Federal do Paran{. Th.is would be equivalent to our 
department head. In about his late forties, he was previously a journalist 
betore becoming a teacher of jOllrnalism at the university. He was still 
actively involved in the journalistic field as well as teaching and being 
head of the department of social coDIIIUllication. 
Dr. Nelly Camargo was in charge of the basic comznunication 
courses at the Universidade do Sao Paulo. Her previous education was 
in sociology and not in commonication. However, she had studied at Ball 
State University in Indiana in the area of media. She appeared to be 
quite knowledgeable in the field of comr:mnication. She bad published 
the following articles on coDIIIUJlication; "A Busca de uma Filosofia para 
o Ensino de Comunicayao,n 11.A Tecnolog{a de Comunica.yao e a Forma9ao de 
Professor," and "SuP!ula da :tnrormaJaO a Dire9ao da ECC, como Subs!dio 
para Discussa'o da Estrutura da Escola durante a Reforma da USP." 
The final administrator contactedwae Professor Osvaldo who 
was director of Faculdades Integradas Alcantara Machado in sro Paulo. 
'lb.is was also a private school that had a department of social c0Jm111Dication. 
He seemed to place a great deal of emphasis on research and was quite 
young. He was first mistaken by the author for a student but later 
proved to be a knowledgeable director of the whole school. 
Professors Interviewed 
Professor Helio Puglielli was a teacher at the Universidade 
Federal do Parana. He graduated with a degree in law and is presently 
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a journalist. Having read over 200 books on col1'lfflllllication, he considered 
himself somewhat of an expert in the field of communication although he 
was basically self .. taught. The course he was teaching at the time he 
was visited was entitled, Scientific Foundations or the Means ot 
Communication. 
Dr. Frederic Litto was an American who began teaching at the 
School of Communication Arts at the Universidade do sa'o Paulo in 1971. 
His urxiergraduate degrees were in the area of drama and theatre. He seemed 
very familiar with American speech education and was extremely helpful 
in comparing the two systems since he had taught both in an .American 
university a.~d a Brazilian one. 
Jose Marques de Melo was presently head of the Faculdade Ibero-
Americana de Letras e Ciencias Hwnanas but was originally a teacher at 
the Universidade do Sao Paulo. His main field was journalism, but he 
had gone to the University of Wisconsin to conduct a study of departments 
of mass communication in the United States. It was from this study that 
he helped establish and recommend the formation or Brazilian.schools of 
communication. Professor Melo was considered to be one or the best 
authorities in Brazil in the area of communication. He began his work in 
this area at the Universidade Catblica de Pernambuco where he directed 
the depart~er.t of Scientific Investigation of the Institute of Information 
Sciences. After this he colaborated with the Faculdade de Jornalismo 
Casper Libero having established there a Center of Research in Social 
Communication and having elaborated a program of restructuring the 
teaching and administration of the Faculdade. Aside from this, the work 
that gave him national and international recognition was his organizing 
and starting the Escola de Comunica9oes e Artes at the Universidade de 
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Sao Paulo, an organ that he headed for five years and whose structure is 
considered a model for other similar institutions. Professor Melo has 
written numerous books and articles on communication. Some of his works 
included: Comunica9ao Social: Teor!a !;, Pesquisa; Comunica9ao, Ooiniao, 
Desenvol vimento; and Renexoes sobre Tema.s ~ Comunica9ao. He also 
presented a paper on "Evolution of the Communication Discipline in Brazil" 
at the Symposium on Evolution of the Communication Discipline in Developing 
Countries, the International Co111111nication Association's annual meeting 
in New Orleans, April 17, 1974. Needless to say, he proved to be an 
extremely valuable source. 
Professor Amauri taught courses in Public Relations at the 
Faculdade de Comunica9io Social "Casper Libero", He had bad experience 
in this field but was teaching at two different schools and had little 
time to devote to the field. He was the only professor interviewed 
who taught a course in verbal com!lllnication. 
Students Interviewed 
The final group interviewed were students selected at random. 
They were mainly any students who were willing to talk to the author 
about what they were studying. Most of the student contact was ma.de at 
the Faculdade de Comunica7io Social "Casper Libero", the Faculdade de 
Comunicayao Social Alcantara ¥..achado, and the Universidade do Sao Paulo. 
Of the three, Alcantara Machado was the most extensive and impressive. 
Lo~ation or Interviews 
All of the interviews except the preliminary ones were conducted 
at departments or cownunication at either public universities or private 
schools of higher education. These schools were located in major cities 
, ,.., 
in the states or Parana and Sao Paulo in southern Brazil. 
, 
The first school visited was the Universidade Federal do Parana 
/ , 
located in Curitiba, Parana. Curitiba is the capitol of Parana and has 
more than 500,000 people. '!his university was the largest in the city 
and also had the reputation for being the most prestigious. As its 
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name suggested, it was supported by federal truces and a nordnal tuition 
was charged to attend. The department or social collfflll.nication was located 
on the seventh noor of a building that housed most or the social science 
department and was one or the smallest departments at the university. 
The department had a total of approximately ninety students. 
The second place visited was the Universidade do Sao Paulo. 
This school was the largest and most prestigious university in all of 
Brazil. It was located in an outlying section of the city of Sao Paulo 
which was Brazil's largest city with more than eight million inhabitants. 
Its campus covered many acres and a bus was needed to get from one part 
of the university to another. Each department had its own building or 
building complex, and it was the only university in Brazil that had 
student housing located on campus. It was also one or the few universities 
where all departments were located in the same area. The department or 
Communication and Arts was located in a fairly modernistic three story 
building. The top floor was devoted almost entirely to faculty offices. 
The department had about BOO students which was one of the largest 
departments visited. 
The third place was the Faculdade de Comunica9ao Social "'Casper 
Libero." This was also located in Sao Paulo but was more in the heart 
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of the cit7. It was a orivate institution created by a famous journalist, 
Casper Libero. The entire institution included, not only a school of 
communication, but also a high school and departments of social science. 
It was located in a skyscraper with the first ten floors belonging to 
the institution. The department of communication was located on the fifth 
floor. It had approximately eighty students. 
The last place visited was the private school of Faculdades 
Integradas Alcantara 1".achado. Th.is was located near the airport in a 
relatively (illiet residential part of town. The school was new and modern, 
having just been remodeled. Any person entering the school must present 
a school identification card to the guard at the door, so security was 
well guarded. This school had only been in existence for three or tour 
years prior to the author's visit. The school included not only 
co:nmrunication but art and music as well. 
Interview Procedure 
The interviews were begun by the author introducing herself 
and explaining the topic of study and giving an indication of what 
type of information was needed. The second step was to determine exactly 
what position the interviewee held at the particular institution. The 
third step was to ask if an audio tape could be M2.de of the interview. 
Taping or taking notes depended upon which seel'lled appropriate as to the 
time allowed for the interview and the distractions that were presented. 
The equipment used to tape the interview was a cassette tape 
recorder with built-in microphone. This was usually placed somewhere 
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between the interviewer and the interviewee, so it could pick up the voices 
or both pecple with preference given to the interviewee. The interviewee 
then proceeded to answer ve-ry general questions on co1111111nication with 
the interviewer probing for further details where necessary. A basic set 
or questions was used as a guide. 
Questions 
The following questions formed the basis of each interview with 
variations ror difrerences in programs and the category or people being 
interviewed. 
1. What is the general objective or purpose of the school of 
conmunication? 
2. What is the curriculum offered at your school? 
3. What is taught in specific courses in the curriculum? 
4. What activities and assignments are given to the students to 
determine their grade in a course? 
5. What kind of facilities and equipment are available to the student? 
6. Are any courses in oral communication taught in your school? 
7. What do you think is the future of departments of communication? 
Treatment of Data 
The data collected from the interviews vas first transcribed 
from Portuguese to English. The interviews were then written in their 
entirety from the tapes or written from notes taken of the interviews. 
Translations and summaries of college catalogues and article~ obtained 
were also made. 
Limitations of the Study 
It was impossible to imagine the magnitude or this study before 
getting to Brazil. Five years ago departments or communication were 
virtually non-existent, therefore, the author was expecting to find 
nothing of significance. To the author's surprise there were some 
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fifty department~ throughout the country, the J11ajority of which were in 
the state of 5ao Paulo. For this reason most of the research·was conducted 
in Sio Paulo. 
The largest limitation of this study was that the selectivity was 
done entirely by chance. 'lhe faculties or departments visited were ones 
that were easily accessible instead of chosen with care. The professors 
interviewed were professors that were there at the time the author was. 
It is possible that there were infinitely better people to interview 
than those included in this study. Also the students encountered were 
by chance and could have really liked what·they were studying or the 
opposite. To really do justice to the study of speech/communication in 
Brazil, a person would need at least a year of extensive research. 
IISOLTS 
The results of ttd.a etuq fall into tw categorieaa tbe 1.Dtoraatim 
obtained froa 1Dtenien, and vritten uterial presented to the author bJ 
the interviewea or aftilable in tbe Brasil librar, a19tem. The bulk of the 
intol'lll&tiOD originated from. the 1nte"1en and 1lill. be reported firat. 
Pre!1-!!narz: Intern.en !!! Brull 
While waitiJl& tor the schools to reopen atter a Tacation period 
and to gain practice in interviewing, the author interYieved three pren.ous 
acqll&'intancea about their •ducation 1n speech. the tiret vu Celao Wolf, 
a male aged 26, and a recent lav graduate, 11bo bad been an u:cbuge 
nudlnt to the United States and had studied high school speech while 
living 1n the United States. Since being able to express oneael.1' wU 
orally 1e illportant in the legal field., it vu asaUJ11ed that tome atten'tlon 
to oral coJalllll5.oat1on would b• given in thia area. Thia uaumption pro'99d. 
wrong. The la student had not had tra1ning in oral communication and 
felt. that speal4ng WU aD innate abili t7 and that DO Ull)UD.t of teacb1ng 
could produce a good speaker. 
The second. person interviewed waa Judhaar Jung, age 28 and a 
biochemist. She bad also been trained as a pr1.marJ' school teacher. Dua 
to haVing studied eduoation and teaching aethods, it vu felt that 
knowledge of how to give a speech would have b,JeD helptul to her 1n 
learning to teach. She, also, bad not had traju;lng in hov to make an oral 
presentation or been taught which vu the beet 1"Q\. to .. ~ain aomet.hing to 
her students. She wu, howver, well schooled in what t.hings should be 
taught and why'. She did mention tak1.ng a course on bow to give a speech, but 
it wu ottered u an enriclulent course on the collece level with no credit 
ottered. 
The third peraon intemewea vu a high school student 18 7eara old 
who vu also atudl,1.ng to become a pr1Jur7· teacher. She was in her lut 
19ar ot high achool and vu student teaching at the time. Ber nae na 
Jucillar M. de Jla&ua. Of t.bese three intemm this vaa the more forul 
and lengt}Q' one and ia reported ae follows, 
Questiaa.s 
What do J'OU stuc51' in a course of 
Port.vaese at 70ur school? 
Ia aDJtb1ng invol'rlng oral 
oollllUD1cation or presentation 
ta\1ght? 
What uactl.7 did. ,ou study in 
phonetics? 
At what level di.cl JOU etudl' 
phoneticeT 
What 'V8N the teats in phonetics 
like7 
Did JOU listen to word.I and 
then vrite thm in phonetics 
on a test"? 
llid you have &ll1' oral exerciaea 
in phonetics? 
At what level did 70u studT 
diction? 
Pbonatica, accentuation, pu:actuat.ion, 
concordance ot the· verb and DOid native, 
~ai.a ot QDtu, grammar. 
lea, diction, language and dialogue 
practice, reading am ortbograpb.J'. 
You learn vbat kind of aound 11 
made and where 1 t ia placed ill the 
nua.ttr. 
From. grades 7 through 12. 
The teats are mainl.7 1dentif'Jing 
aat letter ia a diphthong, etc. and 
vriting out wordl phonetically. 
lo, it was writing words JOU looked at. 
lo, the exercises nre written like the 
teur~a. 
I •t~ed diction in the titth Urrough 
eighth grade,. 
Wb.at did it involve? 
At what leTel did JOU etud;r 
language pncticat 
What d:td it invo1Te1 
What did 70u stud7 iD reading? 
In :,our schooling did JOU have 
to make mJ oral presentations 
or did you UM diacuaaion? 
What. ware these diacuasions 
like? 
Were JOU taught how to diacuas? 
Do ,ou know ot arr:, other places 
where oral presentations are 
given? 
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It ill'tolved reading out loud a para-
araph and the teacher would stop 10u 
and correct the errors tb.at were made 
in pron,maiation. Then 70u had to 
read tb.a paragraph over· correct3.1'. Ve 
a1ao etudied intonation, exclamation, 
and pauae,. 
('lb.is appears to be a very rigid, 
technical epproach to oral reading.) 
I studied it in tb.e sixth through the 
eighth p-ades. 
It involved. •1 nq speaking 1D a 
ar&m11atically correct vq vith the 
oorNCt 1Dtonat.1on. It also 1:molved 
conversation 11hich na 1111 DlT the 
read1Dg ot d1aloguea and then maid ng 
up JOV own dialogues and practicing 
them.. It also involved doing little 
acene1 and. to ao• extent dramatics 
111t.h the acting out ot plqs. 
ReadiJJg vu mainl.7 reading books, then 
writiD& interpretations ot the books. 
Tb.a ODl.7 th1ng1 • real.11' did. out loud 
were read.a piece ot literature and 
JleJIIOri.se a p~ in a plq. In other 
cl.&uea.llke .. hiatory and aociology ve 
used round table diaoualions and debates 
an difterent topic, • 
.&. group ot aeTen students would 11 t 1D 
a cirole in the middle ot clue and. the 
raet would s1 t around them. and watch ae 
the7 diacuaeed. The people ntohing had 
to~• t.ha diacuaaion aecording to 
a lheet the teacher gave them. 
Ro, • learned onl;y be doing 1t. · 
I thfJlt 1n the technical schools kids 
have to g1 ve speeches and oral reports on 
various topics tb.at .. thq are atud11ng but 
other than that I don I t know ot arq 
lib.ere else. 
In IUllll817 1 t appears that most ot the teaching ot oral communication 
or how to make · an oral presentation 1n the el.ementar.,' and high schools even 
for those 'llho need it moat, teachera, is accomplished by trial and error 
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rather than an,- other formal tne of training. 
I 
Interrlen at Um. versidade Federal do ParaDa 
----- -------
The first inteniev at the college level took place at the 
Uniwraidade Federal do Parma OD J.ugust 6, 197S, at 9130 •••• , with 
Dam.lo Cortes who waa coordinator ot the course ot social commtu::d.cations 
at the universit7. Tbis position vou1d be equivalent to our head of the 
departaent,. Tb:11 interview vu conducted tirat because it was the onl.7 
response vb:ich had been Ncei Ted troa Brazil prior to arri v1ng in the 
countr,. 4he intem.ev na arranged b7 an acquaintance of the author's 
who vu a student at the lmiTersit7 Jl&jo:ring in economics. Ber. help wu 
J11.Uch appreciated aince 1 t eJ 1 m.nated a tremendous amount ot minor 
echeduling ditficultiea. It was difficult. to locate Mr. Cortes arrr earlier 
because of the school's winter Yacation break in July". 
The intem.ev n.a taped and t.ook place in his office vbich was 
shared b7 his secretarr. 'rhe tolloving ia a translation of that interviews 
Queatione1 
Please upl.ain lib.at social 
COlllllunication is? 
Anners1 
First of all social cC11111111D1 cation 
11::rtolves tour areas of concentration. 
The7 are a Joumal.1111° llbi.ch includes 
n~paper, radio, ~, and cineu.J 
second, public relat1onss·third1 
ad'nrtisiD& and publlcit7; and f'ourth, 
editoration. OnlT the first three are 
offered at this university lince this is 
a Tery- new department. 1 he course of 
at.udi7 involved tour 7Bara of stud;y 
di Tided into two parts of two years each. 
There are eight.periods that a etuQmt 
imst studi'. The first tvo ,ears are 
basic atUdi'• The third 19ar the atudent. 
clloosee one of the three apeoialisations. 
The fO'Ul"th 7ear ia aa1 nl 1' concerned v1 th 
practical application of the student's 
apecial'i zation. 
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Hovis intormation given in clue? Either through lectures or books, but 
n1nl7 through lectures. 
How are the etudents evaluated? 
Are there a lot of reaearch 
papers aseigned? 
or course. 
With the highest being ten, 
correct? 
Xhe students receive tvo grades twice 
a semester. The7 are uaual.17 taking 
six to seven classes a semester. 
The student 1• mainq evaluated on 
hie teat grades, the written work he ie 
assigned, md on himself aa a student. 
For example, is he a good student, llho ia 
interested· in the course, who doean•t· 
lliaa claaa, demonstrates his interest, 
baaicall.7 whatever the professor decides? 
In practical clasaea this ia eaq to do, 
isn't it? You are accompanying the 
student. You wouldn't even need to give 
a teat, right? In a theoretic course 
it'e mre ditticult to do this. You· 
need to give teats and uaign papers, 
research papers, right? 
Lots, tor.quite a vb11e. I ·prefer to 
assign reeeal'Ch papers than to give 
teats becauae a student learns mch 
:more. 
On a teat JOU could tail it, 7ou could 
have good .luck, or overhear someone 
talking. With research, ;you have to 
learn aore. 1iby1 You have to write, or 
at least copy sections of a book. You 
are obligated to read and obligated to 
absorb. You are obligated to write. You 
learn aomatbing at.. .. least. · Some professors 
give teats, others papers, and others 
evaluate on the basis of student interest 
and the atudent . proving himself. Some 
do both a teat and a paper. How J118D7 
they do depends. on how man;y the professor 
thinks are necessary. It co'llld be cmce 
a aonth or two or three papers. There 
are two grades. These grades are 
averages. with a tinal average. Of these 
two grades an average is taken and the 
student must attain a final grade of at 
least S. 
Yea, ten. He must receive a S or 6. 
LeGI than S he fails. 
And U' he doesn't., then llhat? 
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Then he has to take t.he subject over 
again. Bov it he has the grades but 
hasn't been in clue or has been there 
tor leas thm 7S~ ot the cl.uses given, 
then he ia al.so tailed. So a student 
must have a grade ot S and Jll118t. be 
there 7S% ot the classea given. He can 
onl.7 Jdas 2S% ot the ti.lie. So he can be 
a good· student and still not pass. Of 
course, tt. it' a a good student a 
teacher can forgive some ot the absences, 
and then he could pass. It depends on 
the professor. A professor has the 
liberty to forgive sane of the abstmeea. 
( IHTERRUPl'ICfi BY SECRETA.RI) 
And the practical., how is the 
practical part ot the classes? 
Hot 16 our classes ot Jounialtm, but, 
tor example, in Red.agao e Edi9io 
(Yrit:lng and Editing) vbich is a class 
that is ma1ul7-practical. We have here 
an editorial- start model v1 th ten tJPe-
wri ters and.then get the students 
together and..make or munt a tJ'l)e ot 
editorialpage, a model ot an editorial 
page 1lh1ch ia qmbolic ot a nenpaper, 
tor ex8JllPl.e. Then I divide the students 
into teams, onl.7 lrhen there are lots ot 
students. Hov no, - becauae of the new 
students; the large at class is 30 
1tudenta. But, ve have even today classes 
with 80 students, but this is a lot tor 
a professor to have a practical class. 
Be divides it into i.n teas ot·aeven 
or eight students. ~ or example, each 
group hae a chief or head who would then 
be a head. ot. reporting ot this class, 1n 
rotation, 11h1ch means a change or trade 
ne17·1s ci818 ot that one, either man or 
110m.an. I• d like to me an observation 
here that .. ao,c · ot. our students are vomen 
in journalism, cmq 2~ are mn. I 
don't Jmow it there it 11 the same. 
Then every lS days, approlCLllatel.7, 
the head.of reporting is substituted. 
Then a rotation. between. the eight students a 
then lS ~ one head, another 1S days 
this head changes and becoma a reporter 
vhile a reporter than becomes a head. 
This 11 the way it goes during the 7ear. 
Thie rotation ••• 
Do the7 procmce a newspaper? 
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Yea, the7 do. Well, then this is the W81' 
it is ill the end ot the last 79ar in the 
clue of Redacao e Edi toracao. 
Then, each ,:ioup Eid a predetermined 
the•• For example, group 'llhat's hia name, 
poup A, B, c, or grcup 1, 2, 3, tor example, 
tor one or t.vo weka,· group 11 ia given 
the tut- ot wr1 ting, researching, doing 
an event. Each studen\ llWlt cover 
certain •terial. and make an article tor 
the editor. Bach one haa to write about 
a 8Ub3ect that the ch1et gives them. 
Thea eacb group during approximateq lS 
dqa has to· write about a certain the•• 
For ezaaple, group l has eclucation. 
~ lS dqa the head ll&kes a lqout 
about, the aubjccte of eduoation. Each 
one ot the other heads then hu to take 
a different, theme or: ,mgle •. ,. Each ·one 
tu:ea a ditterent thue about educationJ 
om about education of the ucept,1onal, 
another about probleu ot the Uld.vereitiea, 
problems of teaching and curriculum, 
another deal.a vith the problems of the-
priaarJ' grades. Then it'• a Tariation, 
each stadeat. doea a d1.tferent aspect ot 
the 811118 general subject. The other . 
lS dqa this group changes troa 
ed»cat1oa to police, or for example, to 
aporte, tbe 8CODOIIJ', or poll tic•• 'l'h11 
ia tb.e concept ot rotation ot students 
1a the groups and ot nbject1 assigned 
to each group. Do JOU 'lmderatand.? So 
d:ariDg the aaester it is done like this, 
all like thia. AU students 111 th ta 
pid:I.Dg ot the professor. 'l'ban I haft 
• achedule tor each group eTe:r, lS dqa. 
J'or example I Monday, I have groups 1-4 
from eight to monJ Wedne1dq, groups 4-8. 
Then I aet up a round table diecuslion 
vith the students. I anal.Js• the material, 
uke critioimu, show the detects, and 
guide tba, m:: the papers that are 
approved I diat,rl.bute to the various 
Dnlpapera in the cit7 tor publication. 
And there 111 some reaJJ:r good material, 
but this depends on tb.41 a tu.dent right.? 
And the e tudent continues learning 
alovl.7. 
Bow ve have a printing press 1D 
our university' that lets ua mab our 
on nenMera. We produce only one 
or two nenpap,ra a 1'881"• But it 1a 
hard to get reaulta troa thia. We should 
be proclucing at least a weekly nen-
paper tor beat results. You get var:, 
little results fro• producing once or 
twice a ,-ear. 
Thia qatea that I aa ta1ki ng 
about produce, auch m>re results than 
making a nenpaper here in the department. 
The second semester I continue this 
aae qatea but with another kind ot 
practical wort. I trane!'ora our edit-
orial atatt here into iomething that 
8Jli:>ol11e1 a n~ er. •hen during a 
class I ·also malae a deadline lib 7ou 
would have to prod.uce a newapaper on that 
dq. For example, I designate a student 
to be aecreta17 ot editorialaJ another 
student, editor<hietJ another student 
ia aaaigned the job ot international 
MnJ another student has national newsJ 
another sports or eccmmd.ca and like 
this it continues on. So an iJlag1narT 
paper. I bring in articles· troll the 
previous dq'• local papers, not the 
paper. but the articles wr1 tten b7 the 
journaliata and the agencies (UPI wire). 
I distribute them- around to the students. 
It 1a their job to Qnthes1ze, rewrite 
the uteri.al, and make the titles like· 
tbq would be doing on an actual paper. 
So ·1t is a. tr.aiDing exactl.J like I 
u:pla1ned earlier vith the articles. 
Ve have a schedule to tinilh four 
pages by.noon. So. the Gram.ad.or arriTes. 
fou. knov 11ha.t that iaT Re is the·person 
ht sets up. the. page. He comes, and 
the Btu.dents contimle preparing b7 
NCtiona; so t.he international page 1a 
finished, the national page is finished. 
Tbe firat pag9 11 . a QUthesia of each ot · 
the articles that.go on the inside pages. 
So I bring in pioturea. I tell them to 
choose the. pictures according to 
journalistic criteria. In other vords 
which has the most journalistic value 
or the least, the good pictures. I 
have them chooee fra1 millions ot 
pictures. There are plent7 ot pictures, 
and then the1 choose the beat. I let 
them make the choices. Why is tbie good? 
The apprenticeship is with a 
newspaper? 
And the other areas? 
The difference could be very subtle. 
This is better because of this end this. 
So I imagine th11 is like mat it would 
be like on a nevspaper. 
So the second semester I do this. 
With this they uke Iii.stakes in school 
and continue learnir.lg. At least in 
journalism they leave knoving. When the7 
leave school even vi thout the apprentice-
ship, they leave with a notion or an 
acqUdl:Ltaace with a newspaper so the7 are 
capable ot working. 
Yes, with a nevapaper, or magazine or a 
publicity agenc7. Nov, we have.·various, 
~ a\udents who are interning. Now when 
they arrive in the fourth year at least 
60 to 7~ are al.reaq interning or vorldng 
principally in the press. Some in 
publlcit.7 are 1n publicity agencies. 
Some in public.relations are in public 
relations agencies and some on papers and 
maguinea are those st'Ud11ng journalism. 
I, tar example, lune students here on 
'lflT paper (I • also a journalist tor the 
newspaper O Diar1o do Parana). I haft, 
almost all. the journalists on this paper 
are ex-students ot mine, alread7 
graduated and another 80 some who. are 
studenta still 1lho are also working vi.th 
me. 'I'liese are the batter students. They 
are there nov and. are alreaq working as 
the7 fiJd.sh their degree. 
Well, the. teacher of television has 
adopted almost the same system for 
practical classes •. Be gets the students 
together and they malca a short· neva 
account, tbs., make up a script, very 
similar to ,mat we do in· journalism. We 
have in the departaent equipment, such as 
a closed circuit TV. It isn't just for 
the students ot journalima but also £or· 
the students in ~aching and journalism, 
tor ave17tihing. 1hey set up a newscast. 
Each student has a theme or topic m d 
the7 make a short film m d elides. 'ihey 
set up the nevscast and the professor 
designates one or two students as the 
speakers vho are going to read in accord 
with the others •. They decide whether it's 
a bad tillll or the slide isn't well placed. 
Then it is the atudent who doee 
is all? 
The students do all of it, 
t1 lm! ng and choosing which 
images are best? 
And the CO'Dl"N on Public 
Relations, what ii it like! 
And how did this turn out? 
And the suggestions? 
Yea, they do all of it vi.th the 
professor• a guidance. Thia vaa only 
started nov this year. But also w 
continue learning. 
Thia is what w are going to do nov. 
Including the cinema part,, they them-
selves aet up a logbook ot the tlla, 
write t.he story, and make short til.ma 
ot l.o-lS minutes. The7 have alread;f 
made so•. 'l'he7 are the·autbora, they 
do the work, the talking, the7 set up 
• the fl]w1ng script. There are a lot 
of faults nov, 'but with time it'a goiDg 
to be vei7 good. 
Public Relations · is our weakest area. 
In Public Relations ve practically' have a 
very tev tbinga. Last· 19ar n did a 
public relations atud1', a public op1n1on 
study for some politicians and their 
political parties. The atud1' teated what 
peopl.e thought in respect to the 
go'fV'DlleDt parties and certain apecit1o 
politicians. We turned it iD to the 
part1e1, the two parties, what the 
people felt. We turned in our reasons, 
and ve made suggestions baaed on the 
stuq. Suggestions ot what the candidates 
should and sho1Jldn1t do, that the7 
aholJl.d say this and not that, according 
to the study, a type of indication tor 
thea of how wll they stood w1 th the 
public. 
It. turned out well. It waa accepted, 
and the study indicated the selection • 
.lcoording to the atu~, this was 
exactly what it showed that the 
opposition had grown a lot and that's 
uactl.7 vhat happened and the coverment 
ended up losing. 
The suggestions wre put to good use, 
but because the study waa conducted at 
the lut minute, it didn't give enough 
time to really put the suggestions into 
practice. But the oppoai tion ended up 
wll, they put to use our suggestions 
and won in all the count1"7. So the atucbr 
was right. The opinion ot the people 
is what the stlJCbr pickeo. up. 
I did something similar to 
thia when I vu in school. 
Do the7 learn the theories o:t 
persuasion? 
Y 111, is there a course here that 
teaches how to aake a speech? 
I1 there a course in personal 
communication? 
Do you have a course on how to 
conduct an interrlev? 
Studies like this are good because they 
· show really what ia h&J>pening. 1here 
isn't arrr .error 1:t the stu<:17 is done 
nll. There isn't my error. Right? 
The conclusion ot the stucf1' is ntUch 
more. In the area ot publicity and 
advertising also, we are also trying 
to do aoaething practical, like the 
students set up publicity campaigns· 
tor the pro.tesaors with big posters. 
.l rev things,.but we are still very 
deficient in this part, but soma day n 
will attain it. Last year there was a 
campaign,. a public C811I})aign, a campaign 
tor renoresta:iaento. And the students 
won. Some ot the students at this 
university won. •be second year students 
won over the fourth year students 
because their creativity and imagination 
and persuaaion were better than those 
in the laat 19ar, and they won. It 
depends on the student, the creation and 
application, ao the fourth year students 
lost to the second.year because they had 
more i.llagination on how to do this. 
Even though . this JR rt ie deficient 
and veak.atill,.so ve are only starting 
now.With the second year in public 
relations. Journalsim, however, haa 
been going tor ten years. Ia there 
anything else? 
Bo. 
No• n don •t have an7 courses in 
aomlllunications like that. 
Yea, we have. In the technical part ot 
the journalim course, we have the 
technical part ot interviewing also. 
This 1s a part of the program. 
In everything J'OU've said so 
tar it appears that here in 
Brazil the emphasis is on tha 
practical rather than theoretical. 
Ia that right? 
Bo, it's not. There is one third 
theory and one third practical. 
In the United States t.beN 1an 't 
u nch practical application. 
'J.'he ltlbjects that are taught 
here ae• to have more practical 
application. 
That'• because there ,,coaunication 11 
mre pUJ'e•oODllll1Dlication. Here 
1ocial comunicat.ion encompasses the 
ooursea ot p1lblicit7 and advertising 
and journali•• low it aeus that there 
thq atlJdT oral cOJIUIUDication and 
orato1"7 11h:1ch w don'\ have nov bu\ 
111.ght baTe in the future. low the 
part on intemeva ve ha•e in the 
techDi.cal courses 1n journalism, radio 
am televiaion. . ~he techniques ot 
intenieving are on how to um an 
intemev, the prec•\1.ona that J1Ust be 
taken beforehand, like kDoving the 
subject, at least having an idea of it, 
how to ll8Ice the questions, vhat kinds ot 
questions to uk and hov to do this. 
'l'h1a ia what the7 learn. 
ID this 88Jl8 aeriea·of assigmaanta 
that I mantioned earlier,·vhere the 
students work on projects, there are 
1nterv1-. that the students ot & 
group conduct. It thq have· to 1.Dter-
Tiev the director of tranait, what. 
q,JeRiona are they going to uk, how are 
the7 go1Dg to aak. thea? It could be the 
director.of transit or the IIIQOr• 
BecaUM a student that leavea her. can 
start- imediateq to wrk on a news-
paper, magazine or television or 
public rel.at.ions agenc7, but 1n the 
United States.it I a not lib that. It' a 
lll)N general. 
Some students leave here not 
knowing 11:lCh vhich could be because of 
certain deficiencies like a lack of 
professors or lack of conditions inside 
the department or because ot the student 
b.imaelt. Those that·are alread7 
interning. or working, ot course, have 
an advantage. J.claaa here plus 
working. outside, thia student toru and 
puts together hie learning, md the7 
haTe the mean, to be better. But those 
that don't intern and don't go to work 
don't turn out with the means. Tbe7 haTe 
to intern to get the full •aning ot what 
the7 have 1tudied. Hov in journalia 
it•a the same thing, those that don't 
intern and don't work leaTe 111 thout an idea 
of what it'• about, to begin to work. Nov 
One of the things I learned 
during my stud7 of communication 
was how to research. I read a lot 
And in the future what is the 
study of collllllDication 
1101.Dg to be lib? 
4S 
those that are already working and are 
alread7 interning at tfie same time that 
the7 are tald.ng a course, of course, 
the course is going to be e&S7, right? 
There are IOJIS that are earning relative~ 
wll.. The7 are earning well. It depends 
on it their class ia good., if they are 
embarrassed., if the7 read a lot.. The 
Bruilian student. doesn't read a lot., he 
doesn't like to read., even though there 
are 8<1118 who do. 
Now in the United States students studT., 
and during the class sessions, the7 
practical.17 don't wort. Here the students 
have to work. '!here ian•t the posaibilit7 
of only working during the vacations. 
So he has . to work, tor example, fro• 
noon to six am co• to class troa 
eight to noon. That leaves very 11 ttle 
time tor him to read and research. 'What 
time ia he going to do this? So the 
professor feela a great ditficult7 in 
asaign1ng research because the student 
haa 10 little time to do it. So in the 
research olaasea the7 ask what time are 
we going to.do the reaeN"Ch, it the7 
come to. class froJI eight to DOOD and work 
froa noon to six? Arid a lot of the 
research can't be dona at 111.ght because 
the libr&17 ia closed so when is he 
going to do it? So they- adapt to this 
neceaait7. He does vhat he can, right? 
It seema that there the student researches 
aa much as he wants because he doean •t 
wort. · 
Well, in the future, the idea ia to create 
more education than we have. As soon as 
we have the means,; create this course ot 
atudT of edi tagio. But besides this ve 
must. improve and complete our instfl].-
ation · here of closed circuit TV. The 
ideal., I don't know vb.en, would beJ·a 
radio station also. It would be nice 
to have a convention in this locality-
for the students to work at. Ve need to 
have a larger access to or a II" esa for 
our newspaper to be published at least 
once a week, right? 
Bow are JOU going to get the 
equipment? 
Does the goTernment help? 
And couraes ot COl!llllunication, 
oral comm.um.cation? 
In the future, l1ke in the United 
States, a nenpaper like the largest 
adTert,iling departments, a habitual 
nnapapar. Eveey day the7 publish a 
newspaper. So, inatead of interniDg 
outside, they would intern in the 
department. Our plans are tor this. 
Thia ia going to take a 11hile. · If ve had 
a preas just tor our department, we 
could :make bulletins and pamphlets 
lib thia. We have a pnaa, but it, ia 
for the entire univerait7, not juat tor 
our course, ao n can't have auch 
acoeaa to it becauee it we did it could 
be used for the universit7. Ve would 
liJce to have a mull printing presa 
just tar our department. •his would be 
ideal. These . are the pl.ans, but it 
ia difficult because the university 
doesn't !iava autticient recourse to 
ga'\ thia. 
We are trying. 
~he govermaant . helps because 1 t ia a 
govermaent. school, but there aren't 
recouraea 79t tor . this. But· ve have to 
ult. We . asked ten 79ara ago, 1n order 
to ge.t a closed circuit TV. Ten 7eara 
ve aaiced and only now did it com. So 
there are difficulties. But this ia 
al.re~ something becauee it did coa. 
lov ve.are aetting up extension courses-
extrap0urr.lcul.ar courses given by the 
UD1Tera1ty .and the department. For 
exmple., we have a. course on films of the 
German TV. Two professors f'roa outside 
are coming to lecture tor two full d.qa. 
He also sav in the future a need tor courses in.oral c01IIIIUD:1cation and 
oratoey. He telt that the demand tor this t7P9 .. of thing wu increaaing 
because the businesses in town were conducting their own short courses on 
how to speak better. 
Be suggested that the author go to the Bscola de Cmmmieacfo • , 
Arte at the Uni veraidade do Sao Paulo because more information vu 
available there. He also suggested talldng to one ot the teachers, 
Hello do Freitas Pualielll. 
S!!!!17 
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Although most ot Professor Cortea' knowledge on c01lllllmication vu 
in the field ot jou:rnalla, there were sane gene:ral. observations that 
could be ude. Fi:rst, the student specialized af'ter two J'8&rS ot general 
courses in conaunication. Included 1n this specialization wre a mmaber 
of practical courses geared to preparing the atudent to join the work 
torce immediately upon graduation. Second, no apecifio atw:11' of oral 
communication was available. With the exception of the •ud:r of interview 
techniques llhich were included in another. class, ver,. little oral coD!JDunication 
traiDing was being given. There were a f'ev abort one •ek extra-curricular 
courses given on oral collDIWDication, but nothing avail.able in the 
department. •bi.rd, the equ1pnent ued n.a adequate but. not readil7 available, 
since it vu used. by' other departments at the. universit7. Fourth, Cortes 
sav a future need tor nev equipment and a course in oral comm:md.oation 
lince the buainessea 1n town were demanding more people who wre 
knowledgeable in cOJllJIWDicationa akUJ.s. Overall there seemed to be lll1lCh 
lll)re emphasis on practical application and specialization than we en.dent 
in the schools 1n the United States. 
Intemw vlth Proteaaor PuaU,elli 
. . 
Profeaaor Hello P'1glielli wu a teacher at the Um.verd.ada 
Federal do Parma. Be graduated v1 th a degree iD law and wu at that 
time a jo'Ql"Dalist. Bav1Dg read over 200 boob on cOllllllD:lcatioD, u 
conaidered hiuelt BOIIIPhat ot an expert in the field ot cOla'llld.cation. 
The intemew took place iD the teacher's lounge at the miwerait.7 at 
lltJO a.m. on Augut 20, 197S, and toll.and a viait to bis class on 
Sc1entit1c hndaant.als ot ColDmication. The 1Dte"1.ew wu brief an4 
ma:tnly cla:rit1ed i.nto:naat10D presented 1D bia lecture. 
The courae on the Scient.itic hndnentale ot Co111111Dd.cat1ora, u 
Proteaeor PagltelJt expla1md it, ga'f8 a 1.n,roctac\ion to cOJIIIPmjcat1cm, 
dafiaed com:m:d.cat1on, e2:p].aimd the dll'terent. theor.:l.ea ot cuitiiUD1cat.ion, 
. . 
and ehcnred how coamntcation wu 11884 in b1olo17, aoc1oloa, authropoloa:,, 
and h1ato17. The 1Dtonat..1.on be ooTered that 4q 1D claaa deal\ v1-. a 
behl:Vioriatic 'fin ot commd.cation -ad. a nractural .'fin ot coaum cation. 
He also defiud colllPDdcation.- The ~aeion given of the content ct~ 
co11rae wu tllat 1, na ecl8cti.c in. ite . approach tak1ng parts of tbeoriea 
troa a ft1"'1et7 of ccnmtries. 
The ob3ect1•• ot oolllUD1cat1on 1a Bralil na fartbeJ" e:xpldDed b7 
Professor PagU.ell.1. Be interpreted that the object.1-.e ns that people 
could graduate .troa acbool u professional.I and not 3ut speo1aliat1 
1n com:mdcaticm. In other words, tll87 l.e&"0'8 ·the um.•erait7 lmold.Dg 
the practical application of the t.b.eortee they had learned. 
Initial lDterdn at UDiverad.dade do do Paulo 
The 1nltS.al intenin at the UDiversidade. do si'o Paulo took 
place on .lugust 12, 197S, at 3.00 p... 'l'be Um.versldada do sio Paulo 
1• a major atate um:nrait7. It wu .comd.dared one ot the largest and 
beat 1n the countr.,. The department of coam:d.cat.ion at the um.verait7 
had recentl.1' been closed due to a student. atria ancl had 3•t now opened, 
ao there wre 80Jll9 teu.lona and ocafwlion that mul.4 not noraal.q be 
1n exS.artence. 
J.tter contact!J3g the main ottice 1n the depart,aent of co111111md.cat1on 
at the university, the author wu directed. to one profeaaor who taught 
Sociology of Coammlcat1on. !bi• proteaBOr d14 not. .... to bave ftr'1 
IIDCh information OD tbe etudJ' of 00Jllll1Dlcation in Brull, b~ ha di.cl 
•ntion that he had at.arted a cou:rae ill. nral oOJ111DD1 cation. Tb:la course, 
u he expla1ned it, concerned how a doctor . or .,.teriDarian 1n a nral 
area abould. NJ.ate to or commm.cate vith the people 11111b which he coaes 
1n contact. It 1es•d an intere•tina .angi.,. aJ3d. ver., ldmUar to aOIIII 
coa.Uld.oation voruhopa tbat. are coDd1JCted. in tbe Um.tad States. Be 
vu •1n17 a eooioloa profe1aor and d1rected • to leU, Caaargo, who 
wu a teacher ill the general. std.ea part of the depa:rtant of conmm.cation. 
HeUJ' Oaargo had studied ill the tJDi ted State• and Europe am. 
vu qulte kllovledgeable ot tb.e commd.oat.ion field. She was act1vel.7 
engaged in vritiiJg an article at the IIIDll8n\ and had vritteu the tolloving 
article, lt1 Buaca de aa 1Uoeofia para o EwdJ2.o de Commicaqio,• or 
"In S.arch ot a Pbilosopl1' for the Teach1Dg of COIFIDS cation.• lellJ' 
vu tluent ill both languages so the inteniev na conducted ill both 
so. 
English and Port'QIUese. The author' a husband was also present and 
helped w1 th clari.tJ1ng questions.. The interdew began u tollon1 
Queat1onaa 
Could you tell• something about 
the st'1d1' ot cOIIIRmication here 
in Brasil? 
What is this clu1 liice' 
.&mnraa 
So you vant • to talk about oommd.cation 
in Bruil. Alter our educational research, 
w nn prepared to begin courses 1A 
oollllUDication. These courses vere buecl 
on the theories ot c0111D11d cation. I had 
atudiecl 1D Burope, hence and alao Itaq, 
IIO vheu t.bia achool VU founded, t.heJ' 
WU"e.loold.ng. tor people vho collld teach 
coaua:1cation. 1'bere vaa a competition 
betveen people 1lho nnted the job, ml 
it was lib this tha' I began teacld.Dg 
cluau 1D. the tbeoria• of cownu1 oaUon.. 
!hie 1•.,. area. 
Well, 1D. the clue on theories of 
oo.am,S cation, we gi Te a 'View ot comun1-
cat1on u a ecience and u a •thod or 
u an outl11ie ot 1Aterdiaoipl1n11'7 
aciaoe.. In the tint ..... w, the 
aoc1olog1oal foundat1ona ot c,c uun:t cation 
are deftloped. !'3 aaliatant here deftlope 
t.la.e psJCll.oloCS,eal tolmd&Uona ot 
colllll1Dd.cation, and • have· a math 
prote1801". vhD giwa the 11atbaat1oal 
to11Ddat1one ot .. 00M11ntoat1on, athro-
pol.og1cal., toundationa ot conmrn:f cation, 
eto. We at111 h&'99 the cultval:part. 
Ve have B1stor7 of Commmcation., 
~temporary .B1sto17 ot Comnm cation:, 
and Art Biatoi'J', and: foreign language, as 
an innrlillan\ • .- v.u, th1a 1• in the 
first ae111ater. 
Attervarda I 1D tu NCODd 88J188\er, 
w d.,. • t.heo17 of OOIIIIUUd.cation 
because the atuden\ haa alread7 studied 
tu problems of qatema and the 
aociological and. pqchological, eto., 
probleu, the basic• ot edacat1on. So 
w can t.beorise w1 th the processes of 
cOlllll>ldca\ion. I.et'• see. Ve amal1'1• 
the problems of comurd.cat4on aa a 
aoience. The problems of coDWIDD1 cation 
nch as hov n arrived at a atuq of 
cOIIIIUld.cation, also the actual problems 
in the stuq ot co•nni cation and the 
illportance of the fol'Jll1lat.1oD of tbe 
tbeoriee of cOJIIIIUD1cation as to control, 
t.raD81111allion and ori Ucia, and the 
applications of conwmd cation. Uter-
vard8, w have the part of processes 
of own• cation. llere ,re enter into 
tbe theoretical concepts which are 
divided into tnndamental concept.. So 
• atud;y three t.heon.e·s J tbe theory of 
Nlat1"1\7, tile proceaa ot entropy ud 
the processes of bolleoataaia. 
What do you atud;T in the theory The relat1vit7 theorr gives a vq of 
ot relat.1v1t7? loolirlg at oOJlll1Jffl'.lcation. 
Ia it lib our pn,cesa of tea, the relativ1't7 theo17 1a how do 
coanmication? JOU a~ the concept ot relati"fi:t;J" iD 
the ·cultural. reli\i nty in t, he approach 
to co1a1an,catio11. The relatiri.\7 of 
coldness and the . sharing of electrical 
power, u w eee how 00MD1dcation 
'IIIOZ'b. or doean't work. Ve take the 
relat1T1.t7. of the basic prhciples tor 
madentandiDg. how co-=.caUon vorb. 
How 1 t. doea work 111 th· ditteNnt peopi., 
1D ·different· cultures. In the process 
of the fwd.cm of 1.rmoftt1ona. The 
second tbeo17 of the atuq 1• the 
concept ot entron. baaed on the lan 
and 1deaa of Sld.Jmer that tbe organl1ation 
ia a piece of •tter that. tends tovOd 
dlaoraanl1ation. And then eo•ou1 cation 
1• a proceaa of orgud.sation. Tm · 
•aaage 1• an organized pan of atter, 
and 1 t tends toward diaorgazd.tia\1011 
throll&h · the leaking ot· emra in the 
proceu •. And~ t.bird. priDciple is 
t.he prlncipla of homaoatasia, ot 
equ111br1ua, that is Ve'q ..U Imow. 
Thia the017 in bioJ.oa and coJllllWlication 
is used a lot. After ve gift the 
cOllpODellta· of tbe process, 11bicb are 
things lib the ••sage, 80\ll'Ce, 
ob•nnel, etc. . that the studenta have 
learna4-1n aecondary achool, 1n high ; 
achool, t.hq do Jmow. about that. What 
tbq-don't know is 1dlat is behind 
those thiDgs. But thq alreaq 
know the naea at least. 
In the t.hil'd place we atud;r tom 
1Dterterence operations, probleu of 
codlf1catlon, probl8Il8 of cod1Dg and 
inteJ'pl'etationa, hnction, liabilit'J, 
credibili t7 aDd 1011 could sq accu1. t7. 
The ••age is aent b7 the objectives. 
S2 
Jen• atud;r •thoda and cbermel, 
open and cloaect. I don't know 1t ;you ha•• thi.1 because this 1a a cancep\ 
that we have been puttiq 1D trma ~ 
Italian boot on t.be statical point of 
1'1.ew of coamd.cation. Ve H7 V&at 
eoae wqa of coding 1Dtro4uce abiguit7, 
Thia ia aore ub1gu1 t7 than ·other ff1B 
ao yoa have directed· ••sages and ,ou 
hae opened ••aagea. .And 1lheD 70u 
00!181.der the art, a·piece of art which 
contalna or ai&ht · contain a lot ot 
direoted ••ua••, but 1\ contaimJ a lot 
of at1Jml1 that 1• 3ut, a lot of SD1b1gu1t;y, 
that loots a:1 gm N..cant and ,ou g1 •• 
,our aeen1n1 to it. So the reading of 
art, 11, Ji)u can :rea4 1 t on the lirat 
leftl, aecond leffl, on Dl1.7 lnela 
aDd wo lean to read ;your 011n proceaa 
ot::l.oofdltg at that by ~ tbia 
•thod. Thia 18 aomWJw · we talk about. 
Verbal coJ111UD1cat1on,· mm-vell»al. 
co111Di4cat.1.on · are 1Dvo1ved in 1i.bia plan. 
Denotation, oozmotation and all the 
things 1ihat. ve brJ.nc to HUD\1.ea. Then 
w •tudl' how the cbennel detendnea 
tbe process ot oc.111aloation, iibe 
approaohea to it, etc. 
The tb1rd thing 1• • coae to the 
purpc>N ot COIIIIUl:d.cation and that 
proceaa of eha1'ing object1Tea and 
vanaiad.on of interpersonal cowoaa1 cation. 
The probleu ot uncena1Dt7 1D ~ 
:process of cmamnication, the ndllOtion 
and augmenting, the qU&Dt1't7 and 
certainty 1D the J1Haage, tbe probleu 
of t.he equ111br1ma, creation and 
attention, . the probleu ot creatint7 
and getting attent1oa· ill obta1 Jd ng 
a reapoue-·I·IIND, the proceae of leern-
1ng. You see, 70u have a button and 
JOU .break the button. Iou aust ba'ft 
patience ·an4 then looldilg and NUCh1ng 
and aela9ting of another reaction that 
aakea the equilibria constant. And 
you uae the theoZ'J' of COIIIOJd.cation · 
to~ to l.u.rn:lDg proceaHS. lext, 
111t deal 111th the •ani.na of culture, 
the relat1onab1p of •aning and ow.tun 
and how t.be trlllllll of reference g:l.Tea 
to ~ Qllbola the Mazd.Dg the7 have 
ct.pai,djng on t.be culture. The condition 
and learn1.ng proceaa, the reiDforcemRt 
and the UIOUDt of energy that J'OU spend 
Do you also study' ethics? 
Hov lll8D1' semesters do you have 
or this course? Just one? 
And how many hours? 
That• a quite a bit to cover h 
t.hat amunt of time. 
ie force, the amount at energy you 
send depends upon the upectationa 
of the reintorcer. 
Sl 
Habits, the la11a of habit, another 
thing is the psychological competence 
of the process ot colDJllunication, 
perception and peraonalit7, etc. So 
va tab what was given in the first 
semester about the process of being in 
touch with one another and put Ws 
together and this ie hov co111Lunication 
does vork. 
.And then ve have an exmn1 nation 
of the mass media,. and how it works and 
what is the knowledge that we have about 
this aedium because. . there are 1IWJ1' critic a 
ot mass media. 
Yes, we have two different teachers vho 
have dittarent.vievs on.this. One that aqa 
what it probably is and another that 
gives you the . values and a discussion 
about the values ot the goYemme:at and 
communication. And that is a problelll 
or failure to communicate. 
One aemeater. It's fifteen veeka or 
one .semester. 
Three hours per week. 
At least· we demonstrate that this is 
communication. In Brazil, as you 
know, a large pm:-t or the people 
that are already in the university 
come to the university' trom a more or 
leas priviledged class that likes to 
read, .principally the magazines • . Here 
also w have a problem J1111be because 
of the quantity ot subjects but a 
problem that there is an exam that 
selects those people that vill enter 
the university. It 1• very strict 
because there are about 4,000 candidates 
and very few openings. So the people 
that get into the school.a are J:ll"&Ja red 
on a higher level educationally, 
principally because they spend so much 
time preparing. . Between high school 
and college they spend one or two 
years preparing. 
Oar nenpapers and Jllluinel dilOUII 
\be probleu ot co•nni cation a lot. 
There are "ftl'ioua mnpaper article• 
and books on the ellbject ot coJIIIIDld.cat.1.on. 
We ba-... a strong desire to learn aboll\ 
ooanll1oation hen ill hull becaue 
1\ 1• '1w latest. t.b1ng 1D the um:nrs:Ltiea. 
So •'f8l"10D8 Rll1;1 to tab e«M1J11oa\i.oL 
Becaue of tbi• desire, coamd.cation 
hu cha:apd a .lot. in N'Nll 79ara. There 
are mw about f:lft7 ac~. of OCJaillQD!c .. 
ti.on ill Brasil. Bot all of thea are of 
the aapU:tw of this om. tu .. acbool.s 
wn tomad. troa tu old achoola ot 
joumalia and pubUc relaUone. So• 
of thea onl7 ha'98 one or two 118.jora, so 
there ta a market for t:beae s\11d:i.ea. 
What. about a particlllar course In thia upeot the Um.tee.\ States pqa 
in speech and the art of apeal::bg? partiew.ar attention to tbia which here 
I Jmov 1:bat there wun•\ oDll at in Brull is completel.7 mglected. The 
the high school leftl, 11hi.\ about oD17 school that..pqs atteDUon to thi• 
the college level? 0011r• 1D. apaeob 1a.. the 1IOhool of drm\ic 
art• beoauee the actor Meda to learn hov 
~ extend. hia. 't'Oioe. .lDd it. .... tha\ 
It seeaa that tbia course 1n 
cOIIIII.UD1.cation here 111 Ver'J' 
1br1l •r to the covaea 1n t.he 
United States. The idau are ti. 
1ame, but there :,ou also study 
interpersonal commmication, 
perauuion, debate, and 
pqcholoa ot coDIDl.llDication. 
a loDc t1M ago in the law echoola · that, 
t.bia .... studied. becaue t.be J.aw.,v 
apob. But·todq t.hq don't even baTe 
t:bla oourae. We have couraea in 
pbonolol7, these speech cov•• are for 
OOl'NCt4.ag epNch probleu. So 1t ia . 
alaolt. lilce a dootor ot speech detect•• 
But it 1SD1t IIOJl8tb1.Dg. that eftl'fODI 
stlld:lde · It 1ea•t co-,n lib 1n the 
Om. ted. States. 
Your oovaea are aore tooalised. Hen 
ow oovaea enm•t because t.he students 
h-. ~ two J"8••, tvo 111ara·to l.earn 
the buio •terial or subjects, the 
comon ••rial• Froa 1:bere t.hq pus 
directq to t.helr apec1alisa'1.on. So 
they are goug to learn. coaanication 
t.hat 18 connected. direct.17 ad mt the 
theory ot comnmcation. So 1n a nall 
aovnt of t1lla thq ma.st cover act1ut1es 
more 1D a pmral fol'II eo the7 can 
afternrda appli" thell. You ehouldn't 
be aarpr1ae4 beoauae tbe vaditiOD 1D 
the UDiveraitiea here is . .r.r.u:h 
tradition. In Prance JOU. begin 111th 
the atuq· ot the 'beg.lrntl nge and origin 
ot tld:Dga, and. a.t'tern.rda 70u apply tho 
It depends ••• 
The objective of the department 
here appears to be dlftennt 
than there. I leazmd more 
gemral theories, and it seeu 
that here it is a,re apeciallud 
Like a doctor or layer? 
ss 
tc, specific tielda. · In the Um. tad. 
States you do euctq the oppoaite. 
People atwtJ the cues ao that atter-
nrda th91' can draw concluaiona troa tha. 
I\ dependa. In general, in uq subjects 
the7 do this. · For example, in paycholo17 
and sociolog, JOU have the OpportUDit7 
to t1nt st1ld7 the OUU· and attervarda 
.figure out,· a •thocl entireq illductiveq. 
IIU'e 1n.eoo101oa 70u atut\f the prellins 
and. then fol'II the aodela. . So our achool 
here baa a 1ot·ot crosaowr. So ;you 
ooa. across,· for exmple, baaic 
tonalatiom,.and attervarda you·ldll 
com across. Yerbil o0111111JD1 cation, 
aooiolo17 or an. 
In Brull you have a SJ'8tu&t1o Tiev. 
The aystea 1D Br&lil 1a that all 
proteaaional people ill vhateftr 
proteedon have lepl require•nta. 
In tbe United States ,ov. have Yer'7 tev 
proteuiou that haft t.heae requ1.rementa. 
Tllat'• it aactl.7. fllere a lavJ'er can•,, 
tor •Rll>l•, after graduating baa 
aehool, practice 1D the whole coUllti7, 
ad the doctors also can't becauae there 
uiata the probla ot. accred1tat1cm of ·. 
tile IObool.a. Ben w c:1on•t.h&Te W.a. 
A doctor vbo graduates here:oan wort 1n 
&11 of Bi-aiU · or a law;rer who graduates 
ill the lort.h oaa wort 1n all ot· Bruil. 
!be -problea 1• the a.rat. low, tor 
baaic gradution, the Federal Council 
oa ·Bdacation bu · theae baaio require-
111nta vhic~ aomeU.. are_ terrible. 
One of o11J' probleu 11 that. these 
baa1o reqld.r-nta ot the l'ecleral 
Coumil aJ.m:,at impede the good 
illtentiou ot the course. Soaat1me1 
t.b.e7 make 10 au., requ1rellenta that 
there-ian•t enolJgh 1.1119 left to give 
llbe.t w t.h1nk ia eaeential. 
The coaittee ot the l'ederal 
CcnmcU, t.he7 talra the decisions about 
11hat. should be t.he knowledge of a 
public relatione aan, ad then the7 
discua that amona tbeuelvea, and 
the7 conaul.t 11hich ones could have 
abili t7 1D that area. And the7 wr1 te 
down, he hu to take tvo Mll8&ters ot 
Your onentation is to produce 
professional people% 
What an IIOlll8 of the a,sigmants 
the students do 1D their COU!'NS 
in cOllllUDication? 
(She 11 reteriDg to va:rtou 
student prepared lectures 
or presentations onvarloua 
concepts covered 1D claa•) 
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thie.t this ma:av houre·ot this and that, 
et.c. ADd 11hat is open to the school 
for the te-.ohera to create am 
compl1 :ment aometiaee is ft'l'7 aall. 
And. thi• 111 the reaaon·llh7 ;,ou don'\ 
have couraea like this,· but we have to 
have because ve can m:>t, the7 v1ll not 
g1 ve tbe permiaaion to be employed 1t 
~ oertUioate doeen•t·sa7 that he has 
tebJl this ed. thla etc. So the law ia 
abaolutel.J' rigid. 
P.rofeasionala. And the profeasionals 
have to enroll 1D their own organ and 
eo to enroll ill ~t organ ;you have 
to · have a eert.ilicate that aqa tba\ 
70u han been prepared 1D · speoif'1c 
CO'lll'Ns. · Soaetiaes it does not wort 
that· va,.. Somat1Jlea a perSOll who wants 
to p-ad.uate in public relations ends 
up taJd ng Journalla, but there are all. 
the certifioationa tor·pat,lic relationa. 
Soatbaea tbia happens~ They have to 
eJ 1nd nate tbie enterin& of people who 
aren't apecitically gradDates of a 
certain oouraa. R.ight? 
The7 have oDe text, a bado '8:i:t. Pre. 
these texts thq get so• vocabulary 
wrd.a troa .the. gloliaUT, vhich gives 
tb.ea an idea ot io• of the wl"ds we 
are gbing to use. · So the7 aa::r 'tlbat 
ve need. We have· a text tor the 
behaior. theories. You haTe to atuq 
11hich ot these JOU abould lmo1f 1D order 
to be nluabla to research. Then the7 
produce ODI t.ext, troa that text, the 
buic text, the7 prodvce their leasone. 
'1'be7 give 1Dat,ract1ou, tor inatame, 
"Bead the text, and its objectives, 
obaerve the logbook. Turn on the 
tape recorder, then. • • • • So the 
irecordirtg goea on and on 1D1til it 
arriYel at a JIIDlll8Dt where it 811J8 to 
stop the recording and t.urn off tbe 
projector and now read t.he 1nten1n 
that, a p117Cbiatr:1.at ga:re. Well, it 
sends the a tudant to thia interview., 
and in another IIOlll!IDt ,ou should stop 
and read W.a other interview becaue 
it looks at. a different part. Then we 
ha'f'e texts that coma from boob. For 
1Detance, 70u see here • have all these 
Is this the us1gm,ent? 
Do thq preHnt it oral.17? 
The1e texts are individual? 
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boob here. '?hen t.he7 sq that thq 
decided to teach sea concepts. 'fhq 
ab a test. You tnov not all the 
teats are ftl'J' good. Tu7 don't 
have· the t eclm1cal standard ot a real 
test, but t.he7 \17' to aab teats to 
••sure hov people learried this, and 
alao thq. are supposed to ·g1,.. ua the 
an&11V8-tbe answers ot ·the teat. And 
t.heD tbeJ' preaent tbia aterial in 
olaaa. And tbe7 should mab their 
fellow attadenta take a teat to aee it 
theJ' realq undentood. 
Yea, 1 t is the Pl"9NJ1tation of tb11. 
Ro, the7 don't., t.heJ' oan•t. It•a too 
short a time. Here ~u would haw to 
read .the intemn or whatever, Ve 
11ac1·qu1te a tight oqr this. Jut to 
show to 801lebod1' that 1t he vanta to 
~ tb.ia, he cancOll9 to·clasa and 
h&n a cbance. to hear thi•' a elonr 
atudeG. this is one ot the 't1J>e• ot 
110rk that tbe. nudenta do 1D clua ia 
.translate. s1x tbings~ And w eval:aate 
theJl·b711hat tbeJ" do. Thia 1• the 1181n · 
work, bu\ tbe7 ha,en 't puled the olua. 
Beoauae theJ' could be expert in. •• 
(IITIRRUfflCII) 
Be has to be then d1rr1ng the teats 8114 
'during tbe oourae dlpen~ Oil each 
one of thaN blocb. Thia ia bia work, 
and it 1• divided into blocJca. Thia 
ia reading wort. But he baa to have it. 
The texts are ind1:v1dual, For example, 
1lhen I glve a grade tor tld.a work, I 
a evaluating . another thil1& becaue 
I'• not aoin& to give the•- grade 
t.o all tbe students. Beoaue it is 
comon ·1n Bruil, mt all the people 
wort equall7. So I give a grade tor 
the work,. and this grade ia aul.t1plie4 . 
b7 Ule nllli>er.. of atudeata 1n tbe group • 
.lttenrarda ·t hq h&Ye a round table 
d111e11811on, tbe7 diecusa what. waa the 
personal participation ot each one. So 
each •llber of the group has hie own 
grade, eo• low, so• high. Some have 
"-n and other• ·get a aero. Because the 
The7 don't work during claaa: 
time? 
group kDovs llho worked and who dicln't. 
and the7 give hill the individual 
grade. Thia 1a the only vq that 
I have ot lmcnr.l.ng what was the work 
ot eacb one. 
The claas ia only a lecture.· 
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It. 11 a lecture until the point of Yea, it i11 lecture uaUl the time 
presentaticm! arrives to present these papen~ but 
th1a is at the end of the courae. 
Do the7 have other Terbal 
uligmaentliT 
In a 1mnar 11 it the 1\udent, 
who explains the reading? 
In the laat. J'Nl'I do the7 do 
tb1a? 
What 11 1 t like 1D claesT 
Yea, tbia depends a _lot. on the protesaor. 
lea, I hawn't aoeceeded 1Jl baT1Dg a 
andnar during class, because • have 
TV7 little U.. Banng a debate 
about the017 tor aomeone who 1• just 
begi=»a to learn the thao1'7 would 
be a little ditticw.t.. lf;J" courae 1a ill 
the second euuter ao·tb.e7 don't 
ha'V9. t.he Imowledge Jet• · Tbe7 haft 
a great, deld.ft to debate, but thet 
don't b&Te. the •ana to do it ,-t. 
I think that all the l'l"Ofeaaon do it. 
It is jut. that I don't like 1,. The 
atudata need books and readings to 
eOJ1411D, a seJ11n1r. There doesn't. seem 
11a t.bere 1a t1JII or •terial to do 
all this and also go to. olaaa. Here 
ia one ot t.he projects the student. 
did. llhat Jdlld ~.:aateriaJ;.they produce 
depend.a .on the creat1nt7 ot the group. 
This project turned out reall.7 wl.l. 
Thq atlldie4 the •terJ.al •. I CODlidU' 
tb1.a •terial- not to be material tor 
under-graduates but graduate· leftl work, 
"CoAtributiona. .ot. · P91Chiat.r7, •. this wu 
a ••%7 ub1 tioua .group. I have here a 
lot ot project,. ill ot then. 
In class 1 \ 1111 a dialogue bec&UN it 
it wren't it wuld be a monologue. 
I arrive tbere ancl talk, some protest 
and. 110111 don't agree, but. even thoee 
that do agree don't. know wh7 tbe7 agree, 
am those that don't agree don't know 
vh1' the7 don't. agree. A large part. 
of the atudenta. don't. haft t1ae to read. 
Thia achool doem't haTe integral u.a. 
ot coJIIIUDication? 
I can s,mpathize with teaching 
people that don't know what 
the1 are going to do with 
comunication. 
So the atudente COIIII here, and you 
bow tbat lots of t.bea don't read 
nttlciant'.q 1n order· to paas. But 
s, 
the classes are large, including the 
people that have to take it OTU' again. 
So JOU mow. that the7 vUl quit and 
not atuclT &D1IION• So it's an ecological 
probleil. I t.h1nt this 1.mpadas great.q 
the daTelop)ll9Dt ot this school of 
oOIIIDrd cat.ion. · Amther problea ia that 
the greater part ot the profeaaora 
haven •t graduated 1n cOllllmioation. So 
to ban a.dialogue with all the 
profeaaora ia di.tficult because one is 
trJiJ>g. to study sociology ot coaunication, 
but he has mver -studied oowum.cation eo 
he doesn't haTe a global view ot the 
subject. So meetiDaa ot protesaora to 
debate academic nbjects are ver, rare. 
So the. achange ot ideu ia om ot the 
probl-.. .tbat appears. It JOU wre to 
d1acue a aujeet vith Tarioua proteason, 
you would. find that each ODIi ot thea 
hae a different, vq of looJc1nc at 1 t. 
Thq look at 1 t, in the ~ tbe7 learned 
it depending on their previous bact-
ground. So 7ou don't reall.7 h&Te in 
thia achool a group ot people entire}T 
and. CO!lCeptuall.7 integrated 1n their 
phlloeo~. They are doing lbat the7 
can and what '1187 know. I .1ugim t.bat 
our cnm students here have a better 
integrated Tin of the probleu ot 
cGllll!lUrd.cation than tbe teaoben. .&nd 
tbis .11 goiDg .to help continue the 
atudT ot oomunication and correct it. 
I bope that a DeW acience appears. 
Ho, vhateTer nev acience that will take 
all theee people that don't know what they 
are going to do and leoes people 1n 
ooJIIIUrd.cation that vant to work. 
It's terrible isn't it, because you 
encounter thousands ot different 
objectives. So each one, I don't know 1.t 
1n the United Statee 70u have 1et a lee 
tor taklng a certain course. lld.a meana 
a lot because a person that doesn't 
pq qt,hing, so the student doesn't 
lite to et~·or.do the assigmaenta. 
He cuts class. OUr school is very tree 
in the sense ot being permissive in the 
It•a 91milar in the sense that 
the student feel.a it they are 
p¢ng, they_ will do what they 
want, but usual.17 this doesn't 
happen -because the student 
thinlcs, "I paid, therefore 
I want a claaa.• 
Cne additional question - is 
there a special. currieulU11 for 
prepar!Dg teachers ot 
comunication? 
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area ot student behavior. I don't know, 
1t this ia the a&M in the United State a. 
Thia ia another problem. There are droP-
outs or repeaters that represent a big 
waste. There each additional semester 
that you spend on caapua, you are 
retarding your proteaaional success. 
Here 70u have students that co• here 
and apeDd. four hours and return ho• 
or go to work, ao whether they spend 
tour or tiTe-year1 getting their degree 
doe1111•t make much ditterence. So in 
tbia aenae they aren't ve'f'7 mature. 
Thia introduces a aerioua problea that 
needs to be IIOditied. 
Ro, soma ot our teachers 1n our depart-
MDt. which ia the buic department 
there are SOiie areaa where the teachers 
are proteuionala of those areas, and 
this 1• alao ao•tbing very difficult 
because. aometima the teacher is a 
1&1178J" and he haa been working in 
propaganda tor 20 years. Thia guy ia 
teaching propaganda because he has been 
al.lowed becav.ae ot hie degree in 1.ur. 
He tncbea propaganda because that' a what 
he feel.a he kDon better, and vbeD n 
need people, we uk tor their degree and 
they aq, ll'Jou have rq certificate 1D 1av.• 
The majority of the teacher• 
haftll't had a qatematic preparation 
in aOlllll>n:1 cation. The)" haven't gone. 
to school in conaunication but have 
taught theuelves. The7 co• trom 
whatever. academic areaJ pa,chologiata, 
sociologists, etc. 
The interview concluded vith. the author aald.ng tor further 
suggestions as to where to look £or further intormation on tb:1• topic. 
Belly suggested various schools 1n the city: auch aa Cuper Libero and 
Alcantara Machado and then mentioned a. convention 1n Brasilia on the 
24th ot August where participants from all over Latin .America would be 
discussing colllllll1D1cation in their countries. 
SUJIIIU.!7 
Being a teacher,-lel.17 prcm.ded a el1ghtl7 ditterent view than 
Mr. Cortes. Bel.171 s specialization vu coJmllUDi.oation theor.,, and her 
description or th11 course 1hond quite a lot or detailed theor;y. ID 
regard to communication as a whole, she stated that the schools wen 
originally IChoola ot journalism and that the study ot comunication :1D 
Brasil today vu popular. A.a a reau1t o! the popu1arit7, there were 
fif'ty- schools of ccmaunication in the oount17. The basic requiremant.a 
tor graduation from a achool of co=mm.cation were eatablilhed by the 
government, vere tairl7 rigid, and applied to all aohoola ot cama,mi-
cation throughout the count17. The particular orientation ot theae 
schools wu toward producing protesa:l.onala. 
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On the specif1c area of ord. comunication• she stated that no 
courses were taught in their department in t.bia area. A course lib thi• 
was tormerl.7 taught in the law school•, but now the only place 1 t wu 
available vu in a school ot drama. 
In concluaion, 1•117 cited the proble• with the study' of co11111DD• 
ication in Brull. One vu a lack of t:1me tor the students to reall.J' 
study, and another, that the teachers vere not prepared in the apecitio 
field ot cODllllUDieation. Because each teacher vaa lookillg at oODIINDication 
f'rom a ditterent viewpoint, there vu no interaction with other proteuora. 
of CCllllluniaation 'llhich she telt hindered the growth of schools ot COJIIIIID• 
1cat1on. 
Iateniev with Proteeaol' L1tto 
PNderic L1tto vu an American professor who t&u&ht 1D the 
graduate ecbool ot C<amn1ca\1on and .A.r\a at the Un1vereida&t do !a:> 
Paulo. Re had a Ph. D. 1D theat.re from the United Sta.tee and had 
taught at both berican and Bral111an l1D1Tera1t1ea. B1e inlight into 
both inatitut1ou vu extrememl7 helptul.. Tb.a interdew toot place 
J.uguat 13, l97S, at 3100 p. •• in hie office _a\ the tJm.,rera1dade do 
Sao Paulo. It na no\ taped and has been re.-vritt.en u follon from 
notes. 
Dr. Litto aa two problems .w:l..t.h epeeoh/cmmtmlcation in Brull. 
First, vu the t.ranslat.1.on ot the barican .currictil:aa to Brasil, and 
second, the pol1t1e1 of the llld.nra1t,'. In tbe area of translating tbe 
American curricul.ua to BruU.1 . he. elaborated .bJ' exp] a1D1JJC that coa-
m:mication and u:p:re1aion u.BruU..iDeludad.theatn, phJ'a1cal education, 
. . . . 
art, auaic, television, radio, e~., ~ut it did not iMlude composition 
or speech akllla auch as organiu.tio~ .Btoes:1J1an _ecl.Dcation na or1g:lnaJ17 
baaed ~n the F~h 1179tea and vas now manging over to tbe .bar.lean 
8J'IWL. To Dr. Lit to 1t seelllld that ~ ba'l'e onl7 adopted the free 
expreaaion part ot the .Aasr:!.can qatea. 
Aa tar as speech ooursea t.hat ware e:n.1.lable in Brazil, the olll.7 
ones that be knew about vere a tn elocut.1on courses and Dale Carnegie 
type oouraea. There eeemad to be no demand for a course in epeech/ 
com:an:1.cation. .l.ccordl.ng to Litto, there did ex:1.st, an area of comm4ca• 
tion and expression which could pend. t courses of this type, but there 
wre very tn teachers who were prepared in the tield. There wu also 
no interest in it, and it was not encouraged bJ' t.be ctlrectors ot the 
school ot oo•'Wlication. Lit.to expla1necl that one ot the biggest 
area ot study in the acbools of cOJIDPDXlcat.1011 1n Brazil vaa semiologia, 
or the stud;y ot signs. 
Be telt that Brazil's scholarly co111mudt7 was not aware or vhat 
speech/communication wu lite 1D the United States. 'l'bare uiated DO 
sharing or idea• 8Dk>JJg tacult7 members ainoe each pursued his or bar 
apec1alt7. To h1a reaearcbera 1n Brasil had mt even learned the buica 
of research and the principles ot or1am.sat1on beaauae there ware no 
courees in organization. Be explained that the Univeraidade do Sao Paulo 
had veey separate schools even thought.he gonnmient had said they lhould 
not be separate. Be used as an example, a student needing to tab a course 
in sociology should go to the aooioloa d.epar1iment _ but at the Uni verlidade 
do Sao Paulo the7 did not. Instead, a aocioloa of aazmmmicat1on C01D"l8 
vas established where the student learned a little ot both areas ml ended 
up learning nothing. Out ot the entire achool of communication Proteaaor 
Litto was the only one llho had taken. courses 1n speech. All the other 
professors wre .trma other depart.manta. 
The •cond probl• he cited of politics 1n the 11Di"f'8rs1'7 vu 
en.dent llhen people v1 th tihe right education wre not adll1 tted becaue 
ot politics. According to L1tto1 the conditions vere available tor 
courses 1D apeech1 but the departmnt did not have the right people 
or the right boob, and t.he7 .re riot aware ot a need even though Litto telt 
that it. vu needed. Be felt that Brazil vu tr:,h& to catch up with the 
21st century but would not becaue people lacked the basics lib logic, 
organization, cooperation, and perseverance. Be taught outlSn1ng1 fallacies 
and basic cOIIJ)Od.tion at \he graduate level because students had MTer 
had ii up to then. 
In regard to ~ald.ag assignment,. he aaid that they wre aa:hu: 
of the .. abow-and-tell" variety. .l lot at group project. wre used. 
Seminars were given by at.udenta llhich wre tJ1e oral pNsentation ot · 
written 110rk. Thia vu Nlnl7 jut read!Dg the book an.cl giv.lng an acco'UDt 
of it. He ezpla1md that it illvolYed ver, little intell:1gea d1ac111aion 
because no one else had. Nad the aae book. These speak1Dg assigmaenta 
vere evaluated on iD.torm.atioa ratii.er than on pertoname. '?here wre 
no perf'oraance co'Ol"aes because ot the misunderstanding that. thq wre 
of the Dale Carnegie type, and tbq nre quick to criticize anyt,h1ng 
American • 
.ls far aa equipment, the facilities were ucellent with the 
capabilities ot being able to produce a black and white or color 8)1"1.e. 
TheJ' had color television equi}Xllent. am the journalia. students had 
their cnm preas. Tbe7 had good equi.pment. but the at11dents did not get 
to work w:lth tbi• equipment. otten. The atudenta o~ created. 1'be 
teacher• were tel.avid.on techniciau or radio announcer• inatead ot being 
profeseora, accordi.131 to Litte. 
·Proreasor Lit.to tel\ that Bruiliana wre tantutic at cOlliD& up 
with ideu, but tbq could not organize \hea or put. t.hea into a log1.cal 
order. Tb.ere were not. aany books 1D bookatona on speech by' compariaon. 
becaue there was no real demand. 'What books did enat vve by Bruil.1ans 
1lho had bol'TOved f'rcm lmerican authors. Bruil1ana seemed to have a 
tendency to go along fine and thtHl all of a sudden meas up ever,tb.iDg. 
IA Litto•a opinion, a person with a Ph. D. 1D perauaaion could coae to 
Brazil and malcB a rort'\me writing, consulting, and teachiDg. The future, 
as he 1av it, ebolred oral..coJIII.UDication aa aomething that vas deeperatel:J 
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meded but that. vould tab t.118 to deTelop because of the pl"Obleu he 
cited earlier. Bruil.1an tb1nJdng - not oriented to it, and rhetoric 
was a dirty vord. becauaa it vas aaaociated. with polltiolana. Bruilian 
student.a Hamed to 'be aelt-cente:red and lu7• Braail was tJ'J'iDc to prodace 
profeallionala and instead produced tec>mtcians who did not think • 
. Social •camr Libero• 
Iatemew vith Protenor luzsi 
Professor lrumo de Frei.tu luzsi is director of the raculdade 
de Commtca,(ao Social. •Casper Libero.• !he ~niaw took place at, noon 
on Augut 141 197S, 1D hie office at. the school. 
The 1Dfomat1on he aupplied waa llld.n.ly cl.ar1.ticat1on of *8.\ 
was taught in. v&Tioua couraea ill the cum.cul.lllll. He aleo provided the 
author with a COPJ ot the curricul.ua. b he u:pl.ained it, the objective 
of "Port,aguese Lampage• stwt," vu to increase the student' 1 lmowled&• 
ot Portugue1e and to help b1a/her 'be a better writer. "B1ato17 of the 
lreana ot CClllllDn:tcat:lon• included the hietory of COJidl'QDlcat:lon f'rca it.a 
inception with partioular •pbaaia on nenpapers and boob. 1'be nuon 
tor waobi ng •Philo80P17 and Logic• vu so that students could organise 
their tb:hlklng and writing better. The atudJ of aocioloa iln'ol'ftcl learning 
\he basf.c components of aociet7. Learn1.nc about the pro••• of ooanmication 
wae covered in the "Scient:ltic hnda.Jlental.1 of ColllUDlcation. • •The 
BiatOl'J' of Religion, • waa studied to le&rD how the leaders of t.heae 
religions coan.um.cated their ideas. The closest, . t.hing theJ' offend to a 
1peeoh courae wu the courae in •Lead.er&ip TrainiDg and Verbal 
Cownndoat.ion. • 
Accord.inc to Proteaso:r lusd, the echool had OJU.1' tbree areas 
Of specialization 1D COllll!lUJdcatiODI jouruliam, public relations, and 
advertisiDg, becn.n the1a wre the oms that had the greatest job 
daand. Be d1d1 howTer1 aee the area ot p'Ub11c relations iDcreuing 
1a the future. 
The biggest problem t.he school had as luzd. aar it, vaa tut the 
teachers wre not or1ent1Jig all the student.a. The teachers were 
professionals, and theJ' had a tendenc;y to teach only tboee atudell\a who 
had or ware 110rld.Dg 1n the field. The;r ew.d talk to apecif'1c e\udellta 
rather t.lum orieati.Dg ALI, the etudents. 
Iate"1ev with Prof•aor .baur1 
Professor Aaaur1 · taught, couraea 1n public relations at the 
Paculdade . de. Coamd.ca(a'.c, Soo1al. "Caaper Libero•. Be had had aper1ence 
ill tbis field and vu the onq profeaaor who. t&tlght a course 1D Tarbal 
coma,micatioa. The intenJ.ev toot place in the teacher'• lo11Dg8 at the 
achool a't noon on t.he lSth ot August, 197S. The interdev followed a 
'91.eit by the e:a:thor to a clu• on public relations taught b7 Proteasor 
.laalu'!.. 
Profenor .&u.ur!. uplained ~ tn,e of utenal covered. 1D bis 
oovae on verbal col!SIUd.cat.ion. The courae began with an orientation 
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u to what oral cOJIIIIUD1cation vu and an aplanation of ·the tecbniqus ot 
orator;,. These technique included organisation of a speech and the ue 
of an introduction, bod;Y, and concluaion 1a a speech. Great orators 
wre studied and used as examples. The • tudent was then aas:1gned a topic 
to prepare in to a speech, and then present to the class. The proteeaor 
then corrected the pnaentation as to gestures, boq, and posture. 
the second area studied ill thia course vaa group diacuaaioll 
ilm>ldng SJ'IIPQsi:mus, forum.a, and panel diacUBaions. The final area 
covered vu ia11en1n1:ag, 1n lilhich the student vaa ua1 pd an illportant 
pencil to 1nteniev llhich he Wl'Ote up to pneent to the clue. The maiD 
ob~ective of tbe course va1 to reduce a student'• :1nb:lb1tions in talJdng 
1io a group. Froa bis explanation ot the couree, it eeemad quite a:lmlar 
§'udell\e Iaterd.end ~ -Capper Ltbe:o• 
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The at'lldeJlte at, "Cuper Libero• vi nl7 had coaplainte about t.hdr 
educatioa in coacanS cat-ion. '?he main complaiDt waa that, it did. not prepare 
the atudent1 for their future. joba. The courae oil "Sciellt.uic Fouradaticu 
ot Cownm:lcat10D• was mt even raabered b7 aoa of the etlldenta. Tbe7 
tut that the claaaea 1n Ponuguea did not rean, help the etudent, wr.lte 
or organize their thoughts llfl7 better. 
Another probl.ea vu that the . teachers vere all proteaaionals 
and had a teDduaJ' to ~ talk to or teach the • tudents who ftN alreaq 
vorld.ng 1D the profe•a1on. 'lbia vu done to the e21:lul1011 of the other 
st11dent1. 
The positi•e upects noted b7 the studente wre good cla1srooa 
d1acuaud.ou, and t.b..e course, "BistoJ.7 ot Commnn1caUon,• because the 
professor provided ll.9.lJ1' e:wnplea. 
Iaten1ew !!!! i2!! !s:gues ~ ~ 
At the UM of the iateniev Jose Marqaea de Melo was bead ct 
the Paculdade Ibero.J.ner1ca:aa de Letru • Cienciu Bwunu. The iDterview 
took place at hie ottice in tbie school at 4100 p. a. on A.ugut 16, 197$. 
S1nce Mr. Melo had ut.enaiva~ researched maaa oommmd.cation departmenta 
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in the tJn1 ted Sta tea and vaa inat1"Ullental in establishing the schools ot 
aollllUDication 1D Brazil, the intol'll&tion he pt'Oll:ided vu mat valuable • 
.l few or the areas be corrmnted on during the 1Dtem.ew includedJ the 
origin of the atudT of communication in »ruil, 'the objactivea ot the 
,chools of comm.um.cation, the need for ruearch, and the poa1t1Te aapeota 
I 
of the American approach to coaunication. 
According to Helo, b orig1n ot apaech 1D Brazil stemmed from 
the Bruilians natural. abil1t7 to express them.selves verbally'. He felt 
that there vu much more need.for speech.trainiDg 1D the United State, 
becauae 1~ had developed aa mull comm:unities:wbere commamication with each 
other vu vitall.J' important. On the other hand, BrazU developed aa 
ieolated tan.a vith no need to coD1111nica.te with othera. Theraf'ore, 
speech tre1n1ng did not deTelop 1D Brasil because ot the lack of 
b11torical need and their natural ab1l1.ty to express them.selves. BOll8'ftr1 
apeech coune1 did mat J'8&rS ago 1D the f'orm ot. oratory course• ottered 
at eem1 naries. 'lne departments ot °'ol!IIDDication aa the7 now exist nn 
orglllized am based on the American IChoola at comum.cation. 'lhe onl.7 
clifference vu that Bruilian achools ot comun:lcation did not have 
apeech and oral cOJmunication cluaea becau.ae. there seemed to be no need 
tor them. 
The main objeoti Te or- a course 1D comunication according to Melo 
. , 
vu to graduate professionals in journalism, public relations, and 
advert1a1Jlc. '.Che graduate achool.s were to produce professors and 
reaearchers. 
ihe po1itlve aspects of American schools of communication he 
telt were their va111 of' teaching methods of research and their orgam.zatioa 
of ourricula. He telt Brazilian teaching depends entire~ too much on 
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oral claas lectures with little out.side reading whereas American schools 
placed more emphasis on knowing the text. Research vaa an import.ant. area 
to biJI aince he had organized the first research tac1l1t7 in Brull on 
conaim1cat1on. He alao liked t.he .lmerican idea ct credits since it gave the 
student more freedom of choice as to vhat'md when he /aha studied a 
I 
particular subject. He did not, howver; like the. heavy emphaai1 on grades. 
Tiie moat. valuable pieces ot intom.ation gained from the interview 
ware the written articles he provided on communication research in Brasil. 
latent.en !l Facudades IDtegradaa 
Alcantara. Machado 
J'iul Inten1ev a\ ilcantara Machado 
The last inteniev took place at J'aculdadee Integradu ilcantara 
Machado on August 17, 197$, at ) 100 P•L Faculdadea Integradaa .llcantara 
Machado vu a private school iD a residential area of Sao Paulo. It vu 
relatively small in comparison with the other schools visited and 
iDcluded ~ a tev departDLants, one of which vas the department ot 
cOJIIIIUDication. The author had prn:l.ously visited the IChool and set up. 
an appointment which vas at a time when classes were not in session. 
The director ot the school thua had a longer period ot time to spend v.lth 
the interviever in a relaxed and triendl.7 atmsphere. .&J.eo present at the 
interview vaa prof easor Abri to, vho vas iD charge ot curricula and added 
greatly to the interview. '.Che interview began with Mr. Osvaldo, vho vu 
the director of the achool. 
Questions, 
What is your position in this 
school? 
How is the school organised? 
What are the objectives o:t the 
school! 
Wb7 did you choose the four 
departments you have? 
And the ti.rat course was which 
one? 
ADd. what is the structure of 
the course of communication? 
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Ansveraa 
You want to bow what position I occuw 
here. Very •ll• I aa the general 
director. We have three integrated 
departments and I d1J'ect all of this 
stw:t;,. Right? 
There ex1sts a mainta1D1ng association of 
the faoult7, an association that maintaina 
the ooU.ge. It is a group of professors 
of 11hich I aa a part,, 'libose preoccupation 
or concern. is to have a superior 
eatabliahllent. Then tbe7 created a 
societ,J' w1 thout lucrative enda tor the 
maintenance of this eatablisbaent. So 
the taoultJ' doesn't have an owner. Th• 
tacult7 or school belongs to an uaociation. 
It doesn't have one owner, it has o,mere 
but mt 1n the commercial sense ot the 
wrd. because it is an edmational ent1t7. 
The objectives ot the school are to 
gift identit7 and maintain the superior 
edtlcation in di•erse specialties. 
Wb7 did w choose a school ot com-
llllltd.cation arts, science and letters? 
Well, let's sq that it vaa allloet a 
happening. It vaan•t well planned in 
this aeue. Which •ans that the school 
is expand1 ng and continues _expanding 
in accord v1 th those courses in order 
tha't i't completes the uistiDg 
discipline and other curricula. So the 
1chool maintaina a course. A aeries 
of dieciplines ot this course are 
al.read;, gi van in other courses. So 
people complete it and open one more 
course. So the attitd:t.7 of the 
disciplim is that it makes ua plan 
a completion ot the discipline and 
tbis brings another course. 
Well, in tlda structure it was aaNJllbled 
eeparatel.1'1 first, eoiences and letters, 
v1 th social studies and letters end 
cOJllllUDLcation. And Arts started w1 th 
aua:1.c. .A.ftervards it became arts, and 
after a combination ot onq one structure. 
When I speak ot structure, I am 
speald.ng onl7 ot one establishment. 
What ia your basic course like? 
So the studant that 1• st~ 
letten 11 also taking tbeae 
same baa:1.o courses? 
Do you ban courses that don't 
pertain directq to a at.udat' • 
major tield'I 
lihat is the objectin of the 
buio courN? 
n 
Ve 11"9 1n one eatabliab.-Dt ot racvldad81 
Iategradu ilcan-ma Machado, integrated 
facul\ie1111t.h·a facult7 of social 
cc.ii+1aS cation .vith t.bne · 1pec1al.t,iea J 
3ournalia, public nlationa, and 
publici t7 am ac1Tert1ainau a taculty of 
acience and letters vith a oourse ot 
letters and social atlldiuJ and a 
faculv ot art, 111th a course 111 ar\iatic 
educ:ati.oa 1n 1ta four apec1alt.1ea of 
mdel1D&- ut, deaip1 acenic art.a and 
auicJ 1111d 1D addition a bachelor'• 
degree in 111181c, 111th couraaa in 
inat.rmllat.s, piano, violin etc. plus 
the courses of compoait.ion. 
The baaic coune ia 110re or leas 
e:Swllar tor all of 'the a'bo-re courNa, 
in eOJaDA diacipllua. It ia llba\ 
aOlletilea .\he 1Wdmlt illl'ead7 choose• 
before a cert&Ll diacipline to do 
topther 111th t.he buio couru--what 
11 reqld.nd 1n his apecialty that. 
he 1a going to pa'ticipate· 1n. ID ~ 
cw of awd.o, tor example, a atudent 
who chooN8 JIUio a1ftad7 beg1u 111th 
au1c in Ula first Je8I" of the buic 
CORN,. but the other part; 11 ccaaon 
with all t.be other courses. 
lea, he does, uact]7 or al.aoat the 
·-· 
In the baaio cyale he has a load of 
elec'1Tea, an hourq load llhere he 
can choose d1aciplinea troa a lin 
. of Tari.OU COU1'N8 in the .... period 
OJ' in am\her period, ao that tbe7 
doa1t have an idat1dal course repeated. 
Ti.-•~ baa tbe required part, 
aD4 .n.rnrde he completes Id.a etUdlea 
w1 th the . optional part that is ia 
accord 111th hia interene. 
In our buic c70le, our preoccupation, 
1n other words, t.he whole thread ot 
the school but priJlcii,allt,-.the,:baaic 
CJCl•, 1• really to veritJ llb.ich 
are the cultural mfic1enc1ea of the 
student and haTe hill approach a, 
better cultural basis. We aren't 
1Dtere1ted in the individual vho comes 
What ia your total objective? 
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here just to nce1 .. a dipl.oaa. 
We nut the at.udeD\ t.o lean'° tbiak, 
to learn to•• b11 Ollll deft.o1enc1ea, 
to learn to attuate h1a..U 1a \be · 
social realitq in the. aooial eo11text, 
and after tble bui1, attel' \Id.a aooial 
vision, theD he w111·prote1alouliu, 
but a1ao 1D the ioitnt1f1c·1plri\ of 
research and theo17, a theoretical 
tcmu.tion. · To fol'II a new unipulator, 
or t.ld.nter, but. not a jo1ll'Dlliat \bat 
Jmova how to rob a ll&Chine bn a · 
journal.1st '\hat Jmova bow t.o tJdnlc, a 
person vho knows bow t.o d:1ati12gu1ab 
what ia exact, what 1IUlt be publiabed, 
what must not be pubUabed, mat 111 the 
tora ot publication that makes t.he cit,' 
improve 1 tsel.t, and not a1 mply that. 
sells news. 'ihe same 1n publlcit.y-
ve aren't concerned with the student 
producing the prett1.est anno1mCement, 
but ve are concerned vi.th the student 
producing a beaut1tu1 announcement that 
sells the product but also carries a 
subjective message ot esthetic improve-
llllllt. Underatand? \'his means that 
through the mesagea o!, a course in 
coramnn1cat1on 11h1ch is -essentially for 
uae, w look to influence the societ7 and 
not. obligate the people to b1J1' what the7 
need at the same time u the blqing 
••aage betters the cultura1 standard ot 
the· person through the offered mesaage1. 
Our total objective is that tecbnoloa 
doesn't replace man. Understand? 
Technology must be used, in the function 
ot man and not the inverse. So principally 
our objective here is that the huun 
being is like~ ia • .Evidently ve can't. 
ruain outside or the marketing part 
ot work and professionalism. We have ti:l 
think that the individual has to live and 
get a job, e~., but. we aren't so concerned 
because I think a school ot higher 
'Wlucation ia just the origin ot the 
improveinent of the level or the hllllWl 
being as a pereon, as an individual. 
Trying to be an individual, particularl7 
an individual 1n the social context, and 
here )"OU vlll have prof essioilalim. So 
in our basic course all of it, and not 
Just the professional part, is research-
What is your equipiaent like? 
it is theoretic and ot a cultural 
developaent. and of a real poai tion 
inside the chosen proteaaion. 
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Our equipment is Tery serious. Because 
whatever school that wants to have 
complete printing equipment to compete with 
certain· schools like we have here tar 
example, vhichhaa one ot the best. pNsses 
1n South America .that prints thEl magazine 
ttilealldade" and others. For tha atudeat, 
n 11111 D&ver have this kind ot equipment. 
The onl7 t.bing we could have wllld be a 
veey mall press. So he traim on & 
aall press, completely different trom 
the realit,. outaida•. Thia doesn't 
iaterest. hi.a. There ia a small studio 
ot black am vh1 te ttlen.aion, when he 
faces a proteaa1onal, bea"fJ', ample 
teleTision vi.th expensive equipment, 
h1s·tra1m.ng here also doean't iateNat 
h1a. To set up a scheme ot identiaal 
equipaent, tor example, a anspaper, 
it doesn't have maniDg ao w have 
to tld.mc ot the iDdi"fi.clual that ban bow 
to write, the 1~:d.4ual that kDon how 
to produce, and the proteesional 
a.ppreaticeabip vhoul.d approx:laate 
that. Th.e at.udent enters ill contact 
with aopbuticated equipmnt becaue 
nu it a. school has certain ~paent, 
tor example, electronic, printing, 
ill 'three or tour years all ot these 
v1ll be obaolate becauae the advalJce• 
aat in this area ia eo great. So il 
a 1chool uveat1 1n equipaent tor Reh 
a 1hort t1lle 1d.th such .a e:mall budget, 
1\ doesn't, Mke aenu. It is with t.be 
,:mending touatain vhich is the cerebnma 
and the ld.nd, that ve . lllUSt wort. 
Because it is there to be worked, and 
every- day we think: lea,. So the 
individual h&S'! everything already for 
h1II with computers and machines, etc. 
So, our objective ia to create a 
thinJcing ell te that real.ly knows bow to 
use a machine and not be used by it 
instead. Here ia professor Val.quire 
Arbrito, who ia our assessor. She can 
explain. better about the baaic cycle 
which detineanll the philoaophy at 
this school. 
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~ ABRI'l'O 
In the basics ot the course in cOJl!lllUDication 
there is an objecti'ft that has a big 
dimemd.on. That we can include as the 
object.1.Te ot all the courses. It is a 
concern, not onl.7 a revision ot knowledge, 
that the student acquires in the middle 
cycle. There isn't juat this concern, I 
think it goes a 11 ttle bit more beyond 
tbia. It now is a concern to introduce 
1n this course a spirit of research, 
including training at the level ot 
dominion ot some ot the techm.ques ot the 
scientific Mthodology. In spite of the 
tact that we don't have tbia specific 
chair here 19t in the basic course. It 
is a concern to include it in the future. 
So we do the following tol'll ot work in the 
basic course. Thia concern intlueDCes 
all chairs. Thia concern is evidltnt 
through the 110rlca that 1mpl1cate and 
solicit the passion tor reading in the 
student. Nov in this reading also uista 
a preoccupation that it's enough to haft 
a personal necesaity~ So the techniques 
alread7 in the second semester, tJ;len 1• 
a preoccupation that this reading also has 
an ol"ientation-an orientation in the 
folloving fora. The texts baft to be 
programmed in the sense ot the adaptation 
to a conception of the 1)81Choloa ot 
devalopment. So t.hese aren't initially 
large texts. They are nall. They start 
aall and then turn into larger ones that 
go be70nd where they learn the structure. 
tocether with this. '1'be dolll1nion isn't 
oDl.7 to read the geural tacts ot this text. 
In the beginning then the part ot some 
basic information ot reaearoh. The themes 
ot research also have a preoqoupat1on vi th 
a nry bi& realit7. Because it JOU ware 
to send last 79ar' a student very distant 
trom. 11hat he has learn.d by •educational 
deto-ars•, he doesn't make a connection 
between this put and the present time. 
So in our con:eption, people have to deal 
with the reality based on1he put. So 
it remains in this goiJlg and ccmd.ng ot 
time. Thia type ot work was begun in 
the tirat eemaater. I think one ot t.he 
m:>st gratifying consequences vere those 
groups ot students that h&Ppelled during 
Did. the groups function as 
groups vi th eveJ70n.e working? 
7S 
the eaa,ater outside \he clusrooa 
period and during the vacations.· 'ftlq 
came 1n two or three times a wet to 
. .atuc:J;v. I vu surprised that the7 wre 
real.17 enthuaiaatic because tbi• rarel7 
happena. 
ExactJ.T. The7 function as a group. 
ieadinga that thq choose vi th the 
feeling of desire in the same formation 
md. tbe7 have a direction. This the7 
o~ ge'i it thq agree ver;J well. So 
there aren't problas in a.;group. Each one 
baa hie own responaibil1 t7 1n t.he group. 
I had the opportunit7 to see them. 
becauae . it waa. a period ot Taeation. 
You couldn't. be . present eveey mtmite 
beowe ot .other vori::. But 1 t vu a 
Tel71nteresting.1aternal. re1ponaibil1t7. 
So the7 are respcmd.ble tor eertain texts, 
bringj na them .in and discussing them. 
So I th1Dk i~ vu one o! the more pro-
ducti.ve conaeqwmcu.ot this line of wort. 
For example;, acientitic tunduaentala of 
oomanm:l.catioJf there is also a pre-
occupation, an objecti't'e ot tbe chair to 
gift ut111.sation of the recourses that 
that chair off.era•. :to a1 ve an understand• 
1ng ot the E*DB of co'JIIIWlication, 
therefore, in thie basic period. that hu 
a big part because it is tour semesters 
in length •. Tb.ere ia a concern tha'i the7 
want tJ:lem. to . alread;y theorise the 
languaga p,uibilttiee and doubts ot 
the aeana .. ot . coDQmm1 cation. .lt'ternrde 
the7 are going.to professionalise in 
one apeci!1c co'Ql'ae, right? It could 
be joun>a]1am, or. public relationa,or 
publicity and adTertiliag, and until 
the end of the course of atud;f at the 
specialization. level. There is a ver., 
\,ig preoccupation vitb the spirit that 
perseveres in the participailtoot the 
oouree i• the spirit ot (I don't want 
to call 1 t cri Ucism. because it has a bad 
connotation. and people don't know any 
J11Dre hov to define it, right?). But it 
at lea.at gives 70u. an idea of the circua• 
atccea o£ things. Because really an 
iad:l:'fi.d.ual doean ~ t tuna. out reaq. 
There ia a readines• X ot J'OUI" davelop-
•nt in a certain proteaeion. And 1D 
the baaic course there is a comma 
thnad.. 
What is the subject of material 
covered in this course? 
The7 learn bow to apply the 
techniques? 
Do all the departments of 
communication have this SUie 
curriculum! I know they h&Te 
the same curriculum, but in the 
class do the7 giTe the smne 
things? 
I know that the curricula are 
set up b7 the government. 
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In the~ecientitic foundations of 
oommn:lcation, n there is a discipline of 
one 79ar in which is introduced the 
stucv ot symbols, ot aigna, or meanings 
and aignificuce. Nov were there are 
things like in the third or tourt.h 
s-ster, this introduction that tbe7 
had in the first and second becomes a 
little bit more narrow. It introduces 
the techmquas ot communication. So the 
opening to the acientitic mathods is al-
ready a beginning of the introduction to 
techniques ot cODIIUDication. So where 
they oTerlap the tom is t.ba same, 
aymbola, aigns, it's just that this at~ 
continues get.ting narrower. 
llreadT in the techniques of communication 
there is a .,re direct application in 
practical exercises. Ada in the news-
paper, radio, TV where they do them. 
in the beginn1 ng vi th a certain lu:1. ty 
and attervarda the things become a 
little bit more rigorous. 
lo, none ot the clDTicula are the aame. 
OSVALDO 
Yea, the m:1.nimm nq,uirements. There 
¢at two types of curriculum. The 
nd.mJlum curricul.UJll vbich are the 
obligato1"7 disciplines w1 th a required 
hovl.y load and m1n1mWa and max:1!IIUll 
duration ot a course. How based on 
this mlnia\111 curriculum., the school 
can decide on othar d1ao1pl1nes that 
are conaideNd complemants which are 
1n accord with the endowed thread 
of the schools in order to set up their 
tall. curricullllll. So it is the minimull 
curriculua that detenninea the rest. 
The full c~culum ia determined b7 
this plus what the school wants to 
decide, as much in the content as in the 
duration. 'Where rightq w could have 
regional differences from one extreme 
Ia the other department.a it , 
seemed that there ware 111.mJ' more 
practical coursu than theory. 
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to the other of the countr,v or even the 
dU'.terencea bet.wen each inst1tutioa, and. 
the politics m.d ecUOational pbUosophJ" 
of an imstitution. - ~n atter obeying tba 
legal rules ot curriculua, the govertll'll'D 
itaelt given the meaning of the material 
or subjects coTered. 1D the diac1pl1Dea, 
but it's.also the.dut1 of the school to 
tab the entire reapouibility for the 
eon.teat,. 'J:he gOTermaent has only one 
diac1pline tbat it regulates. 'What it 
real.17· disciplines is the content 1D the 
course, the StU<b' of Bruilian Probleu, 
Richt't .lll :the. other disciplines the 
government gives a general thread of what 
should be atudied, but the school has 
abaol.ute l1bert1, in pedagogic autonoJl1', 
to choose t.lie content obaem.ng the lava 
of the·countr;r,.retemng to security ot 
political. regiona, ... etc. In other words, 
eTiden\ly • can •t preach thinga againat 
the tbreacf of. the .·goftrllllll)nt. But in · 
reapec, to the conteu.t ot a diac1pl.1De, . 
there 1• .DO problea whataoeTer.. Evidentl:J't 
the profeaaor chooaea tQe content that he 
should gi·t1s. He chooaea whether it ia 
theoret.1.cal., ia it practical, 1a it. going 
to 1.Jn'olve research or =t, and·that'a it.. 
B1• entiJ"e reapomib111t1 ia to eatabliah 
th• course. 
' It 1• aa ahe aaid.1.D the tbaoretical our 
concern, not onlJ' because • believe in 
the formation of Mil· u. DIIID, but also 
because of the. probl•. of equipnent. 
•hat honestl.1' 1a a positiou. that w 
don't ha'ftt.the neceaaar;y,equipnent to 
g1 Ye a practical formation adequate tor 
the present. work market.. Not only, 
because ot .. tbis lack ot equipment and 
becaue of the µ1pOaa1bill'\y of bU11nl 
tho.- but alao because 1D a lhort t.ime 
they v1ll be obsolete due to the tech-
nological advances • . ~o 119 aren't 
concerned.with the tunJcen. So it 11 
reallJ' the theoretical,. but not the 
theoretical tha't; you receive only the 
th.eon.ea •. It. 1a research and through 
t.hia am.vea at the theory. It'a a 
partial theory, but it is a concluded 
theory. 
'What. other courses do you han? 
What ia included ill the content 
or tbia course? 
ABRITOa Courses that n have are. 
Portuguese Language. 
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You mean Portuguese Language? Well, 
let • ~Ye 70u aa exeaple of the work 
they do. It•• the following type of 
work that a -person does in 1U.Dipulatiou 
ot· language. Graaar appeara u an 
ordering of ideas through manipulation 
that there ia. I•a going·t.o explain. 
The student passes though, or encounters, 
varioua litimnl1, but these atilluli 
eolici'\·a.aort ot reeling or sentimant 
on the Ja rt of the student. So an example, 
the professor starts the work by giving 
a liat uld.ng that the student make a· 
list·or worcta·that he thinks are nat, 
tranquil,.rat, suave, provoking, eta. 
So at the aide or tbia qualit.7 he had 
to list a number of' worda. ·here isn't 
an obligation at tha beginning of the 
course, tor example, in a·:tJP8 ot axarciae 
like tbia.· that 111 · 1m.t1al, that he has to , 
haw ezac:tl1' eight or ten word.a. He can 
put doVJ1. however JDaD1' ha· want.a. · Ut.er 
t.bia the atudent.rew what he has done. 
The proteaaor uka, tor example, that. he 
set up a ait.uation that deals with then 
word.a. He aaks that he aet up a char-
act.riatic- tJP9. Afterward.a be put.a 
all this together. to ulai an ed.1 torial. 
It ia a. type of exercise. Along vi th 
this ilao. the teacher gives_ broken 
word.a. Be· maims a· amall design or 
drud.ng or symbola, then asks that the 
atudent.aet up~ on top ot this 
design. . Thia ia nall7 enjoyable or 
pleasing to. do. Well, ve haft 600 
=~~~ ':!:! ;~ X-:::C!ii~r~: 
exercise, there.are notes that nre 
dneloped .by our. own start here. You 
eae the first that tu·atudent did and 
you see. the .last. f5o. you can evaluate tha 
'l work. he first.onaa tor example, when 
w uk b1m. to vr1 te M"OVoid.ng vorda and 
he deem' t haTe &rt7 Idea. r, He puts 
down one.or tllOor nothing,· or ha puts 
down a a,nonya ot provoking. °When 'JOU 
take the lut -.lrk -that vu done in June, 
JOU can already. see the difference. So 
consequentq. our verbal emphasis ia a 
logical thi.nidng structure because what 
Do tha7 bav• usignments in 
oral presentation? 
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happens vi th all these students is 
that the7 don't read or write much. 
Conaequentq their tbinld ng is relati velJ 
stationary. The evidence is hen. Right? 
So the Portuguese Language vorb with 
t.hia. ~re ia really a concern that 
realizes an integration within a person's 
own th1nldng. So if you were to ana]Jru th•• e2Bl'Oi1ea, ~e7 are founded on a 
theor:, of· the press and on a conception ot 
educa\ion. lot that people have· prejudices 
that grmmaar ian't studied 8D1' more. 
Gr8111181" is going to appear as a natural 
order of t.binga. Bight? An internal law 
ot the language ao ·. you can know the 
actions of the language. So these vorb 
are docU11ented. It is real.q a pioneer 
work. 
OSVALDO 
It 111 really intenating that the stadant 
really learns the Portuguaae language u 
first ot all coanm.cation. 
!BRITO 
r.xaciq. 
OOVALDO 
In this cue Portugueae ia treat.d or 
dealt vi\h a ·a Mana of cOJllllUDication. 
Be learns caa11rn1 cation, Terbal 
cCISIUDication, languagt,. 
JBRITO 
Let'• Ne. Thia t1P8 ot earciae, this 
comeption of vorlc1ng with language like 
this, carries the acquiai tion ot a very 
big repertory. In other words, it augments 
the ~abul.ar7 a little. But it avpanta 
t.ha ~abular:, not in a static 07, it 
aupents it in the proportion' of •st-
ablisbing relations vith a cer\ain 
object, the7 are co•UD1cating1 trana-
ml.tting a pera:,nal qualit,7 to that 
particular object. , To have this ia to 
have an understanding, establish an 
understanding ot h1a to the object or ot 
b1a to the ccmcept. Thia is cammm,cation. 
With this type of begimd.ng work, you can 
develop a concept of pbiloaophy' ot 
education, of everything that supports 
work like this. Thia work ia all doc-
umented 110 it can be validated. It can't 
be separated in any form because betwen 
each exercise there exlata a connection. 
It isn't improvised. It is planned to 
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function vi.thin the necead.tiea ot the 
claaa. I believe that ve are at the end 
ot the first semester. ·we are atart1Dg 
the work.·, It gaw an indication of 
eomething. I believe that wit.Ii a doae of 
th1a during all . of a course of study, ,ou 
can arrive at the level of qualification 
with the studeDta drawing out with great 
tranquilit7, consequently dC1Jd nating 
the tacts, underatand1ng, tbinking, ian't 
it.? The level of Portuguese that exists 
1D the buio years is a great auppon 
of the course. Right! So in the buic 
course w have Portuguese, English.. • 
<>.,VALDO 
llao 1D the same practical liDI of 
converaatioa. 
.&BRITO . 
CoDTenation; vi thin this a&Jl9 concept. 
llao Englikh, Soc1oloa. low aocioloa 
also endea"VOra to' get awq from acaclud.cs 
to a p'U'V socioloa 1n the beg1 mr1 :ag of 
1ibe courn. Here ~u localiH it int.o 
sociological tacts, 11h1ch are just t.o 
~ir advantage where the7 are doing 
research. : .. ln •Contempor&l'J' Social and 
Eccmom.c Problems" the course is totally 
structured 1n the readings of actual 
real probleu. For uample, the . 
petrolem crisis~ Thq st~ the 
petrola'UJll crisis. This·criaia opens 
up a seriea of problelllB. It in' t 
just the petroleum, so they have t.o 
bow biat.or,-, tacts, not simp~ deacrip-
tiveq but t.o establish relationahipa, 
political, hiat.orical, and economical. 
Bight! . 
Ve also have "Scientit1c FoUDdationa 
of the Means of. Commnmcation.• The7 have 
tbia dur1Dg two aemieaters 11hich ia ou 
19ar. In the thtrd and to~ 7ear it 
ia increased. ' 
In 8Leg1elation of the Meana of 
Comim:1.cation,•- and •Public Opim.on 
Beaearcb•is nov J1111Croeconomy. Rig]att 
BBEAI FOR CBA?llIBO TAPE 
The techniques ot coJlllllUnicatioa that 
I just deacribed tor 7ou. Let's see--
•study ot Brazilian ProbleJIS• that 
Cm the7 choo•• their courses? 
What ia included 1D tbia course 
ot WForu ot Expreeaioa•, Ia it 
art? 
What ia t.bat like? 
Oanl.do.hu alreadJ characterized tbt 
~1plim. Thia would be 'llhat n 
call Bu:lco. It 1a tw 19ara. 
aNALDO 
They have Oil top of tbia IU boura 
ot ••~ olasHa ot elect:lw or 
op\ional clauu. 
aRI'fO . 
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Oh, ,.a, '\he7 have an open load hour, 
._. they ca round. out tlle1r course 
work 111 t.h 1<>11e d1ac1plinas that the 
acbool otters. . And thq frequent these 
oovaea replarq. ·The diecipliDea 
G"eJ B1at017 ot Art, Eathe'tica, 
Pnndnentala ot Social Sc1ac•, HistorJ 
( where t.he7 h&ve • intenat.iJlg ellde&TOr), 
Artistia Education, Artietio 101'll8 ot 
Blpreaalon and Comlm:1 cation. 
(8V.&L1X) 
It ia re~ an uaqaia ot aoenic arts 
and the theatre part, the part ot 
bo~ expression, the pan ot 
apreuion 1n ao1d:1ng clq, arad the 
~ of iound expreaaion-those tour 
toget.r. 
There ia·another also that 1• 
called llhndumatal.a of Expraaaion and 
Buaan CownmScation.• 
ror example, all the study ot tbe ual.781.e 
ud cr1t1c1• ot tbeatn, tbe aul7&1• 
and crit.1.cia of tuta, anaqaia 811d 
crt.1t1c1• of literature ad in the 
end all a:. aide view about another aDgle 
of expreaeiosa, ot hllllall co1111111Jd.cation. 
So the tol.Idor1c' 1ituat1on·emera ala•. 
All of it ia a thread ot •••• 
8RI'1'0 
It 1• all a thread ot h11118A. aollllllJlication 
IIDd. opreallion that ia established by 
our 01111 culhre. Blght! So the content 
that the people- here are ••ing 110uld 
be the Tanguard. Everything ia eathetica 
and that ia still oontrOTeraial. Som 
accept 1 t and others don't. So the7 
atuq tide, tbe language ot tbia, 
ooamum.catioa and ita sociological 
upecta. Bight? It isn't a pure, 
I1 there a course on personal 
coJIIIIUDication that is either 
oral or verbal? 
Ia there a part ot a course? 
beautitul eat.hetica, you know ot 
contemplation. · Thq have also 
vi thin this period ot Baaico a stud;f 
of the sociological aapecta of' this 
esthetica of 11here did tb11 eethet.ica go. 
I 
ABB.ITO 
All or these couraea have th11 concern 
beoauae for ·example,. througb · ·.a semillar or 
a debate iJJcluding ·.this, tbe prof'easor 
has ·to be Tery well trained. He baa 
to have trm n1ng 111 order to be able to 
uat.er well thi8 tecbniqu. ha 
aem:Snar, tor example, people are 
discussing this in order to hrf• a 
better · toundatioJl tor the econd BeMster. 
What 18 important in th11 Hid.JIU" ia 
the second nmaater isn't the keynote 
of the coirtent ~. the at'Udent 11 1a:,ug, 
but the po1aib1lit7 of bis learning to 
eq t.he th1Jlga·111tbout problema of 
group. J)l'8aaure. He learna verbal 
fi•DOJ" aleo 11hen he 11 1D a certain 
group •. The proteesora have diacuaed 
W. u to.~ 11111 be the object.1.ve 
ot a MJl:1nar. It, 11 a well diff'uaed 
techm.que. . lllat ie. more important 11 
that, m 1Jld1v1dual.learm to comum.ca'8 
h1a ideas, right?. So after h11 idua, I 
doa't ... ·much aeparatio:a bet.en one 
tbing with another, right? But the moat, 
important th1llg 1a that he learne to · 
talk. When he l•arna to talk he 
alao begina to be critical ot what he 
1a going to sq•' ill the courses 
have tb11 lc1nd .of uph.a11s. Thia 18 
e(Dthing J'OU don't separate. 
QCJV.ALDO . 
This ia the by idea.' It ia•t an 
illdependent part. It is part of all 
the coursea. 
ABRITO 
All the coureea ut111ze and are going 
to utilise ·teclm:1.ques 1n debate and · 
group wort. Group work, tor example, 
tor• here 1n the school is a big 
concern. It ia a revelation here 
Are you doing this now? 
Ho. You've given me a great 
deal of information. 
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that it ia important to wrk in a 
group and everything. I concern 'IIIY-
Nlt a lot with this techDiq,ue. It'a 
a lm1f'• of two aides. One you utilize 
vell and get maneloua results, or 
you slip or nene. The student ie work-
ing in a group for us. This was d11-
cuaaed in the department, that work 
in groups is davelopiDg certain atti-
tudes-attitudes of participation., 
cooperation, of respect, reeponsib111ty, 
and on top ot this a purpose or in-
tention of wrk. To bring this about, 
tb1Dga need to be well . plamtedJ the 
internal organization ot the group 
itaelt, bow it should be done. 
Thia second semester w are goin.g to 
do thia. Because I th:i:• teclm1que· is difficult. I don t think it'a euy 
to work. It•a real.1.7 a challenge to 
work in groups w1 th studen\a aeriousl.7. 
I think it' ·a serious to develop the 
attitudes ot the atud.eD.te. It•a 
difficult tor the proteaaor to adectU&te• 
17 prepare t.ha because he ian't ac-
quainted with the technique. So in 
the department JOU are going to have 
eo• studies that are done in groupa. 
OSVALDO 
The geDU'al thread ot th.e echool, I 
. think ·you alrea~ have perceived 11hat 
it ia like. Ia- there anyt.b1ng else 
before w talk about CEDOP and the 
cultlll'81 center and the laborator., 
aevepaper? 
CEDOP, our center of documentation 
and research, is being organized nov 
aa a support organization for all the 
proteaaore to organize a &Jlltem ot 
debate and research in the school 
and also the7 choose texts. Some ot 
these texts are fl"oa periodical.a, 
and the7 themselves distribute them 
to their students. Beaidea this w 
have a laborator., newspaper. It•a 
a nevapaper ot the whole school. 
It's one in which all the prof'easors 
and all the students participate 
with material, but its operation is 
'What is in this reaearch center! 
,-
And in the future, vb.at do 
70u see happening? 
What do 70u see as the future 
ot oral communication? 
carried out by the journal1811 students. 
And also our cul t.ural center - that is 
an orga!d.sation of the inatitution 
that promotes extra-curricular 
act.ivit.iea and mmv cultural things 
as artistic. Right? Thia organization 
is alaost reacq. 
We hava written works, seminar works, 
photographic vorka, printed works, 
recorded works. .And these vorka are 
all selected and afterwards- remain 
in the center. tor docU11entat.ion,. CEDOP, 
which is connected to the librar.,. 
And natur~ the beat research works 
ot the year. At the end of this year 
and the be~ nni ng ot the next year, 
n are going to start a magazine ot 
Alcantara Machado vi th the beat 
vorb produced by the students-. 
Only God Imova. But our objective 
ia a ver7 gradual.. growth with our 
feet on the ground. We don't intend 
to become a UD:1.verait7. We can't 
sq t.bis. We can •t sq this a1aplJ' 
becaua ve don •t have the large 
budget needed to construct a CUIJ>US, etc. 
So J1181be we can maintain the establish-
ment of a center tor research. Bow 
things happen that 70u can't foresee 
todq or tomorrow. Evidentl.7 the 
school. is consolidating. It is Dew. 
It has been functiom.ng since 1972, four 
79ara, or better ~ 7ears. So it is veey 
new, but it is alreaey- succeeding in 
getting good work. low, obvious~, 
the grovt.b of the school will be in 
accord 1d. th auaceaae,. ±t 1• a natural 
growth. Tt will be d@v,aloped in accord 
with Olll' IIHds and not D>N than this • 
.l special course in oral or verbn 
colllll\Ulication as a specific area of 
qualitication? You know what happen.a 
ill our understanding • .lt least IIOV 
oral aom:zmnication ia a conditioa 
•aim qua mn• tor whatewr other type 
of coJlllllmicat1on. It is the first 
action. It ahouldn • t be or JMQ'be it 
should be, I don't know, it's a 
question. The mot.ive of a course 
uim 1n our underat,nd1ng, it should 
be part ot the preNnt beoauaa a 
good journaliat, a good pablio relations 
Jl8D1 a good adftrtiaing man, llUSt have 
a good verbal coaamn1eatioa or a good. 
oral comnm cation. So to create a 
oourae, eapecial.17 tor thia to ub 
orat.ors--it ia .ver, relative. I th1Dic 
that all profeaaiomla should lcnov 
their languge wll and be able to 
co-•·d cate through 1 t. Vet'bal.17 
1• characteriatio or aoma. It can be 
illpi'o'ftd, right? But I think that. 
the ind:1.vidual tor bis own use must 
bow how. to u.aa hia OWD ldioa or 
language. and succeed 1D cowp1 cat.1.ag 
with it.~ So I w.nt this is a •Bille 
qua non.• 
The iatenin ended with Mr. Oavaldo •2Pft••tac a dea1re to learn more 
about, apeech/coamnication ill the Uld.ted Stat••• He auggeated an. 
exchange of ideas and •teriw. 
Botb Proteaaors .lbrito and Onal.do established the basic objeot1Tee 
of the courae u wll aa ginng specific intorm.t:1011 on course content, 
oral oODIIUDication, and the future. The_buic objectiTea ot the couree 
were reiterated ~ugbout the interrl.ew. The main objectiTe vu to 
produce a per1on vho could think on his OIID and use bis ovn personal 
resources rather than being trained u a tec!m1.cian. Underl11na tb1a 
objectiTe vaa an attituda ot the importance of research ad the 
establisbmnt of a sound cultural base troa ldd.ch the studat ooull 
specialize. 
lltbough the goTel'DD!Zlt eatabliahed the lliJd.mull requinaleata 
!or course•, this school .at1ll had an udarlp.ng emphasis on the 
import.anc• of edllcating a human lteing. Each course wu geared to curnu't 
isnea or lcaovi.dge that could be put to pracUoal uae. Ho apecif'io 
oourN vu given 1D oral co!llll'IDd.oatim, but it vu stated that an 
aph.aaie on Terbal tluenc7 pervaded all cour1ea as well u • mapb•a1a 
on. research. 
The tuture ot their school would be based on 1 ta future UNds 
and aucoeaaea. Research vould be their Miu concen. with more equipment 
being of much leas importance. 
stu&mta Intenitrnd at ilaantara Machado 
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The atudeata inteniend at lluutara Machado baaioalq agreed with 
vhat the d:lrector had said rep.rdiJlg tu phUosopl:o" of the school and 
the content of the courses. Por example• the class ia Portugaeae vu 
mt grBJIIUI" u tbe7 had expected. It. as more lite creative ID'iting. 
!be course oa "Scient:1.f'ic lo\Uldations of Coa.uaicaUou" included tbe atlld¥ 
ot signs, signal.a, and t.beir •a:ning • well as a tev perauaaiva techniques 
and their poaa:1.bl. ettecta. The student• also ment1o11ed that each course 
followed the om before, and the teach.era worked topthe:r to accompliah 
acm t1nd ot contimd.t7. 
As far as the liJ.Uo1oph7 of the a chool• tbe students stated that 
there vu a detiJd.te empbaai1 on research and group wort. '1'he7 had one 
teacher, vbo had spent at least the ftrat two weks ot lier course on how 
to reRll'Oh. World.Dg in groups 1IU important to t.lleJll aince thq even 
mt u a group to study durin& T&Cation periods. The students agreed 
v.1. th the philosoph7 of the school, that. being to prepare tha to better 
function in societ7. Although J118D7 of the atudezlta really wanted to 
atud;r 80lDII other field, the7 f'elt. that. what tbe7 NN learning at the 
school vu wrthvbile. Oae at.udeut. had transfered f:rom •Casper Libero,• 
and he felt that tbere he had. learned more ot the t.echniques rather than 
tu nya of dffelop1ng a peraon•e tb1nklq. Be felt tat llcanta.ra 
Machado gave tlla tu •am to get the job ;!:~teacl ot gidng tull the 
job. 
le"fin of Li teratun 1D Brull 
---- ----
Literature ou speech/COIIIIUDioaticn found 1D Brasil fell into 
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three categories. 'l'he tirat category iDcladed boob on apeech/ooJmltlDicat.ion 
found in boobto:rea or libraries in Brull. The second categor., ot 
vritteu •t.er.lal. vu college catalogaea and coUl"N daacript.iona given to 
the author by intenineu. The t1nal area 1Dcluded reaearch :ln speech/ 
comunicaticm conduoted. by the people intenieved. 
The boob found 1D libraries in Brasil wre ma:1n11' by .laar.lcan 
authors and predca:1nantlJ' in the areas ot cuaaord cation tbeol'J' and _, 
coaaum.cation. Saa of the authors inclu.dacb Auer and Eubank 1d. th their 
Bandbool for D1acu111ion Leaders, Berlo and ld.a Process ct Coam.unication, 
-------- ----------· 
DaDCe and bis Haun OomnicaUon. ?:'¥9!7.t Weiner and, Cybernet.ice, 
Bild Schrm, Feat:l.nger and Oagood and their series on ooamd cation. 
College ca~guea nre ob~ned. tl'OJI ~ tollold.ng achoolaa 
Pacul.dade de Coarmic~io Social •Casper Libero•, Uni veraidade de Sao 
., 
Paulo, and Um:nraidada Federal do Par~. These catalogues mainl.7 
included jut the titles ot the courses attered,on what level the7 
nre ottered, and how much cred.1 t thq ware worth. The first tvo 7&ara 
in all three achools were devoted to general coUl'sea on com.uni.cation, 
and the lut. two J'981"8 offered further apeciallution which vu expected 
since the govermunt eatabliehed the guidelines tor all 1choole ot 
com.um.cation.. Tvo courNa that wre ottered at •cuper Libero• that 
were quite different troa the other achools were a courae in verba1 
comum.cation and one on ld.atory of religions. 
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" The catalogue froa the Ua.1:wereidada Federal do Parana was the 
onl:J' one to ofter course deacript1ou. A deacr1ption ot aoa ot the couraee 
ottered VUI 
Biatol"7 ot tbe Jleana of ColllllUD1cat1on1 . 
Introd.Dcticm- the CUlt.ure ot the Pre-Historic period• 
tbe Introduction of Cultural Evolution to the StudJ 
ot Coammioation. Phases of Comrmmication. BU11111 
Commd.cation. Maas Commmication and Culture. 
Claa.Uication of the Science of C01111lUDi-cation. 
Jourmlia before Printing. Printed Commmication. 
!he t.lra\ nnapapera in· Europe and America. PriDted 
Coamm.oation 1D Brasil. Phasea of BrazUian Presa. 
Into:ration Agencies. Cold.ca. The Pre•• and other 
meana of COIUIPn1 cation in Parana. 
!cieat1fic Fand11118Dtala of Commna1 cation 1 
The stud.', of Coiwun1cat1on acroaa tiae. Buman Science~ 
Hat.ural Sc1ence. The Circv:it of. COJ111,m:S cation Science. 
Diacuaaion of the Concept of Commmication. Pbiloaoptry 
o:t Commrd cation. Tbe Procua of· Commd.cat.ion. Sign 
s,..teu. Saiolog1cal Categories. D1menB1om of 
Coaun1 cation. IatUo...._ and ~a of Maas C01111Un1 cation. 
Introduction to the Teclmiqw.1 ot COJ111Utt1cation1 
Proceeaes ad. Teclmi((Gea of Maas Commmrtcation. Pr::Lnted. 
J'oarnall-. Electronic Journal1 •• Theatre and Comnn:1 cation. 
Teclu:d.q•a ot Publio Belationa. Publlcit7 Techn:lques. 
Editorial Techniques. PbotograpJv' and CCMDn1 cation. 
Teclu:d.q•• of the ·csneu. Techrd.quea of lladio Comrmd.oation. 
TechDlcal Btfecta. 
Ethi.011 and Legislation of the lfew of Coamni1cation1 
Introduction. ·Legislation. Biatol"1• Professional 
!eaponaiblli ty. The La. and the Means of Commm1 cation. 
The Criaes of the Preas. The Process of Printinc. 
Respom1bil1t7. Social Comrmcation and Securit7. 
For a CO'f11' of the catalogue vith a more complete listing of the courses 
and descriptions eee 1ppendb C. 
Course outlines were obtained from Hell.7 Camargo at the Universidade 
do Sao Paulo. The courses outlined iDCluded the •Process of Buman 
ColllDlllDi.cation,n and •sociological Fundamental.a .ot Ccmanmcation.• (Appendix D) 
The content of the course on •Sociological Fundamental.a ot 
Coamtn:lcatian• wu1 
L Introduction 
1.1 Hl.DISJl Science and »atural Sc1e1'Ce . 
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Scientific Methods and Procedure J cha:racteriatioe md di.t'ferenaea 
of the tao a:reas of Science. 
1. 2 Culture and Societ7 
tTld.Teraaliv and Part1cularit.7J Culture 111th tol"ll.8 ot human 
adaptation. 
1.3 Coenm.1.cation, culture and societ)r 
Cultural relativiaaJ etbnocentris:mJ •UJJ1.versea" of com:um.cation. 
2. Societ71 Basic aspect• 
2:.1 Buie of Hum.a:il Behavior 
Language and 8J]libolsJ geaturea, aigna, postures; requirements 
· of social life J cOllllllmication between prind. ti ve peoples. 
2~2 Soc1allzat.ion1 ita agents and practices. 
2.) Social groups 
Status and roleJ ·Priaar7 and secondar)" groupsJ aa1l groups 
and organisation. 
3; Pmceeees &ad oollieiona 
.3~1 Interactions tn,e, and leTala 
3.2 Innovation, change and dittwd.on 
3.3 Ecological perspective 
4~ Social Organisation 
4.1 Structure and Organisation 
Folk aociet7 and complex aociet7J eooaoa1.c-:eJateJu and ideologies. 
4.2 !'amil.7, relations and commnit7 
4~3 Social clas•• and mobilitJ' 
4.4 Interethld.c relations 
1c1Jlturation and ue11111laticm.J intercultval comtm.lcationJ 
cultural marg1nalitJ'. 
S. Bruilian Soc:let,, 
Reading• and practical homework. 
The f ollcnd.ng covse outline encompuaas a full ·79ar of atuq of 
the 11Proeeaa of BUIUID Coam:d.cation. • 
I. Introduction to the Stud,y of Coaaud.oation 
A. Object, field, ud •thods in the study of human 
cowmrd cation. 
B. Interdiaciplin&r7 character ot the etucty of collllllUDication. 
c. Origin and development of the study of ccmmldcation. 
D. Present tendencies of the qatematising, diTeraification, 
and integration of the etuq ot comum.catioa. 
1. Importance ot·tbeoretical toraulations in the·field of 
co111umtcat1cm, previeion, control., pbiloaopby, and 
cr1tic1u. · 
F. .&pplicatiom ot cOJlllllUDication to tba present wrld. 
II. Process ot Co--1,cationJ theoretical models 
,. Fnndawmtal. Concepts 
B. CollpoDeDts of the Process, origin,. ••sage, channel,. 
receiYer, and feedback. 
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c. Operations and· 1.Jlterterenc•• J codification and deooditication, 
interpretation, distortion, fidelity, credibill ty. 
D. Message and· Channel; coda and structure, red.unde:noy and 
intonation, Te:rbal and non-verbal collllUDication, denotation 
and conno'l;a.Uon, aemant.ic aapecta ot communication, channel 
and content. 
III. Coaanication and mauing 
.1.. The purpose of coaumication trom the point ot nw ot 
· the observer, of the orig:1utor and of the receiver. 
B. Meaning. and Culture J the nature of the Qlllbol and its 
function in. coamm.oation, reterence groups, conditioning 
and learning, habit. 
c. PQChological components of the process ot cOJ1111unication 
IV. Mus Commm1cation 
A~ PSJCho-aocial fundamental.a ot w, behavior 
B. Keane ot c011D.um.cation. and tlae foru:tiOD ot publio 
opinion 
c. Mus comurd.cation 
V. Iln'estigat1on of the effects ot comunication 
A. .lnalysia ot the proceasea ot COll'Almication applied to 1 
comercial, and political comvn\cati.on 
B. Kua culture in the 20t.h century 
The aboft outliDes suggest that edmlar information ad theorie• 
are taught both in Bruil and the Uni tad States. 
Research an~clee . wre obtained troll thre~ people J lel.17 Caargo, 
Jose Harq,:iea de Melo, and Erasmo de P'reitu Hwssi •.. Thay dealt 1n general 
vith the hiatoJ.7 and philoaopby' ot. speech ad:ocation 1n Brull. 
The article •J'aculdade de.Comu.nicru.tio Social "Cuper Libero'J 
Pua.do, Preaente, e P'uturo,• by Brumo Buzsi, traced the hieto17 ot 
courses ot social eomm:deation from their inception. Particular empba.a1a 
was given to the school at •Casper Libero" • .According to the article, 
the school or social cOJIDlllld.cation began as a school ot journaliaa in 
1943. Included waa a list of courses required of the first journaliam 
students. The acbool was the first of its. kind and was founded b7 the 
taou.s jovnaliat, Casper Libero. Lista of professors and directors of 
the school vare given. The final pages described the renllion of the 
curriculm to produce the uisting school aa it vu at, the time ot this 
le~ Camargo'• 1970 article, •In Search or a Philoaopl:JT for the 
Teach1Dg of Comnmnication,lt. vaa ma:lnl7 a 8UIIID&tion· of the first ••tine 
of the schools. ot coD'lllJNcation in Salvador, Bahia. This article traced 
the developaent of the school of comum.cationat the Um.versidada do 
SaoPaul.o begj rnd ng in .1967. It included the or:lgi nal currlcw.um recOlllll8nd-
ations 11hich emphuized 11Dguagea1 literature, and history vith t.he result 
being an integrated person capable of collllUDication. Aleo mentioned 
vu the idea that Brull should danlop its 011n theories of cOJIIIDmioat:lon 
in accord with its culture and not depend on t.be theories troa other 
countries. 
The mat helpful souroea-obtained 118N troa Jose Marques de Helo. 
- ,.,, One na bis book, Contribui9oes para !!!! Pedogogia * COIIUDic5ao, and 
the other I an article in English, "lvolution of the Coammication Discipline 
in Brasil.• The book on comw:d.cation incl'tlded two research articles, 
one on a "Pedagoa ot Comun1cationJ the Brazilian Experience,• and the 
other was a atu.d1' of the teaching of comnmnication in Latin American 
Catholic schools. 
The tint article vu •ainJ7 a h1at.o17 ~t how the achool.a ot 
coammication developed froa journal 1 sa schools.. . Tbe areas di.ec:uased 
included pioneer projects in com.unication such as the school at •Casper 
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Libero"' and the Univeraidade do Brasil. The reaistallCe ot journalia 
schools to this change 1n curriculum to include more areas ot conmmicat.1.on 
was described. Fin•Uy the recommendations tor .tarting a school or 
ccwoo!catioDS were accepted by the goverraent, and the firat school 
at Uni versidade do Sao Paulo vu established as a· model for all other 
schools of camlUJli.cation. Thie article ended with an explanation ot the 
Jlinilmm curricul.U11. needed in a course of coJBmPn1caUon at the univer1it7 
The aacond article in Melo1a book, 9The TeacbSng of Ca-nn1cat1on 
1n Latin Americas The Probleu of Catholic Schools~• vu a much more 
elevated piece of reaearch. The. purpose or the etwv was to determine 
the present state of the instruction of Journalia and CoJ1111DJdoation 
Sciences 1D Catholic schools in Latin America. Five ll&jor area.a were 
selected tor atu~. The,- included1 the structure of the achoole, tha 
. . 
students, b proteeeon, the •au of coanmcat.ion, and the Catholic 
hierarctq'. Information on these five areas 11U aecured through the \1H 
ot queetiozmairea. An analJai• ot the achools vu broken down into 
their ed,d matrati ve, econollic, pedagogic, and teobJd.cal-profeasional 
structure. Intonation about the students 1.mluded their choice ot 
journaliD u a major, their opiniona on the structure ot inatruction 
and on the labor market, their preferences tor particular areu ot 
specialization, and their opim.ona about the integration of their 
achoola in the· process ot Latin American development. Information 
about the professors included their teaching, professional, and extra-
um.versit7 activities. The proteaaors• opinions on the following 
subjects were also included in the et~1 the structure of the 
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iut.ract.iODJ the proteas1onal a.deqaac7 ot \he 1.DatractioDJ the integration 
ot the school ill the process ot development ot Latin Amel'icaJ and the 
polit.ion of the Catholic hierarcq and the school• ot Journalia and 
Ccmmn:tcation. Other areas covered i.Dcluded the teachi:ng ot journalism 
and conmmi eatioA, the image ot the achool, the work experience, ot tbe 
proteaaionala. on the um.Yerait.7 level, and opin:t.ona about the achoola 
ot Journal.in. 
AD extens1 ve ilLternat.s.onal. 'bibliograpq concluded the boot and 
provided further direction tor &D11)De b.tereated iD purauillg reuarch 1D 
the field of ca••ml cation. 
The final article by Helo, wb1ch was written 1D Bncliah, 
"bolution ot the Ccamn1.cation Discipline in Brull,• provided a 
concise B\1allU"T ot IIUCh of the 111.t'Ol"llation. gatbered trom. tbe iDtenien. 
The article first ot all established the illpol't.arlce ot coJ111Plldcat1on to 
Brull toctq, and the tact that it vu a relativeq new field that wae 
rapidl7 expand:lng. Bruillan aehoola ot coa:mdcation eYOlved from 
earlier achoole ot journal.1•, and due to the deTelopment ot the School 
ot Co:won:lcatiou e.nd Arta at the Um.veraidade do Sao Paulo, coawd.cation 
programs all over the aount.rJ' expanded rap1dq causing the Pederal CoUJJCU 
on Education to renae its old curriculum. tor achoola ot Journal.in to 
iDClude the nev fields of oommn:I cation. The Federal goverr.amt aleo 
released a new law that reqtli.red a public relationa 118D or jo'm"Dl.liat 
or ad.Tert1s1.Dg man to have graduated froa an approved tour J981" course 
in hia field. 
Melo al8o gave an overview ot the programs offered at the \Uldar• 
graduate and graduate levels in co:•nn1 cation. The undergraduate prograu 
wre divided uto two sections. 'l'b.e. firet section wae the basic course 
that prorldad a general baaia of collllllmication tbeorr and an under• 
atandiJJ,g of social phenomeDDl1. The second aection vu apecialised couraea 
wbich concerned themselves vi th the process. and eff ecta of cOIIIPJm cation 
in a aajor field. The lll&jor ·t1elda includedJ joum1J1 a, public relations, 
advertising, pabliahimg, radio, and tele"d.aion. Thia course of atud1' 
110ul.d hope.tul.q produce people capable .ot appl.J.ing their knovledge of 
oOlllll.1JDication to . the Brazilian ai tuation. 
. In regard to reaearch1 Helo ind.1.cated that it was jut beg:lnn1Dg• 
"The maJorlt7 of reaearch projects dona b7Bru1l.1an scholars have been 
•req daaoriptive • .6.S He atnssad more need tor reNU'Ch, but not in 
the aenae that .bsr1can and European acholara. pursued research. Beaearch 
in Brazil should i:m'OlYe more problem solving . and should help 1n the 
developman.t ot the countr,' without deatro71Dg ita culture. 
The 11 terature indicated that the field. of commml.cation vaa 
developing rapidl.7. It had eTOlTed troa old schools ot journalima • 
.lt present it im'olved two 19a:rs ot general theoretical etudiea, 
followed b7 two J8&ra ot apeoialized courses. Much of the intormation 
coTered in the.·couraea appeared. .to be aimllar. to that preJJeDted.in 
Jaerican COD111Unication courses. Research has been done in t be area 
ot colDIIIJ%d.cation but vaa on a somewhat el9Jll8ntary descript.i:n lnel. 
6SJoae Marques de Melo, •Evolution ot the Com:unication Discipline 
in Brazil," Gazett.e, m(lmsterdam, 197S), p • .35. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Initial research on the subject of speech/communication education 
in Brazil productd negligible results. Based on this lack of information 
available in the United States, a researcher would be led to believe that 
no courses in speech/co11DJJUnication existed in Brazil. This later proved 
to be an erroneous assumption. From the interviews and literature secured 
in Brazil it became evident to the author that a wealth of knowledge on 
this topic was available. Due to the large quantity of information obtained 
through interviews and written material, a discussion of the findings of 
this study will be examined according to the following categories: 
evidence of existence; history; reasons tor existence; structure of the 
basic course; journalism curriculum; public relations curriculum; 
publicity and advertising curriculum; equipment; professors; students; 
philosophy; research; and future possibilities. 
Evidence or Existence 
Based on the knowledge gained from preliminary interviews and an 
examination of texts utilized in schools, with certain qualifications, 
speech education as it is known in the United States did not exist as a 
separate course on the primary or secondary levels. However, various 
principles of speech and communication were taught in classes of Portuguese 
on these lower levels. These concepte included such things as what is 
language, what effect do signs have on behavior, and the importance or 
using good grammar. The reason for teaching these concepts appeared to 
be so that the student could express himselt better in writing and not 
in speaking. 
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Although courses in speech/conmn.mication did not exist on the 
primary and secondary level, it was found that a department of corinnunication 
did exist at the university level. According to Jose Marques de Melo's 
book, Contribui'(Oes ~ ~ Pedagogia ~ Connmica9ao, as of 1974, he had 
compiled a list of forty-three different schools or departments or 
communication in Brazil. These schools were located in fourteen of the 
twenty states in Brazil. Sao Paulo had the most of any state which was 
eleven. Melo also stated that there were approximately S,000-students 
and 500 professors in these schools. These schools or departments were 
on the college level, and the course of study in communication led to 
a bachelor's degree. Also according to Melo, there existed three 
commnnication graduate programs in Brazil: one at the University of Sao 
Paulo; another at the Federal University of Rio de Janeiro; and the last 
at the University of Brasilia. These offered both the masters and 
Ph.D. degrees in the area of communication.66 Thus there existed 
documented evidence that departments of communication existed in Brazil. 
History £! Departments, !?! Coffll!llnic:ation·· ~ ·Brazil 
The following account will deal with the origins and development 
of the departments of communication and the reasons for their emergence 
in Brazil, 
Since the departments of communication were originally schools or 
Journalism, it becomes necessary to discuss briefly the origin of departments 
-----------------------------------· -
~lo, "Evolution of the Connunication Discipline in Brazil," p. 34. 
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or Journalism in higher education. The idea for such a school of journal.ism 
began in Brazil in 1908 with Gustavo de Lacerda. It was his idea to found 
the Associayao Brasileira ~ Imprensa in Rio de Janeiro.67 From this 
beginning, the department of Journalism grew to become a recognized 
university course in 1943.68 It must be understood here that all courses 
or departl'IIE!nts of higher education mnst have the approval or the Federal 
Council or Fducation which is a government agency that establishes general 
guidelines on educational matters. This council set up a basic curriculum 
:for each educational area that must be followed by all schools or higher 
education 1n order to be officially recognized and able to exist legal.ly.69 
Because of this, the Ourso de Jornalismo was created by law (Decreto-lei 
#5480) on May 13, 1943.70 However, it was not until :four year~ later that 
the scheme and structure or the curricula was defined by Decreto #222!6, 
on December 6, 1946.71 This decree set down exactly what courses would 
be taken each year for three years, and what was required for graduation. 
Because of h,is love or the press, the ver-y first school of journalism 
in Brazil was established by a great journalist, Casper Libero, who is 
likened to Pulitzer for his responsibility in starting such a school ot 
journalism. The school he founded in 1947, was cal.led Escola de Jornalismo 
67Erasmo de Freitas Nuzzi, "Faculdade de Comunicac;'ao Social. •Casper 
Libero•, Passado, Presente, e Future," unpublished work, Fundac;io Casper 
Libero, Sao Paulo, (September 28, 1973), P• 2. 
68lbid. 
69Melo, "Evolution of the Communication Discipline in Brazil," p. 35. 
70Nuzzi, p. 2. 
71~ •• p. J. 
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ncasper Libero."72 This later grew to become Funda91o Casper Libero 
which the author was fortunate to visit. 
Since there were no books written in Portuguese on joumalism 
at the time, most of the information studied had to come from schools 
of journalism in the United States or from the Department of Joumalism 
at the International University "Pro Deo" in Rome.73 In the beginning, 
the courses of journalism were quite similar to those recommended by 
Pulitzer for the American joumalism schools in the beginning of the 
century.74 What was studied in the schools was largely theoretical 
and geared more toward the dysfunctional patterns of an old type of 
journalism. The schools of journalism continued like this with little 
change tor about twenty years. 
With the spectacular advancement of technology in all areas of 
human activity, especially in communication, it became necessary to 
reformulate the structure of the schools of journal ism so that they could 
accompany this evolution. This change took place in the mid-1960' s 
when two new institutions, the Institute for Information ScieDQes in the 
Catholic University of Pemambuco, and the Faculty of Mass Communication 
in the University of Brasilia, were founded which provided trai.ning 
of professionals in all the mass media and not only in the printed media. 75 
They included courses in areas relating to the process and effects of 
72 6 Nuzzi, p. • 
73Jose Marques de Melo, Contribui9oes Jara uma Pedagogia da 
Comunica9ao (Sao Paulo: Fdi9oes Paulinas, 1974 , p.2). -
74 Ibid., p. 22. 
-
75Melo, "Evolution of the Communication Discipline in Brazil," P• 35. 
mass communication which had not been dealt with earlier. Because of 
these schools, the Federal Council of Fducation changed the required 
curriculum for Journalism to include a course in "Communication Theory 
76 
and Comparative Communication." 
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With the above ground work laid, the Universidade do sto Paulo 
decided to create a School of Communication and Arts. This helped 
significantly to strengthen the acceptance of the communication discipline 
in Brazil.77 A great deal of money, time, research, and personnel were 
invested in establishing a wide range of communication programs such as 
journalism, public relations, publicity and advertising, publishing, 
film, radio and television, library science, arxi theatre and acting at 
this new school of communication. This university set the example for 
other universities to follow and resulted in new mass communication 
curricula being establishect.78 
Because of this sudden growth in communication programs, the 
Federal Council on Fducation realized a revision in this area of study 
had to be made. On August 6, 1969, a new cUITiculum was issued recognizing 
the existence of a new field of superior studies then called Social 
Cormnunication.79 This field included subjects relating to the ~ss 
coffllllunication media. The federal government also helped increase the 
demand for schools of communication be passing a law requiring that all peo-
ple working as journalists, public relations men, and advertising men must have 
76Melo, "Evolution of the Communication Discipline in Brazil," p. 35. 
77Ibid., p. 36. 
78Ibid. 
79Ibid. 
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graduated from recognized schools of communication.80 All this led to 
an increase in popularity and demand for communication programs in Brazilian 
universities. 
Reasons for Existence 
The most important reason for the development and existence of 
schools of communication in Brazil was changing times. Brazil is a rapidly 
developing country which needs trained people in all areas to help bring 
it to the same level as other developed nations. As a developing nation, 
the need for getting information to the public in as many ways as possible 
was important. Having people qualified in handling new means of communication 
became necassary ard thus created the need for schools of communication to 
teach and train people in.these areas. 
'Ibe second reason for existence was the federal government's 
passage of laws requiring people in the professions of jorirnalism, 
public relations, and advertising to be graduates of recognized schools 
of communication. Since it was now a requirement for a job, the demand 
for courses in communication rose greatly, and the old schools of 
journalism now incorporated new courses in publicity, advertising, 
and public relations and became schools of social communication. This 
requirement was passed in hopes of raising the professional level of 
those three professions, and it did wonders to the growth of schools 
of cormnunication in Brazil. 'Where ten years ago there were no schools 
of cow.:munication, there are now nearly fifty. 
80Melo, nEvolution of the Communication Discipline in Brazil," p. )6. 
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Structure 
The following account will deal with the courses required in a 
school of communication, the difference among respective schools, and 
specifically what each course consisted of and how it was taught. This 
information is based on the previous interviews and information collected 
from college catalogues and other texts. 
The first consideration that must be made was that all the schools 
of co11'111Unication in :arazil that were recognized and approved by the 
federal government had to follow the guidelines and minimum requirements set 
up by the Federal Council on Education. The council had set up what 
courses were to be offered at what levels and what should be taught in 
those courses. Recommendations as to what textbooks and reference books 
should be used were also made b;v the government, but the ultimate 
responsibility for what was covered in the course remained with the 
professor. In order for a school to keep its accreditation, it had to 
offer the courses set up by the Federal Council of F.ducation. Therefore, 
the schools visited had the same curricula with only slight differences 
which will be explained later. 
General Format 
The curriculum for the colleges of communication involved a four 
year teaching program that was divided into two cycles or stages. The 
first cycle which was two years or four semesters in length was required 
by all students in the school of communication regardless of their 
specialization. This was considered a basic course of study which 
emphasized theoretical studies relating to the social phenomenon of 
communication. Since all the courses in this basic course were required, 
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the student had very few or no elective courses to take. The courses 
were also offered in a certain sequence which meant that a student could 
not drop a course and add it the next se111ester. He had to wait until the 
following year. 
Once a student had finished the first two basic years, he was then 
allowed to chose a specialty or major area to finish out his four years 
of college. The specialized courses emphasized the process and effects 
of communication in the major field which could be journalism, public 
relations, publicity and advertising, publishing, radio and television, 
and film. 81 The first three specialties were offered by almost all the 
schools, but the others were only available in large universities located 
in big cities. After choosing one of these areas, the student then 
followed a set curriculum for that specialt:y. The oportunity for choosing 
elective courses was more available at this level but, much more 
restricted than at American universities. The last year in ~hool 
most of the students were involved in a type or internship so that 
they co~d get experience in their specialty before graduating from 
college. 
Basic Course 
According to the law issued by the Federal Council on F.ducation 
of Brazil (Article 26 of Law #5540, November 28, 1968) the following 
courses were included in the minimum curriculum of the basic course 
in communication: 
1. Fundamentos Cientificos da Comunicay'ao (Scientific Foundations 
of Communication) 
81Melo, "EVolution or the Comnunication Discipline in Brazil," p. 37. 
2. Etica e Legisla9ao dos Meios de Comunica9io (Ethics and 
Legislation of Communication Methods) 
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3. Pesquisa de Opiniao e Mercadologia (Opinion and Merehandizing 
Research) 
4. Introdu.9io as Tecnicas de Comunica9ao, compreendendo Pr/ctica de: 
(Introduction to Communication Techniques, including Practice in:) 
a. Jornalismo impresso, radiof8nico, televisado e cinematografico; 
b. Teleradiodifusao, cinema e teatro; 
C • Rela9oes Public as; 
d. Publicidade e Propaganda; 
e. F.ditora9ao 
;. Jornalismo Comparado (Comparative Journalism) 
6. Hist6ria da Cultura e especialmente dos Meios de Comunicagi'o 
(History of Culture and especially the Means of Conmunication) 
7. Problemas Sociais e Econ8micos Contemporilneos (Contemporary 
Social and Economic Problems) 
8. Cultura Brasileira (Brazilian Culture)82 
After including the above courses in their curricula the schools 
had a choice of offering at least two of the following courses: 
1. Biblioteconomia e'Bibliogratia (Library Science and Bibliography) 
2. Cibernetica (Cybernetics) 
3. F.conomia (Economics) 
4. Direito Usual (Common Law) 
5. Documenta(a:'o (Documentation) 
6. Estat!stica (Statistics) 
7. Idiomas Estrangeiros (Foreign Languages) 
B. Filosofia, incluindo Logica (Philosophy, including Logic) 
9. Pagina9ao e Revisao (P~ination and Revision) 
10. Pol!tica e Administra9ao (Politics and Administration) 
ll. Produc;ao e Emissao (Production and Issuance) 
12. Psicologia Social (Social Psychology) 83 13. Reda9io and Fdi9to (Writing and Fditing) 
"" . Other courses offered by the Universidade do Sao Paulo, the 
Universidade Federal do. Parana, and the Faculdade de Comunicayio Social 
"Casper Libero" unique to those universities, were varied and illustrated 
the difference in emphasis between the schools. The Universidade Federal 
do Parana" offered an Introduction to Psychology, Introduction to Cultural 
Anthropology, Elements of Brazilian History, Social Psychology, and 
82Melo, Contribui9oes para ~ Pedagoiia de Comunica9ao, p. 229. 
83~., p. 230. 
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Brazilian Economic History in addition to the required courses established 
by law. Some of the above courses expanded on elements mentioned in the 
required courses. At the Universidade do Sao Paulo the following additional 
courses were offered; Linguistic Communication, Mathematical Foundations 
of Communication, Reporting, Theory of Information, and Roral Co?11mUnication. 
The Faculdade de Comunica1i'o Social "Casper Libero" offered; Portuguese, 
History or Art, Sports or Physical Education, History of Philosophical 
Thought, History of Religion. It appeared that the Universidade Federal 
do Parana concentrated more on giving their students a good background in 
history and psychology as opposed to the Universidade do S~ Paulo which 
emphasized all phases or communication theory. The department at "Casper 
Libero" tended tow~ a more well rounded person by including Portuguese, 
religion, and sports. 
Journalism Curriculum 
According to the law, the courses required for a specialization 
in journalism :included a more in depth study of the following areas; 
printed journalism, radio journalism, television and cinema journalism, 
teleradio dif'ussion, cinema, and theatre. Four other courses chosen 
from the following twelve l!DlSt also be selected. They are; library 
science, cybernetics, common law, documentation, economics, statistics, 
foreign language, philosophy, pagination and revision, politics and admin-
istration, production and issuance, social psychology, writing and editing.84 
Since there was l!Dlch more choice about what courses could be offered, 
it was possible that each university could have a different curriculum. 
The courses common to all universities in this area were as tollowsJ 
84Melo, Contribui9oes para uma Pedagogia ~ Comunica2ao, P• 230. 
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Introduction to Printed Journalism, Radio and Television Journalism, 
Planning or Administration of Communication Enterprises, Pagination 
and Revision, Writing and F.diting, Production and Issuance, Graphic 
Journalism, and Photojournalism. 
Individual differences in curricula appeared at the different 
universities. Courses that were offered by the department at "Casper 
Libero" and the Universidade do sio Paulo but not by the Universidade 
Federal do Parana included; Informative Journalism, Interpretive Journalism, 
Opinion Journalism, and Specialized Journalism. Courses that were specific 
to the Universidade Federal do Paran! were; Introduction to the Techniques 
of the Means of Communication, and Social History. The department at 
"Casper Libero" offered in addition to the courses mentioned earlier; 
English, History of Literary Culture, Political Geography, and Sports. 
The Universidade do Sao Paulo offered; History of Communication and 
Journalism, Journalistic and Editorial Language, Psychology of Communication, 
Diagramation, Sociology of Communication, Journalistic Documentation, 
Journalistic Legislatio~, Anthropology of Communication, News Agencies, 
and t'hilosophy of Communication. Once again the Universidade do Sao 
Paulo seemed to offer a· wider variety of courses and more courses 
dealing with various aspects or communication. 
Public Relations Curriculum 
According to law, the courses requried for a specialization 
in public relations included a more in depth study in the area or 
Public Relations. Four other courses chosen from the following twelve 
nmst also be taken; L:?brary Science, Cybernetics, Conmion Law, Documentation, 
Economics, Statistics, Foreign Language, Philosophy, Pagination and Revision, 
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Politics and Administration, Production and Issuance, Social Psychology, 
Writing and Editing.85 The courses that all three universities seemed to 
choose were; public relations, some form of sociology, psychology, anthro-
pology, economics and research techniques. The exact course title used in 
each school was slightly different. For example, the course in public 
relations at the Universidade Federal do Parana was simply called Public 
Relations I and II while at the department at "Casper Libero" it was 
broken down into Public Relations or the Govermnent, and 'Business Public 
Relations, and at the Universidade do S~o Paulo it was called Techniques 
or Public Relations I and II. The title for sociology courses varied from 
Sociological Aspects of Brazilian Reality,and Sociology Applied to 
Administration at the Universidade Federal do Parana to Sociology of 
Communication at the Universidade do Sao Paulo. Courses in psychology, 
anthropology, economics, and research followed similar patterns. 
'ffle courses that seemed completely different in each university were 
,, 
as follows; the Universidade Federal do Parana had a course in Politics and 
Contemporary History and a choice or a foreign language. 'ffle department at 
"Casper Libero" had Publicity and Propaganda in Public Relations; 'ffle Begin-
nings of Business Organization; Portuguese; Ehglish; Spanish; Human Re-
lations; Production and Issuance of Public Relations Programs; Document-
ation; Wrlting and Editing Business Publications; Vehicles of Com11111nica-
tion; and Leadership Training and Verbal Communication. The Universidade 
do Sao Paulo had Techniques or Directed Communication; Public Opinion 
TheoryJ General AdministrationJ Research in Communication; Merchandising; 
Public Relations Planning; Public Relations Laboratory; Tourism and Develop-
S;Melo, Contribui1oes ~ ~ Pedagogia ~ Comunieaxao, p. 230. 
ment, and Philosophy of Comnru.nication. The emphasis at the Universidade 
Federal do Paranawas more political and historical in nature. The de-
partment at Casper Libero seemed to have more practical application or a 
Public Relations campaign, and the Universidade do Sao Paulo dealt more 
with research and planning. 
Publicity and Advertising Curriculum 
According to law, the courses required £or a specialization in 
Publicity and Advertising included a more in depth study or the area or 
Publicity and Advertising. Four other courses chosen from the following 
twelve must also be completed; Library Science, Cybernetics, Common Law, 
Documentation, Economics, Statistics, Foreign Language, Philosophy, 
Pagination and Revision, Politics, and Administration, Production and 
Issuance, Social Psychology, and Writing and :&iiting.86 In this area, 
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all the schools offered a course in Publicit~ and Advertising, however, 
each school had a different name for it. The department at Casper Libero 
refered to it as Publicity Layouts, and the Universidade do sa"o Paulo 
called it Theory and Techniques of Publicity and Advertising. All schools 
had some course in graphics. The Universidade Federal do Paranahad 
Graphic Production and the department at°Casper Libero"had Illustration. 
All had some course in psychology. 
, 
At Universidade Federal do Parana 
it was Psychology Applied to Administration, 11Casper Libero" had 
Psychology Applied to Publicity, and Universidade do Sao Paulo had 
Psychology of Co1TJr.Unication. They all had one course in ethics. 
A foreign language was required by "Casper Libero" and Universidade 
86Melo, Contribui9oes para~ Pedagogia ~ Comunica9io, p. 230. 
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Feder.:il do Parana, and research courses were required by Universidade 
do sao Paulo, and Universidade Federal do Parana. History of Advertising, 
Sales Promotion, Vehicles of Communication, Creative Publicity, a~ 
Cinema Publicity were also offered at "Casper Liberon and Universidade 
do Sao Paulo. 
, 
Courses specifically offered at Universidade Federal do Parana 
other than the ones mentioned above were Group Dynamics and Human 
Relations, Politics, Developmental Sociology, and Industrial Psychology. 
ncasper Libero" offered, in addition to those courses mentioned earlier; 
Beginnings of Business Organization, Publicity Organization, Development of 
Industry and Commerce, Publicity Photography, Scientific Administration 
Techniques, Editorial Publicity, Political, Civic and Government 
Advertising, Religious Communication, and Production and Issuance of 
Publicity Progr811l8. Universidade do Sao Paulo offered: General 
Administration, Sociology of Communication, Introduction to Economics, 
Public Administration, Public Relations Applied to Publicity and 
Advertising, Merchandising, Anthropology of Colllllllnication, Ideological 
Advertising, Advertising Laboratory, Publicity on Radio and Television, 
Tourism and Development, and Philosophy of Communication. 
course Content 
The course descriptions and outlines obtained at the Universidade 
Federal do Parana and at the Universidade do Sao Paulo revealed a number 
of similarities in co:mmunication theory courses with courses in the 
United States. Specific similarities included the study of the process 
of communication, the effect co:mmunication has Ott behavior, and the 
function of groups. The one area that was totally different was the 
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study of semiology which is the study of signs and spatial relationships. 
Overall, the specific course descriptions revealed an eclectic approach 
to the theories of communication with influences from France as well as 
the United States. 
Equipl"len:t 
The equipment available to the universities visited was comparable 
to that found in the United States. 'lb.e biggest problem. in this area 
was being able to get the equipment needed and desired by the schools. 
As with most schools anywhere, the problem of finance limited some of the 
schools greatly in the equipment that they had. ill schools had some 
form of printing equipment which was used in their journalism classes 
with the Universidade do Si'.o Paulo having by f'ar the best equipment. 
Both Universidade Federal do Parana' and Universidade do Sao Paulo had 
closed circuit television equipment to give students experience in dealing 
with the television media. The Universidade do Sao Paulo had nwnerous 
cameras and recording equipment similar to regular television studios. 
Both the Universidade do Sa'o Paulo and Universidade Federal do Parani 
were hoping to establish a radio station operated out of the university 
by the students. Therefore, modern equipment was desired by the schools 
and made available when funds were provided for its purchase. 
Professors 
The professors in all universities in Brazil were largely only 
part-time. They usually were professionals in various other fields 
who devoted some of their time to teaching. This proved to be true 
in the schools of communication with the exception of the Universidade 
do Sao Paulo which had the first full-time faculty. Most of the teachers 
llO 
in the other schools of communication were either journalists, public 
relation or advertising men, lawyers or sociologists. 
The preparation required of a professor in the communication 
field in Brazil consisted mainly of being a graduate trom college and having 
some knowledge of the field. Most of the professors encountered had 
graduated in either history, sociology, psychology, anthropology, or 
journalism. In fact, there was only one professor who taught communication 
and also held a degree in co:nununication, and that was Dr. Frederic Litto. 
Their knowledge of the field ranged from a lawyer, Mr. Puglielli, who 
had educated himself by reading hundreds of books on coJ11111U.nication, to 
Danilo Cortes and Mr. Amauri who were journalists and public relations 
men. Little pressure was placed on the professors to publish or to do 
research, which gave a feeling of only being partially involved in the 
field. This feeling was mainly due to the great majority or part-time 
teachers. The only real research evident was at the Universidade do 
"" Sao Paulo where Nelly Camargo was doing research. Jose Marques de Melo 
and the Faculd.ades Integradas Alcantara Machado were establishing 
centers for communication research which was an encouraging sign. 
students 
The students enrolled in the schools or communication were 
usually students who had not managed t? get into another area or needed 
the course in order to keep their jobs. The majority of the students 
were female and were taking the course only for their own enrichment 
and with no desire to get a job in this field. 
The attitude of the students talcing communication varied from 
school to school. At the Universidade do Sao Paulo there was still a 
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great deal of tension due to the recent student strike. It was not, 
however, made clear just exactly what the strike was over or what it 
accomplished. At "Casper Libero" the students felt that their courses 
should more directly prepare them for their careers. To them, some 
or the courses did not apply. Also, because or lack or equipment and 
facilities, they felt they needed more practical experience. At 
Alcantara Machado the student attitude was very positive. They felt 
that what they were learning was valuable and would benefit them no matter 
what job they eventually secured. They also liked the way their teachers 
tried to work together so that each course followed the one before and 
was not a separate entity. 
Philosophy 
The basic philosophy of the schools of communication was to 
produce technicians or rather people who were specialized in a certain 
field of communication. This was evident in the way the courses were 
established with iJ1111ediate specialization after two years of college. 
Also, the emphasis on practical application rather than theoretical 
knowledge stressed the idea or producing students capable of entering the 
work force immediately. The emphasis in the schools was away from a 
general. knowledge or communication arxl more toward specialization. 
This push for trained people immediately was largely due to the fast 
rate at which Brazil was expanding and developing. All the people 
contacted felt that communication was the coming field and that 
businesses were dem;..nding more people in this area. 
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Research in Communication 
Research in the field of co11DT11nication was sparse at present and 
was mainly descriptive in nature. An organization did exist in Brazi1 to 
encourage research and the sharing of ideas among communication scholars 
in Brazil. It was called Associacao Brasileira de Ensino e Pesquisa da 
I 
Comunica9ao and was established in 1972. The only extensive scholarly 
research encountered by the author was by Jose M. de Melo on the study 
of communication in Latin America. Not only did Melo conduct research, 
but he encouraged other Brazi1ian scholars to search "for their own 
ways to develop research activities,n87 instead of conducting the type 
of research found in the United states or Fu.rope. 
Unfortunately, most schools did not cover the basics of research 
and thus did not produce people capable of such an educational endeavor. 
One school, Alacantara .Machado, did, however, strongly stress research. 
Students at this school were taught the fundamentals of research and 
were encouraged to contribute to the research magazine that they would 
be producing once a year. Because of this lack of emphasis on research, 
it became more evident that the philosophy in Brazil was toward producing 
technicians in communication. 
Future Growth 
The future of speech/collUl'lll?lication in Brazil is open. The 
indication was that more and more schools of communication would be 
opening, and the existing schools would be expanding to include more 
specialties. The study of com:nu."lication was, at the time, in vogue 
87Melo, nEvolution of the Ccmmunication Discipline in Brazil," p. 39. 
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in Brazil causing a greater demand for information and courses in this 
field. Communication is also important to the development of the country 
with government and business both demanding people skilled in its 
techniques. The future will see a great expansion in comnnnication 
as a field of study. 
General Summary 
In the past ten years speech/communication education in Brazil 
has gone from being virtually non-existent to having approximately 
fifty departments of communication scattered throughout Brazil. These 
departments or schools of commu.nication developed out of existing schools 
of journalism and came into being due to the advancement of technology 
and the country's immediate need for specialists in this area. 
The structure of the schools of communication consisted of a 
four year course of study divided into two parts; the basic courses and 
the specialized courses. The basic requirements for these courses were 
established by the Federal Council on Fducation and were, therefore, 
similar throughout all of Brazil. The basic course offered general 
theory in preparation for the specialization that was to follow. 
The specialized courses consisted of three main areas; public relations, 
journalism, and advertising with the emphasis on practical application 
of the techniques learned. Graduation from this course of study made 
the student immediately eligible to join the work force in his chosen 
profession. Practical application and preparation for a job seemed 
to be the goals of this area of study. 
The individual courses covered material which was quite similar 
to that offered in the United states in the area of communication theory. 
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The major difference noted here was the lack of any courses in oral 
communication. Also, the approach to teaching communication theory 
was more eclectic than that found in the United States. 
Faculty members employed by the schools were found lacking in 
certain areas. Very few professors of communication had ever graduated 
from a course in communication and came from di verse backgrounds in the 
social sciences. This se8llling lack or prof es!'!ional education on the part 
of the teachers had other repercussions besides not preparing their 
students well. One of the results of the diversity in the educational 
backgrounds of the teachers in Brazil was that there existed a lack of 
sharing of ideas among faculty members. This lack further led to a 
lack of research in the area or communication. The faculty in Brazil 
seemed to function well in their own specialites but did not have the 
necessary background in coMMUnication_to add the needed perspective and 
understanding to the field as a whole. The teachers were also only on 
a part-time basis and could not devote the needed time to improving 
their own knowledge of the field through research. 
Evidence pointed to the fact that Brazil had very little research 
in communication. This was due mainly to the fact that communication 
was a new field and did not have full-time professors who could devote 
their time to research end teaching. Another reason for the lack of 
research in Brazil was that many Brazilians had not learned the basics 
of research or even of organization. This lack was evident when 
examining the curricula and course content in schools of communication. 
As evident from the research and information collected in this 
study, speech/communication education in Brazil did not exist in the 
11, 
accepted America.~ tradition. Although comm:u.nication and communication 
theory were developing as a new field of study in Brazil, very little 
emphasis was placed on oral communication and expression. Only one 
course at the college level was found that dealt with verbal coll'lllllnication. 
Ironically, Brazilians are a very verbally oriented people, but training 
in oral col11711Unication had not developed as an important area of study. 
The Brazilian system of speech/communication education was different 
from the American system in approach, philosophy, courses and emphasis. 
Indications for Future Research 
------ --- ----
The present study produced a basic overview of the extent to 
which speech/communication education existed in Brazil. It will hopefully 
provide the needed basis for f'urther in depth research in this area. 
Since the present study was limi.ted to the university level and 
southern Brazil, f'uture research should include an examination of other 
levels as well as other areas in Brazil. A study encompassing all forty-
three schools of communication in Brazil would give a much clearer view 
of the structure and curricula offered. Securing more course outlines 
would provide the necessary knowledge on content being taught.at these 
universities. 
Teachers and teacher preparation was an area that the present 
study indicated would provide further research material. For example, 
more specific information is required as to how many tul.1-time or part-
time teachers there are, their preparation for teaching communication, 
their teaching duties, and their professional activities. All of the 
above would provide a greater insight into the future and possible 
reform of the communication field in Brazil. 
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The type of student who takes a course in communication was not 
thoroughly researched in this study. Indications were that there were 
more females than males, but more specific evidence is needed in this 
area. The reasons for taking communication courses and the desired 
outcome by the student would also be possible areas of study. Examination 
of students in the field would yield more insight into the directions 
communication will take in the :future. 
An analysis of the type and variety or communication research 
evident in Brazil was also not fully covered in the present study. This 
type or analysis wuld provide a greater understanding of Brazilian culture 
and the place com1,1unication has in it. 
Since Brazilian schools or communication are patterned after 
American schools or communication, a comparison or the two systems seems 
a likely area of study. A comparison would reve«l! the extent to which 
Brazil has adopted Americ~n methods and what things· are unique to its 
teaching of comnmnication. A comparative study of the two systems 
would inevitably lead to an improvement of both systems through a sharing 
of ideas. 
The area or speech/communication in Brazil is a new field which 
provides a wealth of research possibilities or which the present study 
is merely a beginning. 
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APPENDIX A 
~~Letter~~ American Universities 
The following letter was sent to Mr. Moloney at Miami University, 
Oxford, Ohio. The handwriting in the margin of the letter is Mr. Moloney•s. 
other letters were sent to the following universities, on March 6, 1975. 
Dr. Claude E. Leroy 
Director, Luso-Brazilian Center 
University of Wisconsin 
~.adison, Wisconsin 53706 
Dr. Robert Carmin 
Dean or the College or S~ience and Humanities 
Ball State University 
Muncie, Indiana 47306 
Dr. Joseph Allen, Jr. 
Luso-Brazilian Studies 
University or Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 61801 
Mr. Raymond L. Moloney 
Chairman, Department of Spanish and Portuguese 
Miami University 
Oxford, Ohio 45056 
Dr. Lee Ha'll'.il ton 
Director, Latin American Area C~nter 
University of Arizona · 
Tucson, Arizona 85721 
Professor E. Bradford Burns, Chairman 
Council on Brazilian Spidies 
University of Califormla 
Los Angeles, California 90024 
William F. Glade, Director 
Latin-American Studies 
University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 78712 
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P. 0 • B0 X J 5 7 
Princeville, I~ 61559 
March 6, 1975 
Mr. Ray~0nd L. Moloney 
Chair~an, Denart~ent of Snanish 
and Portuguese 
Mia11i University 
·Oxford, Ohio 45056 
Dear Mr. Moloney, 
At present I a11 W'>rking '>n a thesis for my 
Master's degree in sneech at Eastern Illin'JiS 
University. The t0nic of my thesis is "Sueech 
'3:11-1cati0n in Southern Brazil.'' 1•ly interest in this 
area began a number l')f years ag,,, when I was an AFS 
exchange student to Curitiba., Brazil. During ~Y 
year as an exchange student I became fluent in 
Portu.~uese while attending a Brazilian secondary 
sch'>'11 E\,nd livin~ with a Brazilian family. 
This su~!Iler I am ulanning to return to Brazil 
for two noraths to cornnlete the major asnects of 
the research for my thesis. In order to fullY 
maximize this two month neri0d I a:n in the pr0cess 
of securing valuable information in the United States. 
nrior to my deoarture. I am interested in obtaining 
t~e following informatl0n; 
1. 
2. 
Any recent infor!!lat!0n (1970-to the 
uresent) on Brazil's educational system 
or where I could l0cate sucn in:forrnati0n. 
:]) ~q_, b I aM.r.t V, I q h o II Q J S Le }/itui{ &,$ t _ 
Basic curriculum requirements in ,) 
Brazilian scho0ls at a11 academic 1eve1s. 
J. Elective c0urses available in the curriculum. J) 
4. How much en.rnhasis is nlaced on comn'>slti'Jn, 
grammar, literature and 0ra1 corn.municatit')n Jf 
in the teaching 0f ::p,,-;rtu>?;uese in Brazil. 
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5. The na~es and ad1resses of nrofessors 
in Brazil th!'lt I could C'Jntact for 
f).J.rther 1nf,,r.nati0n aP,._d/or interviews. 
{"r'.Jf' Tf.toJ:.oc,"o Q llie-"l.t~_. ~~tm. u F p.: 80 ON> ~ .... ~ f't-, ,!Yl_q . .;:~ 
6. other universities in the United States 
who have exchange nro1?;rams-- with --('e;<.1,,,-:;1. _ . 
3razilian scho'}lS 0r have inforl!a.tion l/1.1; sc cr?<..5 o--, 
that W'1Uld be valuable to my study. u C L. /I 
/Jr/ Z. O/) <'t_, 
I k!'l'>w that in the nast Y'>Ur university has 
been inV'>lve1 in exchange nr0~ralls with Brazilian 
universities. Theref0re, would you nlease sun-ply 
any '>f the above information. I would appreciate 
what hel,., yr,u can ~1 ve me in this area. Enci,,sed 
please find a self-addressed, sta~ned envelope for 
your convenience. 
Sincerely, 
~~ ~_,;/~~~~~ 
Natalie Gidcu!!lb 
APPENDIX B 
~ of Letter~ to Brazilian Contacts 
The following letter was composed with the help of Dr. Mil ton 
Azevedo at the University of Illinois. It was sent to the following 
people on April 17, 1975. 
Dona Glaura Vilanova 
Ste. Hilaire, 656 
Curitiba, Parana 
Brazil 
Profa. Nora Thielen 
Andre Puente, 200, Apt. 703 
Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul 
Brazil 
Prof. Robert Moreira 
Faculdade de Pedagogia 
Universidade de Sao Paulo 
Sao Paulo, s. P. 
Brazil 
Prof. Antonio Soares-Amora 
R.ua Tefe, 43 
Sao Paulo, s~o Paulo 
Brazil 
Prof. 'Iheodocio Atherino 
Reitor 
Universidade Federal de Parana 
Curitiba, Parana 
Brazil 
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Research & Developmen.t 
Mrs. Natalie Gidc~~b 
P. O. Box 357 
Pr1nceV111e, IL 61559 
17 de abr11, 1975 
Prr,fa. Nora Thielen 
Andre Puente 200, Auto. 703 
Pr,rto Alegre, Rio Grande dr, SUl. 
Brazil 
Presada Senhora Thielen, 
Na qualidade de esnecialista e!Il comunicacao, 
estr,u atualmente recr,lhendr, dados para uma pesquisa 
.sr,bre essa materia nr, Brasil. A'Oos 1-t-11J. trabalho 
1nic1al nos Estados Unidos, ~retendo passar algum 
te~no no Brasil, pr0vave1mente entre 15 de julho e 
22 de agosto deste ano,· a fi~ de entrev1star 'Oessoas 
interessadas no assunto, cr,mo educadores, jornalistas, 
etc., que ~ossam fornecer-~e algumas 1nformacr,es ~0bre 
o que se faz, nr> Brasil, nr, campo de co!Iluni·cacar, pessoal, 
arte de falar em publico, publicdade, e assuntos 
c0rre1atos. 
Seu n,,me f0i-me fr,rnecidr, por Senhor c. E. !,.eroy 
de University of Wisconsin, cr,~o sendr, pessoa capacitada 
para fr,rnecer-me valir,sas informacoes sobre o assuntr,. 
Ficar-lhe-ia extremamente grata se v. s. Se des~usesse 
a receber-me, e~ algu~a enoca entee 15 de julho e 
22 de a~osto, uara uma entrevista de u~a ou duas hr,ras. 
Caso issr, nao lhe seja 'OrJSsivel, agradeceria que me 
fr,rnecesse~ Q nome de r,utras nessoas que, a seu juizo, 
nudessem cr,labt)rar Cf')!Iligo neste 'Orojeto de pesquisa. 
Agradecendo antecl'Oada~enta· a atencao que !Ile nossa 
dis'Oensar, a~rr,veito r, ensejo para a~resen~er-lhe as 
minhas 
Cordiais Saudacr,es 
Na.ta.lie GidCU'Db 
P. s. ~eu endereco de cr,rresnr,ndencia E: 
Mrs. Natalie GidcuTib 
P. 0. Br)X ¥357 
Princeville, I1l1n0is 61559 
USA 
(217) 5&1-2016 EASTERN ILLINOJS UNJ VERSITY {217) 581-5718 
APPENDIX C 
£2& of ~ Course Curricula 
at the 
Univeraidade Federal do Parana 
The following is a copy of the courses and course descriptions 
offered at the Universidade Federal do Parana in the Department of 
Social ColllillUnication. It was taken from their catalogue of the year 
1975. 
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EMENTA DAS DISCIPLINAS DC 
CURSO DE COMUNICACnEs SOCIAIS 
PROBLEMAS FUNDAMENTAIS DE FILOSOFIA: Problemas sabre: A natureza da 
filosofia, a natureza do homem, a natureza do 
conhecimento humane. Metaf!sica do sar finite• 
e infinite. 
SOCIOLOGIA GERAL I: fundamantos das ciancias sociais. Conceitos ' 
operacionais da analise socialogica: estrutura, 
organiza9ao, integra9ao e funcionamento da so-
ciedade. 
SOCIOLOGIA GERAL II:- Analise dos grupos e institui9oes saciais qua 
operam a se transformam no processa historico. 
ESTATfSTICA I: Defini9ao. Coleta de dados. Representa9ao tabu 
, - "· , lar e grafica. Distribui9ao de frequencia. Me 
dia. Mediana. Mada. Medidas de dispersao. Mo -
mantas. Assimetria. Curtose. Probabilidade.Di~ 
tribui9~ normal, binominal e Poisson. Prova 1 
de hipoteses. Amostragem. Distribui9ia "t" e 
qui quadrado. Regressao a carrela9ao lineares. 
'INTRODUC~O ~ PSICOLOGIA: lntrodu9ao. Defini9ao de Psicologia. Tipos 
de Psicologia. Met.ados da Psicologia. Bases fi 
siologicas. Os grandes cap!tulos da psicologia. 
No9oes de historia da psicologia. 
'INTRODUCKO ~ ANTROPOLOGIA CULTURAL: Estuda a Natureza, :a Significa-
do ea Aplica9ao da Ciencia Antropologica. Em-
prega de Termos Antropologicos: Sociedade, Es-
trutura e Cultura. 
'ELEMENTOS DE HlSTeRIA DO ORASIL: Introdu9io ao estudo da Hist6ria' 
do Brasil, politica, social e economica, em 
suas grandes varia9oes conjunturais, da coloni 
""" ' . ~ za9ao a modern1za9ao. 
•HIST6RIA DA ARTE I: lntrodu9ao a ~istoria da Arte; Pre-Historica : 
Arte Eg{pcia: Arte nas Civiliza9oes do Orienta 
Proximo; Cic.lo Greco-Romana; Arte Paleocrista• 
e Raveniensa: Bizancio e sua Civiliza9ao: Arte 
Romanica; Arte Gatica; Orienta e Extrema Orien 
-· ·--- --···-·. -- , --- - --- • ··----- J ··------- ----···-. 
Romantismo/Realismo; Impressionismo e rea~oes; 
Arte Moderna; Arte Contemporinea; Arte Braai -
leira, Paranaense e Americana. 
PRCBLEMAS SOCIAIS CONTEMPORANEOS: An,lise dos problemas de evolu~io 
normal e da patologia social. Questoes atuais' 
crescimento populacional, bem-estar social, n1 
veis de renda, emprego, educa~ao e saude. A 
distribui~ao dos recurses naturais, do traba -
lho e do capital no mundo. 
ELEMENTOS DE HIST0RIA MODERNA E CONTEMPDRANEA: Introdu;ao ao estudo 
da Histbria Moderna e Contemporanea, pol!tica, 
social 8 economica, nas suas grandes varia~oes 
... 
conjunturais, dos Grandes Descobrimentos a des 
' colonizar;ao dos "Impe'rios Coloniais .. • 
PSICOLOCIA SOCIAL I: Introdu~ao. Fatores psicologicos basicos. Ati-
tudes sociais. Ambients social e cultural. Cr~ 
pas, organiza9ao e'o indiv!duc. 
PS!CGLOGIA SGClAL Tl: Introdu9ao. Antecedentes da teoria de campo. 
Constru9oe~ em teoria de campo. Teoria de cam-
po e aprendizagem. Teoria de campo e experimen 
toe~ psicologia social. Problemas de pesquisa 
em psicologia social. fronteiras na dinamica' 
de'gr~pc. Comportamento e desenvolvimento na 
·t -s1. uar;·ao. 
rcl!Si~:!IA~ D2S MEI05 DE ccr.;u:i1c;,C':l:U: Introdu9ao - A Cultura do Pa::io 
i 
dico ~re Historico - A Evolu9ao Cultural Intr~ 
du~i~ ao Estudo da Comtinica;io. fases da Comu-
~icu~au, Conceitua~ao Atual de Compara9ao. Co-
~unica~ao Humana. Comunica9io e Cultura de Mas 
sa. Classifica9ao da Ciencia da Comunica9ao. 
G Jornalismo antes da Tipo9rafia, A comunica -
~ao Impressa. Os Primeiros Jornais da Europa e 
da Am~rica. A-Comunica~io Impressa no Brasil • 
fases da Imprensa Brasilei~a. Agencias de In -
formar,;ans~ As Historias err. quadrinhos • A I mpr~ 
sa e demais meios de Comunica~ao no Parana. 
FWJDAl':UJTOS C!:~~TfFICGS DA COMUNICAC1!:0: 0 Estudo d:;t Comunicai;ao a-
t raves dos tempos. Ciencias Humanas. Ciencias• 
da Comunica9ao. O Procasao da Comunicacao.126 
Sistemas de Sinais. Catagorias Semiologicas. D! 
mensoes da Comunicacao. Natureza e Analise da 1 
Comunicagao de Massa. 
IST6RIA ECONOMICA 00:BRASIL: Estudo da economia brasileira na sua• 
considera~ao historica. 
NTRODUCJ\'O ~S T~CNICAS DOS MEIOS DE COMUNICAC1tO I: Processes e tecni 
. cas qe Comunicacio' de Massa. Jornalismo Impres-
~o. Jornalismo Eletranico. Teatro e Comunica~io. 
Tecnicas de Rela9oes Publicas e Humanas. Tecni-
cas Publicitarias. Tecnicas de Editora9ao. 
NTRODUC~O ~S T~CNICAS DOS MEIOS DE COHUNICAC~O II: Fot~grafia e Co 
munica9ao.~Tecnicas Cinematograficas. A tecnica 
da Comunicacao pela Radiodifusao. Tecnica de ' 
Producao em Radiodifusao de Sons e Imagens. Efe!,. 
tos Tecnicos. 
ESQUISA OE OPINI~O E MERCADOLOGIA: Processo decisorio. lntrodu9ao' 
da Pesquisa. Pesquisa·em Acao. Etapas de Pasqui 
sa. Planajamento do Projeto. Execu9ao do Proje-
to. Amostragem, Ralatorio. Analise. Introduce~ 
0 Consumidor. A compra. 0 Mercado. 0 Produto e 
a linha do Produto. Pre90 e Razao. Vias de Dis-
tribui9ao. A Venda. 0 Dapartamento.de Venda. 
Lan9amento de Produto. 
'.TICA E LEGISLAC~O DOS MEIOS DE COMUNICACio: Introdu9ao. lagisla9io. 
Historico. Responsabilidade Profissionel. 
A Lei e os Meios de Comunica;ao Social. Os cri-
mes da Imprensa. 0 Processo de Imprensa. A Res-
, 
ponsabilidade. A Comunica9ao Social ea Seguran 
~a. 
JORNALISMO COMPARADO: Jornalismo Comparado. Morfologia. Morfologia' 
de Periodico. Valoriza9ao. Pesquiaas. A Histo -
ria. 
• Jornalismo C 1mparado: Estudas. Personalidede. !· 
presertac;ao. . ele9ao I mpransa Brasileira. Opi -
" 
caracter!sticas, suas transformac;oes. Valores' 
aspira9oes da nacionalidade. 0 carater nacio -
nal. Mudanc;a Cultural e Realidade Brasileira. 
1T~CNICA DE RADIODIFUS~Ds Introdu9ao ao estudo da Radiodifusao. Ra -
ijiodifusio. Telecomunicac;oes. Comunica;io pela 
Radiodifusao. Sistemas Empresariais e Estatais 
de Radiodifusao. Comunica9ao Audiovisual. Ra -
diodifusao Educativa. A Informa9ao ea Forma -
9ao de Opiniao Publica. Satelites Artificieis' 
e Radiodifusao. Generos de Programas. Codigos' 
de !tics da Radiodifusao Brasileira. 
Radiodifusao no Brasil. A Radiodifusao a a Fa-
m!lia. A Radipdifusao e as Agencies de Public1 
dads. Radiodifuaao, Crian9as e Adolescantes. 
v PLANEJAMENTO DE EMPRESASDE COMUNICACao SOCIAL: Racionaliza~ao dos' 
services: empresas jarnel!sticas, radiodifusao 
de sons e sons e imagens. Encargos, funcoes , 
func;oes de confian~a. No~oes jornal!sticas. R~ 
cianaliza9ao dos services: empresa de publici-
dade, propaganda, radiodifusao de sons e sons' 
de imagem. Encargos, func;oes de confianca, no-
c;oes tecnicas. 
J PUBLICIDADE E PROPAGANDA I: Intradu9ao. Publicidade. Publicidade em 
Jornais. Publicidades em Revistas. Outros ti -
pas de Publicidade. 
" PUBLICIOADE E PROPAGANDA I I: Distin9ao· entra Publicidade e Propaga.n 
da. Depa~tamento de Publicidade de um jornal. 
Ag;ncia de Publicidade a Propaganda Planejame.n 
to de um progra~a de Publicidade pelos diver -
sos ve!culos. Modalidades de Pesquisas. 
'JORNALISMO IMPRESSO: Da Forma~io Profissfonal Jornal!stica. Noc;oes' 
e Processes Graficos. Marca<;a:> de clichas. A 
Diagrama9ao. A Linguagem Universal da Imagem. 
Da Linguagem Jornal!stica. Conceito de Inform~ 
9ao. A Entrevista no Jornalismo. Reportagem. 
Jornalismo Intar~retativo. O Interesse Humana• 
dd Tecnica do T!tulo. 
• PAGINACHO E REVISi{O: /, mensagem face a prc,grama9ao visual• Prine{ -
-. 
"::'.' ..... ~ .......... .,. ......... O' JU~11a.1..:1, .a.-trV.Llll;.i:211 II .LJ.VX"Clle 
I , - • Sua estrutura grafica. run~oea baaicaa da ti-
tulagem da mensagem. Sistema de titulagem. 0 
tratamento de primeira pagina e paginaa inter-
nas dos periodicos. As tecnicas de.iluatra9ao. 
A localiza~ao da publicidade. A fun~ao das co-
res. r:cnicas de ~evisao de originais. 
v !!f.QAC~O E EDIC~O I: Pratica de Prepara9ao de Lead. Pratica de Red~ 
~ao da Not!cia. Pratica de Prepara~ao de titu-
._ 
lo. Pratica de Reportagem Garal. Pratica de R~ 
portagem Pol!tic~. Pratica da Reportagem EconA 
mica de interesse Humana Policial, Esportiva, 
Social. 
~Bf.Q.AC~O E EDIC~O II: Pratica de Entrevista. Pratica de entrevista' 
Coletiva. Topicos Editorials. Trabalhos dos ' 
Correspondentes. Trabalho das Sucursais. Noti-
ciario Nacional. Noticiario Internacional. A-
gencies de Not!cias. Colunas Especializadas. 
" PR CD U ~ 1f 0 E EMISS1tO I : Teoria do Radiojornalismo. Teoria do TelejO£ 
nalismo. Tecnicas e Praticas de reda;ao de No-
ticiosos para a Radiodifusao. Radio Reporter. 
Reporter ~inematografico. 
" PR 0DU~1f O E EMI5S1t0 I I: Pratica ds Radiodifusio. Pratica de Elabor~ 
9ao de Roteitos para a Radiodifusio. Produ;ao• 
I . 
de Programs de Informa~ao, Diversio e Percusai:, 
J AN~LISE GRAFICA I: Introdu~io ao Estudo daa Artas Graficas. Estu-
do sabre as diversas tacnicas de Impressio. Sjg 
nose sues fun9oes1 gravuraa, aerigrafia. 
~ AN~LISE GRaFICA II: Tipografia e o tipo. Impreaaao am off-set. Im-
pressio a cores. lay-out. Arte final. Composi-
cao. Diagrama~ao.Encardena;io. 
J FOTOGRAFI A: 0 fenaaaeno fotografico: a origem e avolu9ao. E-
lementos operacionais da camera fotografica; ' 
filmes 8 papeis sens!veia fotograficoa; requis! 
tos basicos da fotografias a foto-informacao,a 
foto-opiniao, fotografia como arte e fotografia 
HIST~RIA SOCIAL: 
quipamentos, tocnicas de fotografar, de reve -
lar e amplia9ao. A fotcgrafia colorida e em 
preto e branco. 
) 
E·studo dos quadros de rPfLr~ncia da Hist5:ia ' 
Social, bem com3 d~s ·re~~nles trabalhos se~un-
do novas pers~ectivns ~etod0!6gicas. 
~STUDO DE PROBLEMAS BRASILEIROSII: Problemas socio-economiccs: Habi 
' -... , . ,,., . ,,., ' 
ta9ao; saude; comunica~ao; urban1za9ao, empre-
sas. As for9as Armadas no processo socio-ocono 
mica do Brasil. Problemas polfticos; problemas 
geopol!ticos; pol!tica economica, social e ex-
terna. Seguran9a Nacional: SeguranGa interna; 
guerra revolucionaria; pol!tica de seguran9a ' 
nacional. 
:STUDO DE PROBLEMAS BRASILEIROS I: Panorama Geralda realidade bra 
sileira: caracteristicas da Geopol!tica e da 
Geoeconomia; o homem brasileiro; as institui -
9oes; o comportamento social. Problemas morfo-· 
logicoa: estruturas econa~icas, sociais, polI-
ticas e dos p6deres. Problemas do desenvalvi -
mento economico: a riqueza e o povoamento na-
" cionais; a Amaz~nia; o Nordeste. Desenvolvi ~ 
mento rural, energeticc industrial e do comer -
cio. 
ELACnEs PCBLICAS I: Teoria e T~cnica: Comporta~ento Coletivo. for-
ma9ao da Opiniao Publica. Conceituar,ao de Rel~ 
9oes Publicas. Historia das Rela9oes Publicas' 
Governamentais. Publica das Rela9oes Publicas. 
0 Campo das.Rela9oes Publicas. 0 Processo das 
Rela9oes Publ1cas. 
fundamentos das Rela~oes Publicas. Ve!culos de 
Ccmunica9io de Massa. Ve!culos de Circula9ao.' 
dirigida. Agencia~ de Rela~oes Publicas. Trei-
namento-e a forma9ao de Pessoa! para Rela~oes' 
Publicas • 0 Prof issional de Rela~oes Publicas • 
Requisites para o Profissional de Rela9oes Pu-
-~·licas. 
~ELACnEs PCBLICAS IIs 
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Tecnicas de"Comunicac;ao dirigida: Meios de C.9. 
municacao para publicos espec!ficos • 
. fNGUA ESTRANGEIRA INSTRUMENTAL I: (Alam;, espanhola, francesa, in-
glesa ou .italiana). 
_fNCUA ESTRANGEIRA INSTRUMENTAL II: (Alema, espanhola, francesa , 
inglesa ou italiana). 
ESTUDOS SOCIAIS E ECONOMICOS I: Introdu~ao sos Estudos Sociais e E-
conomicos. Organiza~ao de Producao. Crescimen 
to Economico-Social. As Rela9oes Internacio -
n~is. Os Centres de Decisio. 0 Capitalismo. 
ESTUDOS SOCIAIS E ECONnMICOS II: 0 Desenvolvimento e Sub-Desenvolv.!, 
manta. Modeloa Teoricos. Classicos e Contemp.9. 
raneos de Deaenvolvimento Economico. Modelos• 
Historicosa eatudos de ceeoa. Analise do oe·-
aenvolvimento Brasileiro. 
INTRODUC~O A METOOOLOGIA CIENTfFICA: Hist~ria da Ciencias Ciencia' 
Antiga, Classica e Moderna. Metodologia Cien-
t!fica: sua terefa. A Experimentec"' ea Ob -
serva;io. Leis: natureza, fun~io e tipoa. Te.9. 
riaa: concepcoes, natureza a componentes. Ex-
plica;oes. Problemas especiais des cilnciaa ' 
.. 
hUffl8n8S: 8 neutralidade 8XiOlOgica, m&tOdOS I 
da abordagem, problemas aspaciais da Historia. 
' ASPECTOS S0CIOL6CICOS DA REALIDAOE ,BRASILEIRA: Conhecimsnto cient!-
fico da reelidede brasileira, ecologies 8 hu-
. 
mena •. A Sociologia no Brasil. 
PSICOLOCIA DlfERENCIALs Introdu~ao. As orige~s des diferen~aa indi-
viduais. Abordage• longitudinal. Abordagem • 
~ranaversal. As tipologias. As ca~acterologi-
as. As difereni;aa intelectuaia-
1-'ULll.l!....QI Elementos da Cii~cia polltica: Introdu;io, ' 
defini9io, imbito-~ objetivos da ci;ncia po-
l!tica, segundo as principais corrantes. Cor 
rela~oes. Situa~ao do ensino da Pol!tica no 
mundo. P~incipais m,todos e t&cnicas de pes-
. quisa. 
Regir.as Pol!ticos. formas de Estado e de Co-
vernoa Parlamentarismo. Presidencialismo. 0~ 
mocracia. Ditaduras contemporaneas. A organi 
za9ao do poder nos regimes politicos atuais. 
Constituii;oes Brasileiras: 0 Estado Brasilei 
roe sue evolu9aa. A constitui~ao ea sua :ta 
,,-
oria •• Preambulo da Constitui9ao vigente. Es-
tudo comparado das · Cons ti tui.(;oes Bras ileiras; 
do Imperio a Republica, com exame dos Atos' 
Complementares respectiuos. As atribu{~~es e 
a responsabilidade dos poderes constitu!dos. 
Generalidades teoricas a praticas. 
SOCIOLOCIA APLICADA ~ ADMINISTRACffO: An,lise Sociclogica ~o Siste-
ma Empresarial Moderno. Aspectoe Sociais da 
Burocracia. A importancia dos Grupos no Tra-
balho Humana, ~em coma das Rela~oes Humanas' 
no Trabalho. 
r PSICOLOGIA APLICADA ~ ADMINISTRAC~C: 0 Campo da psicologia aplic~ 
da a administra9ao. Problemas psicologicos' 
des organiza9oes. 0 trabalho humeno. Contri-
bui;io da psicologia no relacionamento homen 
-organiza9ao. O processo adrninistiativo e o' 
homem na organiza~ao. Efetividade da Admini~ 
trai;ao. 
IM~TODOS E T~CNICAS DE PESQUISA EM CI£NCIAS SOCIAIS I: Introdu9ao a 
Dimensoes da Pesquisa Social. ·Metodos e Tec-
nicas de Pesquisa. Instrumentos de Coleta de 
Dados, Amost~agem, An~lise e Interpreta~ao. 
Planejamento da Pesquisa. Revisao Bibliogra-
fica para elabora9ao de projeto de Pesquisa. 
1 H1ST0RIA CONTEMPORANEA III: Estudo das civilizacoes coma quadros ' 
de refarencia para O compreensao do mundo a-
tual, OU seja, a considera;ao de uma histo -
ria de "longa durai;ao". 
l.J~ 
UBLICID.lWE E Pf?OPAGtHJDA I iI: Praticas: Prepara9ao de campanhas publi 
, - d , . citarias. P:epara~ao e anunc1os. 
UBLICTDADE E PROPAGANDA TU: Pr~ticas: Atividades em ~g~ncias de P=o 
paqanda. 0 Publicitario. 
INAA!CA DE GRUPO E RELACnES HUMAHAS: Comportamento de pequenos grupos. 
NTRODUCio l"ETICA: 
Comunicacao, participacao. Produtividade. A per-
c~p~ao do outro. Modelos de analise e aplicacoes 
Sociometria. Rela~oes de homem com o trabalho e 
o lazer. Psicologia comunitaria. 
A consciencia moral: caracterizagao e varia~oes. 
Varias fundamenta9oes: o interesse, o sentiment~ 
o dever social e racional. Analise fenomenologi-
ca da experiencia moral. Responsabilidade, libe£· 
dade e virtude. Problemas morais na Justi9a, Di-
reito, Sociedade a Vida Economica. 
iOCIOLOGIA DO DESENVOLVH'iENTO: Modelos teoricos de analise sociologica 
do de·senvolvimento e subdesenvolvimento. Os mod!_ 
los historicos em seus aspectos sociais. A atua-
9ao das classes, grupos, estado e ideologies na-
cionalistas e desenvol~imentistas. As alternati-
ves pol!tico-sociais para o desenvolvimentc. 
PSICOLOGIA DA INDUSTRIA: 0 trabalho ·coma necessidade e motiva9ao. Vari 
a9ao ~a produtividade. Aspectos psicologicos do 
ambients de trabalho. Organiza9ao industrial e 
comercial. Admissao de pessoal, promo~ao a ajus-
tamento. Organjza9ao psicologica do trabalho. 
M~TODO E T~CNICA DE PESQUISA EM CitNCIAS SOCIAIS II: Introdu9ao. Elabo 
ra;io.do Projeto. Revisio Bibliografica. Trabat-
lho de Campo. Analise e Interpre~a9ao. Relatorio 
final. 
~SPECTOS ANTROPOL6GIC0S E CULTURA!S DA REALIDADE BRASILEIRA: Estudo dos 
elementos fundamentals da cultura brasileira: a 
fndio, o negro, o imigrante. A questao ind!gena.O 
campesinato no Brasil. Estudo-clo meio urbane. Mi-
gra9oes internas no Brasil. 
ORIENTAC~O BIBLIOGRf.FTCA: Introdu~ao. A biblioteca. Obras de referencia. 
forma de anotar. Estrutura e apresentacao do tra-
balho. 
APPENDIX D 
Copies of Course Outlines 
at the 
Universidade do Sao Paulo 
Both of the following course outlines were provided by Nelly 
Camargo, and were of courses that she taught in the first two years 
of the course in coJll!lrUilication. The first three pages are for the 
course on the process of human communication and was mainly material 
for the final exam. The second course outline was for the course 
Sociological Fundamentals of Conmrunication. 
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1. lntroduc;;ao 
1.1. CicnciH A i au.1c1n,1 e ~ i <, nc L\ ;,,, 't.Hr.:1 l 
:-i;tudoM o proccdi1,1cntos ciH111.:.ificos; cnrHcter.iHtic.:,M ~ 
dift:ro11r,;n.s nos tlois dou!uiob d.:L Ci;nLciu. 
UnivertH,lidi.tcle e p •• rticulilridu\lc i u tiul tur.h con10 f'ormas de 
nda1)ta<;no do llouem. 
1. 3. Co111unicc1<; uo I cul tura o soc itH.ln<lu 
i.~lotivisuo culturnl; etnocl!ntriMrio; "universos 11 de 
. . 
comunic.t<;uo 
'.:! • .::.>ociedadtt: .. ,spuc tou ht: sico.s 
:.! .1. Ua.l:les do comp or tancn to ln1n;,l\o 
Lingunger.1 e Hi1:1hologJ.,, i ho.Ii tos, ..Ii inn is, posturas; requisi toa 
tla vidll social; .. cor ,unic,,c; no en tre o~ povos J>rir.ii tivos. 
•l •) 
.... .:.;. . 
2.3. Grupos socinis 
.Stntus c pnpel; 
-grupoM c org.,ni:....,, ucM. 
:; .1. Intern<;~o: stnls tipo~ II • e Ul.Vt?J.!i 
3. 3. , erspcc tivH ucol~gicu 
4.1. t~s tru turl\ . ... C or,i-,illl1 •. Lj(;,tU 
:ioc it.:<l,!de dtt .. foll," c ::;oc itHl.:ulns cm:1plcxn11; 
r..;icus o ideologia. 
l ' • 1' · i1n1 ia, p,tre11tu.sco u , .. rntHid~,dc 
. • • #' . 
i~e I ,,,.ocs 111'tcrut:111<;.:,o 
pequeuott 
,. 
sistumas econo-
,,cultur,,<;;io c .:.:;:-.i1iil,1< ~o; corn111icc1<;tto intcrculturol; mn1~g.1.-
nulid,nlt: cul tu1·ul • 
..)• .:.ocicdadc brc1silt::i..r .. t 
Lei turn u tr.:th.:ll..iti 1•r.~ticoti. 
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